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iAbstract
Analysis and Control of
Laser Plasma Based Accelerators up to 1 GeV
by
Kei Nakamura
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering
The University of Tokyo, Japan
Professor Mitsuru Uesaka, Chair
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Dr. Wim Leemans, Dissertation supervisor
This dissertation documents the development of a broadband electron spectrometer
(ESM) for GeV class Laser Wake¯eld Accelerators (LWFA), the production of high quality
GeV electron beams (e-beams) for the ¯rst time in a LWFA by using a capillary discharge
guide (CDG), and a statistical analysis of CDG-LWFAs.
An ESM specialized for CDG-LWFAs with an unprecedentedly wide momentum ac-
ceptance, from 0.01 to 1.1 GeV in a single shot, has been developed. Simultaneous
measurement of e-beam spectra and output laser properties as well as a large angular
acceptance (> §10 mrad) were realized by employing a slitless scheme. A scintillating
screen (LANEX Fast back ,LANEX-FB) - camera system allowed faster than 1 Hz oper-
ation and evaluation of the spatial properties of e-beams. The design provided su±cient
resolution for the whole range of the ESM (below 5% for beams with 2 mrad divergence).
The calibration between light yield from LANEX-FB and total charge, and a study on
the electron energy dependence (0.071 to 1.23 GeV) of LANEX-FB were performed at
the Advanced light source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). Using
this calibration data, the developed ESM provided a charge measurement as well.
The production of high quality electron beams up to 1 GeV from a centimeter-scale
ii
accelerator was demonstrated. The experiment used a 310 ¹m diameter gas-¯lled cap-
illary discharge waveguide that channeled relativistically-intense laser pulses (42 TW,
4:5 £ 1018 W/cm2) over 3.3 centimeters of su±ciently low density (' 4:3 £ 1018/cm3)
plasma. Also demonstrated was stable self-injection and acceleration at a beam en-
ergy of ' 0:5 GeV by using a 225 ¹m diameter capillary. Relativistically-intense laser
pulses (12 TW, 1:3 £ 1018W/cm2) were guided over 3.3 centimeters of low density ('
3:5£ 1018/cm3) plasma in this experiment.
A statistical analysis of the CDG-LWFAs' performance was carried out. By taking
advantage of the high repetition rate experimental system, several thousands of shots
were taken in a broad range of the laser and plasma parameters. An analysis program
was developed to sort and select the data by speci¯ed parameters, and then to evaluate
performance statistically.
The analysis suggested that the generation of GeV-level beams comes from a highly
unstable and regime. By having the plasma density slightly above the threshold density
for self injection, 1) the longest dephasing length possible was provided, which led to
the generation of high energy e-beams, and 2) the number of electrons injected into
the wake¯eld was kept small, which led to the generation of high quality (low energy
spread) e-beams by minimizing the beam loading e®ect on the wake. The analysis of
the stable half-GeV beam regime showed the requirements for stable self injection and
acceleration. A small change of discharge delay tdsc, and input energy Ein, signi¯cantly
a®ected performance.
The statistical analysis provided information for future optimization, and suggested
possible schemes for improvment of the stability and higher quality beam generation. A
CDG-LWFA is envisioned as a construction block for the next generation accelerator,
enabling signi¯cant cost and size reductions.
To my wife, Heather Zhao,
my parents, Akira and Toshiko Nakamura,
my brothers, Tetsu and Yu.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Charged particle accelerators have contributed to a broad range of scienti¯c ¯elds,
serving high energy and elementary particle physics through particle colliders, and pro-
viding radiation ranging from THz to x-rays for various applications in material science,
chemistry, biology, or medicine. The accelerating structure of those conventional accel-
erators is based on radio frequency (RF) cavities, where the ¯eld gradient is limited at
the ' 100 MV/m level due to material breakdown. Demands for higher energy particles
from future facilities have led to the construction of large scale facilities, and even larger
machines are planned.
A plasma-based accelerator is a promising candidate for a next generation accelerator.
By using a plasma as a media for an accelerating structure, more than a thousand times
higher ¯eld gradient than what current RF-based technology can provide has become
possible. Recently, a generation of GeV-class high quality (a few percent energy spread)
electron beams (e-beams) has been demonstrated with a centimeter scale laser wake¯eld
acceleration (LWFA) [1{3]. This dissertation consists of contributions to the development
of the GeV class LWFA. Such an LWFA is envisioned as a construction block for the next
generation accelerator, enabling signi¯cant cost and size reductions.
In this Chapter, a brief history of plasma-based accelerator experiments is presented,
followed by an overview of LWFA development in the LOASIS Program at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). The mechanism for generation of high energy and
quality e-beams from an LWFA is brie°y discussed as well. This Chapter will provide the
motivation and background for the work presented in this dissertation.
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Plasma Based Accelerator Experiments
A charged particle accelerator based on a plasma wave (wake¯eld) excited by an intense
laser pulse was proposed by Tajima and Dawson in 1979 [4], followed by the concept of
particle beam driven plasma wave (plasma wake¯eld acceleration, PWFA) in 1986 [5].
When an intense laser propagates through a plasma, the electromagnetic ¯eld gradient
(ponderomotive force) of the laser pushes plasma electrons outward, while ions remains
stationary. The resulting space-charge ¯eld subsequently causes a density oscillation be-
hind the drive laser. This density oscillation (plasma wave) is called wake¯eld, and is
illustrated in Fig. 1.1. For the linear regime (small electric ¯eld), the corresponding
temporal frequency of the wake¯eld (plasma frequency) is given by:
!p =
s
4¼e2ne
me
; (1.1)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, me the rest mass of the electron, ne the plasma
electron density, and e the charge of an electron. The phase velocity of a plasma wave
vpp is given approximately by the group velocity of the laser beam in the plasma vpp '
vg = c
q
1¡ (!2p=!20), where !0 is the central angular frequency of the laser pulse. For a
su±ciently low density plasma, a characteristic wavelength of the plasma wave becomes:
¸p =
2¼vg
!p
' 2¼c
!p
: (1.2)
Figure 1.1: Illustration of a laser-driven plasma wake¯eld.
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In the case of a PWFA, the space charge force of a particle beam drives the wake¯eld
instead of a laser beam, and the phase velocity of the plasma wave is given approximately
by the beam velocity vpp ' vbeam. For a su±ciently high energy driving e-beam, a char-
acteristic wavelength of the plasma wave becomes ¸p = 2¼vbeam=!p ' 2¼c=!p. These
wake ¯eld acceleration (WFA) concepts allow realization of an accelerating structure with
exceptionally high ¯eld gradient. For example, from Gauss's law, the Electric ¯eld E0 can
be estimated as:
E0 =
me!pc
e
; (1.3)
or E0 ' 100 GV/m for ne ' 1018 cm¡3. This electric ¯eld is thousands of times higher
than what conventional accelerators can achieve in RF cavities.
The LWFA concept immediately drew the attention of many plasma scientists from
around the world, and has been intensely studied for more than 25 years (for a review,
see Ref. [6] for a theoretical overview, and Ref. [7] for recent experimental results). Note
that this introduction does not cover plasma-based electron acceleration via laser-solid
interactions [8{12].
Although there was some early work done by Joshi et al. in 1981 on Raman scat-
tering [13], the ¯rst experimental proof of plasma-based acceleration of electrons was
achieved via plasma beat wave acceleration (PBWA), where two long laser pulses with
slightly di®erent frequencies were used to resonantly excite a plasma wave (see Ref. [6],
and references therein). The method was proposed by Tajima and Dawson [4] as an alter-
native to the LWFA due to the unavailability of short (· 1 ps), intense (> 1017 W/cm2)
lasers at that time. In 1992, Kitagawa and coworkers [14] observed the acceleration of
background electrons via PBWA employing two lines of a CO2 laser. The total electron
energy gain was 10 MeV and a 1.5 GV/m accelerating gradient was measured. External
injection of e-beams into the plasma-based accelerating structure was ¯rst demonstrated
via PBWA by Clayton et al., reported in 1993 [15, 16]. Electrons with an energy of
2.1 MeV were accelerated to 9.1 MeV by the resonantly excited wake¯eld with an ac-
celerating gradient of 0.7 GV/m. The PBWA concept has been experimentally studied
by several other groups as well [17{20], but interest has waned due to the availability
of short pulse and high power lasers based on the technique called Chirped Pulse Am-
pli¯cation (CPA). In 1988, a compact terawatt laser system based on the CPA was ¯rst
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demonstrated by Mourou and coworkers [21]. After this invention, laser plasma-based
accelerators have evolved with the growth of CPA technology.
The acceleration of electrons using a single CPA-based laser was ¯rst demonstrated
in 1995 with electrons injected from a laser-solid interaction by Nakajima and cowork-
ers [22]. Up to 18 MeV electrons were observed using injected electrons of 1 MeV energy.
The concept of LWFA with injected beams was also experimentally studied by Amirano®
et al. [23, 24] using an RF accelerator coupled to the LWFA. Although it successfully
proved the concept experimentally, this scheme was not practical due to the low cou-
pling e±ciency between the RF-accelerated electrons and the plasma-based accelerating
structures. The characteristic structure scale lengths were orders of magnitude di®erent
between the structures, and the required precision for RF-laser timing synchronization far
exceeded what could be achieved at that time. Also reported in 1995, using a single CPA
based laser, was acceleration of background electrons [25, 26]. Total energy gain up to
40 MeV with 100 GV/m accelerating gradient was achieved. Those experiments utilized
Nd:glass based laser systems with pulse lengths ¿L which were more than a few hundred
fs. Plasma densities were somewhat high (typically . 1020=cm3) to introduce strong self
modulation of the laser pulses. The self modulation is the longitudinal and transverse
modulations of the laser pulse due to the interaction with the plasma wake¯eld leading to
laser pulse steepening and radial focusing/defocusing, which occur in the time scale of the
plasma oscillation ¿p » 1=!p. A laser pulse longer than ¿p undergoes the self modulation,
and eventually leads to the generation of large amplitude wake¯elds and self trapping of
electrons into plasma accelerating structures via wave breaking. This operational regime is
called the self modulated laser wake¯eld acceleration (SM-LWFA). Although experiments
with such high energy, high power, sub-picosecond Nd:glass based lasers (for example,
' 250 TW in 650 fs [27], ¿L À ¿p) are still actively being pursued [27{39], the majority
of research has shifted to experiments with shorter pulse duration (¿P . ¿L . 100 fs),
higher repetition rate Ti:Sapphire based CPA laser systems [40{55]. Experimental setups
for SM-LWFA experiments were simple and similar everywhere. As an example, a typical
setup for LBNL LWFA experiments is shown in Fig. 1.2. A laser beam was focused by an
o®-axis parabola (OAP) onto a gas jet target, typically Hydrogen, Helium or Nitrogen.
The interaction lengths for the SM-LWFA were on the order of the Rayleigh range (self
channeling could increase the interaction length somewhat), typically less than a millime-
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the SM-LWFA experiment at LBNL. A laser pulse was focused
by an o®-axis parabola (OAP) onto a gas jet target. The total charge was measured
by a charge detector ICT (Integrating Current Transformer) and Phosphor screens. An
electron magnetic spectrometer was used to measure the energy spectrum of e-beams.
ter. For those SM-LWFA experiments, resultant e-beam energy spectra were broadband,
usually characterized by an exponential or Boltzmann-like distribution with characteristic
temperatures as shown in Fig. 1.3. This was probably due to high plasma density giv-
ing short dephasing length and heavy beam loading, and enhanced multi-bucket injection
from long laser pulse length ¿L & ¿p (discussed later in this Section and in Chapter 2). The
total accelerated charge was high (up to several nano-Coulombs), but the number of elec-
trons at high energy (> 10 MeV) were a small fraction of the total charge (. 10 pC [42]).
The maximum energy observed from SM-LWFA experiments as a function of the input
laser power (TW) is shown in Fig. 1.4. E-beams with up to 300 MeV have been observed
from SM-LWFA experiments. The observed maximum energy depends on many laser-
plasma parameters, such as laser energy, pulse length, power, and contrast, as well as
plasma density, temperature, and pro¯le. Furthermore, it may depend on the detection
e±ciency of electron diagnostics. Nevertheless, Fig. 1.4 shows the simple tendency of
higher power leading to higher energy, and that the resultant maximum energies are
comparable between the long and short-pulse laser system at similar input laser power. A
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Figure 1.3: Example of e-beam energy spectrum from SM-LWFA experiments at LBNL.
typical pulse length from a Nd:glass laser is 10 times longer than that from a Ti:Sapphire
laser, which means it requires 10 times more energy to achieve an equivalent power. Thus,
Ti:Sapphire based systems have provided higher laser-energy to electron-energy e±ciency
than Nd:glass based systems. Note that laser energy to whole e-beam energy e±ciency was
not considered here. As the pulse length of the laser approached the plasma wavelength,
the experimental regime shifted from heavily self modulated LWFA ¿L À ¿p to slightly
self modulated LWFA ¿L & ¿p. Together with this shift, the capability to perform a large
¯eld of systematic parameter scans, bene¯tting from e±cient and high repetition rate
Ti:Sapphire laser systems, has contributed to many ¯ndings, enabled experiments with
error-bars, and has led to a new generation of plasma-based accelerators.
Reported in 2004 from three di®erent groups, LBNL, Laboratoire d'Optique Appliqu¶ee
(LOA), and a collaboration of the Imperial College and Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
(RAL), were the generation of quasi-monoenergetic e-beams (QME) [56{58]. This break-
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Figure 1.4: Observed maximum energy from SM-LWFA experiments, and peak energy
from quasi-monoenergetic e-beams (QME) as a function of input laser power [TW]. Blue
diamond: experiments using Nd:glass based systems, orange circle: experiments using
Ti:Sapphire based systems, yellow triangle: quasi-monoenergetic e-beams without guiding
(Ti:Sapphire), red rectangle: quasi-monoenergetic e-beams with guiding (Ti:Sapphire).
through was achieved by matching the interaction length with the dephasing length (the
length in which accelerated particles outrun the wake¯eld). The nature of this slippage
comes from the fact that the velocity of a relativistic electron (ve ' c) is faster than
the phase velocity of the plasma wave vpp. An analytical approximation for the depasing
length Ldph in the 1D regime can be expressed as [59]:
Ldph ' ¸p
µ
!0
!p
¶2
£
8><>:1 for a
2
0 ¿ 1;
2a20=¼ for a
2
0 À 1:
(1.4)
Here a0 is laser strength parameter, or normalized vector potential for the laser pulse. This
is a key parameter for the discussion of laser driven wake¯eld acceleration, as detailed in
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Chapter 2. From Eqs. 1.2 and 1.4:
Ldph / n¡3=2e : (1.5)
In the 2004 experiments, the dephasing length was controlled via the plasma density,
which was typically in low 1019=cm3 (somewhat lower than those used in the SM-LWFA
experiments). Interaction lengths were extended by focusing the laser beam with a larger
F number [57, 58], or by providing a pre-formed plasma channel [56] whose axial plasma
pro¯le was arranged such that the plasma channel guided the intense laser beam like
an optical ¯ber. The ¯rst scheme, namely the large spot scheme, required higher power
laser systems to compensate the reduced focus intensity. The second scheme, namely
the guided scheme, required additional lasers to provide a preformed channel. For both
schemes, advanced Ti:Sapphire laser systems played a critical role in the experiments.
The maximum energy gain was limited by two elements, plasma density and interac-
tion length. With a given laser intensity, plasma density had to be high enough to realize
self-trapping of electrons. Higher plasma density provides shorter dephasing length, con-
sequently leading to smaller energy gain. In the case dephasing length is longer than
interaction length, interaction length limits total energy gain. For self-trapping based
LWFAs, the higher laser power to allow self-trapping with lower density plasma, and
su±ciently longer interaction length to accommodate dephasing length are required to
produce higher energy electron beams.
The generation of QMEs has now been reported from many groups around the world,
and its optimization, scaling, beam quality, and stability has been studied [60{73]. Re-
ported e-beam energies of the QMEs versus input laser power (TW) are shown in Fig. 1.4.
One can see that the peak energy is comparable to the observed maximum energy from
SM-LWFAs.
After the demonstration of high quality (quasi mono-energetic) e-beam generation
from the LWFA, the improvement of beam quality, stability, and reproducibility have be-
come the focus of research. Reported from LOA in 2006 was a demonstration of controlled
injection of electrons onto a wake¯eld by using a counter propagating laser beam [74]. The
concept was originally proposed by Esarey et al., [75{79], and has been pursued experi-
mentally at LBNL as well [80, 81]. In previous experiments, electron injection has relied
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on self-trapping, via wave breaking or high temperature plasma, which were not readily
controlled. This LOA result showed that via laser-triggered injection, tunability of the
e-beam energy and high stability (100% injection with a few percent °uctuation of peak
e-beam energy) were achieved [74].
Also in 2006, the University of Tokyo (U-Tokyo) reported e-beam generation improved
by an external magnetic ¯eld [82]. In the U-Tokyo experiments, the external magnetic
¯eld was used to condition the pre-formed plasma generated by a laser pre-pulse. Their
early work was focused on how the laser pre-pulse a®ected the injection and acceleration
processes [46, 47, 63]. By having an active control of the pre-pulse induced pre-formed
plasma such that the plasma pro¯le had a channel-like property, the resultant e-beams
were improved to have smaller beam divergence, higher total charge, and higher stability
(100% injection) [82].
Recently, the PWFA concept has been studied, mostly by a University of Califor-
nia Los Angels (UCLA) - Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) - University of
Southern California (USC) collaboration [83{88] using electron and positron beams at
SLAC. SLAC was the only user facility in the world that could provide high energy (up
to 50 GeV) electron and positron beams. Reported in 2007 was the use of 50 fs, 42 GeV
e-beams as a wake¯eld driver, and measurements of the tail of the drive beam gaining
energy of up to 43 GeV [88]. High reproducibility and stability was reported at many
conferences. Although generation of e-beams with single energy peak structure has not
been demonstrated yet, this was the highest net energy gain yet achieved by plasma-
based accelerators. If a witness beam can be arranged at the right location (phase of the
wake¯eld), a high quality and high energy PWFA becomes possible, as opposed to simply
accelerating the tail of a long drive beam.
Reported by LBNL in 2006 was the generation of a 1 GeV, quasi mono-energetic
e-beam by using a capillary discharge waveguide and a ' 37 fs, ' 42 TW Ti:sapphire
laser [1, 2]. The capillary discharge waveguide was capable of guiding intense lasers (' 4£
1018 W/cm2) for more than 30 mm with low plasma density (down to » 1018=cm3), which
gave a long dephasing length leading to high net energy gain. This was the highest energy
obtained from an LWFA, and its laser power - e-beam energy e±ciency was excellent (see
Fig. 1.4). Also reported was the stable generation of high quality 0.5 GeV e-beams (» 80%
injection with » 6% °uctuation of peak e-beam energy, detailed in Chapter 4). It was ¯rst
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shown that self-trapping and acceleration can be stabilized to produce QMEs with such
high energy. These results lead to increased interest and discussion of practical LWFA
e-beam applications.
As has been discussed in this Chapter, plasma-based accelerators now provide high
quality beams and hence their practical applications can be discussed. Applications of
LWFA e-beams have been explored such as radio-isotope production [32, 42, 89, 90], THz
radiation generation [44, 91], x-ray generation [92{95], and pump-probe experiments [96].
For radio-isotope production, a LWFA could be a compact apparatus. As a THz radiation
source, a LWFA may provide not only a compact apparatus compared to conventional
accelerator facilities, but also e-beams with much shorter bunch duration, and hence
higher THz frequencies [97{100]. Furthermore, the vacuum-plasma boundary of the SM-
LWFA can be a high ¯eld THz source because the e-beam can contain more than a nano-
Coulomb in a very short time duration (' plasma period » 10 fs). Short pulse, high ¯eld
THz radiation may bene¯t a broad range of ultrafast sciences. Synchrotron radiation from
an LWFA was demonstrated experimentally and has been intensely studied by Rousse and
co-workers [95, 101{104]. The time duration of LWFA synchrotron x-rays was found to
be as short as 100 fs. Although conventional synchrotron light sources can generate far
higher energy photons using > 1 GeV e-beams [105{107], this few keV ultrafast x-ray
radiation could provide a powerful tool for femtosocond x-ray di®raction or absorption
spectroscopy. By using an undulator, an LWFA driven XUV FEL could be designed
using GeV-class LWFA electron beams [108]. Combining ability to generate a broad
spectral range of radiation with e-beams and the intrinsically synchronized laser beam,
a LWFA could provide an ideal apparatus for an ultrafast pump-probe experiments. A
pulse radiolysis experiment was carried out by using e-beams from SM-LWFA in ref. [96].
Although it was demonstrated that a SM-LWFA could provide su±cient charge to perform
chemical studies, a femtosecond pump probe experiment was not realized, probably due
to the broadband property and space charge e®ect in high charge e-beams [109]. E-beams
from SM-LWFA contained a total charge of nC, and such a high charge e-beam would
be stretched out longitudinally during propagation in addition to the velocity di®erence
between low and high energy electrons. Although it has been demonstrated that the
SM-LWFA e-beam can have short pulse duration (' 50 fs) at the exit of the plasma [98],
femtosecond pump probe experiments hence also require that the e-beams have to be of
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high quality (low energy spread). Ultrafast pulse radiolysis [110, 111] using high quality
e-beams from LWFA has been pursued at U-Tokyo [112]. The pulse duration of quasi-
monoenergetic e-beam (peak energy of 20 MeV with 20% energy spread, ' 30 pC) was
measured to be ' 130 fs after the propagation of 180 mm [113]. For femtosecond pump
probe experiments, higher quality e-beams may be required. For all kind of applications,
stability remains a key issue, and there still are many things to be addressed for the
applications. Plasma based accelerator experiments, however, have shifted from high
power plasma experiments to accelerator experiments. Applications can be discussed
with practically achievable parameters, and may be realized in near future.
This dissertation consists of contributions to the development of the capillary discharge
guided (CDG-) LWFA at the LOASIS Facility, and details are discussed in following
Sections and Chapters.
1.2 LOASIS Laser Plasma Based Accelerators
The LOASIS group (Lasers, Optical Accelerator Systems Integrated Studies) was started
in 1993 by Wim Leemans, then opened LOASIS Facility in 1995 (the l'OASIS group in
the Center of Beam Physics (CBP), became LOASIS Program in 2005). First developed
at the LOASIS Facility was a laser-driven hydrodynamic expansion waveguide [114] using
the ignitor heater method [115] to allow operation in Hydrogen gas. A multi-output high-
power Ti:Sapphire ampli¯er named Chihuahua was built (see Fig. 1.5), which provided
two fs laser pulses (75 fs, 30 mJ each), and an energetic long pulse (160 ps, 280 mJ) for
these experiments. One of the short laser pulses (ignitor) was used to initially ionize the
gas from a gas jet via tunnel ionization, then the long laser pulse (heater) was introduced
to heat the plasma through collisions. The heated cylinder of gas expanded, creating a
radial plasma density distribution with a minimum on axis, which was used to guide the
2nd short laser pulse at intensity ' 5£ 1017 W/cm2 over ' 10 Rayleigh lengths.
The ¯rst report of the generation of energetic e-beams from the LOASIS LWFA was
in 2001, using a newly developed high power Ti:Sapphire ampli¯er, named Godzilla [42].
The Godzilla ampli¯er provided ' 500 mJ in ' 50 fs (' 10 TW), and it was focused by
a F/4, 30 cm focal length OAP providing a spot size of approximately w0 = 6 ¹m, or
Rayleigh length zR = ¼w
2
0=¸ = 141 ¹m with ¸ the laser wavelength. The generation of
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high energy electrons (> 25 MeV) was veri¯ed via gamma-neutron activation experiments
and a magnetic spectrometer [42].
By combining the two experiments and lasers, a channel guided LWFA and, as shown
in Sec. 1.1, generation of quasi-monoenergetic e-beams from a LWFA, were ¯rst achieved
and reported in 2004 [56, 68, 116]. In this experiment a laser beam intensity up to a few
1018 W/cm2 was guided over ' 10 Rayleigh lengths, with only small distortions in a laser
mode pro¯le. The laser lost up to 90% of its energy due to energy deposition into the
plasma (wake generation) and leakage from the guiding structure. By using a 9 TW laser,
a 86 §1:8 MeV e-beam with 3 mrad divergence in full-width half maximum (FWHM)
was obtained. This laser-driven hydrodynamic expansion waveguide was shown to be
e±cient with higher density plasma (> 1019 cm¡3) due to the fact that the heating relies
on inverse-Bremsstrahlung but harder to generate channels for lower plasma density. The
required laser energy for channel generation scales linearly with its length.
For applications such as synchrotron light sources [105{107, 117] or as modules in
particle colliders [118], GeV or even higher energy would be desirable. In order to obtain
a higher energy e-beam, an LWFA with longer accelerating structure becomes essential,
because a net energy gain ¢W may be given by a product of an accelerating ¯eld strength
Ez and accelerating length Lacc:
¢W = EzLacc: (1.6)
As discussed in the previous Section, the acceleration length has to be matched to the
dephasing length, which can be extended by using lower density plasma (see Eq. 1.5).
Key technologies for a higher energy LWFA would be a lower density plasma, longer
accelerating length, and higher power laser.
The acceleration length can be extended by either using large laser spot (large ZR)
scheme or using a plasma channel for guiding. The required laser-plasma parameters to
obtain GeV e-beams with a channel-guided LWFA were studied via scaling laws [119{121],
which can be summarized as follows. If the acceleration length is limited by the dephasing
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length, Lacc ' Ldph, the dephasing limited energy gain ¢Wdph, in practical units, is:
¢Wdph(MeV) ' 630I(W cm
¡2)
ne(cm
¡3)
£
8><>:1; for a
2
0 ¿ 1;
(2=¼)=N; for a20 À 1;
(1.7)
where I is the laser intensity, and N is the number of plasma periods that the bunch is
located behind the laser pulse. If the acceleration length is limited by the pump depletion
length Lpd, in which laser deposit all the energy onto plasma, the pump depletion limited
energy gain ¢Wpd in practical unit is:
¢Wpd(MeV) '
8><>:3:4£ 10
21=(¸2(¹m)n(cm¡3)); for a20 ¿ 1;
400I(W cm¡2)=n(cm¡3); for a20 À 1:
(1.8)
As an example, assume a P = 50 TW, 40 fs (2 J) Ti:Sapphire laser (¸ = 0:8 ¹m) focused
to a spot size of w0 ' 25 ¹m, which gives calculated peak intensity I = 2P=¼w20 '
5 £ 1018 W/cm¡2 and a0 ' 8:6 £ 10¡10¸ (¹m)I1=2 (W/cm2) ' 1:5. Considering the
nonlinear regime, one obtains ¢Wdph ' ¢Wpd = 1000 MeV and Ldph ' 2:95 cm with
a plasma density of ne = 2 £ 1018 cm¡3. From the scaling law, 1 GeV e-beams can be
obtained by a 3 cm guided 50 TW laser and a plasma density of 2£ 1018 cm¡3. Without
guiding, which has an advantage in simplicity of the setup, a simulation suggested that
1 PW laser system may be able to provide high quality GeV e-beams [122]. In the guiding
case, interaction length can be extended without making spot size larger. Experimental
results [56{58] also suggested higher e±ciency using the guided approach.
Although guiding of an intense laser by a laser-driven hydrodynamic expansion waveg-
uide over several mm was demonstrated [56, 68, 116], guiding over cm scale distances with
lower density plasma was a signi¯cant challenge. As discussed, the lower plasma densi-
ties for a centimeter scale laser-driven hydrodynamic expansion waveguide made that
approach unpractical because low e±ciency heating needs high energy heater. The Ig-
nitor - heater concept [114, 115, 123] was not the only way to achieve a guiding of an
intense laser, and however, other guiding concepts relying on the use of preformed plasma
channels have been pursued by several groups around the world [124{128]. An alternative
plasma channel technology, based on capillary discharge guides (CDG), was developed at
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of laser system of LOASIS Facility.
Oxford University [129{131]. A moderate intensity laser (' 1017 W/cm¡2) was guided
over 5 cm without signi¯cant distortion or loss [131], but no high intensity laser was
available to produce relativistic e-beams at Oxford University.
With the goal of GeV-class e-beam generation from a LWFA, a CDG-LWFA has been
developed at the LOASIS Facility, collaborating with Oxford University. Construction
of a 100 TW-class Ti:Sapphire ampli¯er had already started in 2002, aimed at higher
energy e-beam generation. It employed cryogenic cooling of a Ti:Sapphire crystal using
compressed helium gas to cancel the heavy thermal loading induced by the high power
pump lasers. Ampli¯cation up to 4 J/pulse (before compression) with 10 Hz operation
has been achieved. Shown in Fig. 1.5 is a schematic of the LOASIS Laser Facility. As of
October 2007, a total of eight beams are available for a variety of experiments from three
high-power and three mid.-power Ti:Sapphire ampli¯ers.
Critical to the GeV-class CDG-LWFA was the development of a diagnostic for the
e-beam, namely an electron spectrometer (ESM). As discussed throughout this Chapter,
LWFA can provide a variety of e-beams, such as high-charge broadband beams (down to
' 0 MeV) and high quality and energy beams (up to GeV energy), and there is often
signi¯cant shot-to-shot variability. To measure all these beams, and to allow a wide range
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of parameter scans, a broadband, high resolution, high repetition rate ESM was essential.
One of the objectives of this dissertation was to develop, implement, and operate such an
electron spectrometer. A broadband single shot ESM was designed and developed for a
GeV-class CDG-LWFA. It has served as the main diagnostics for the development of the
LOASIS GeV LWFA, and has successfully measured GeV class e-beams.
The other objective of this dissertation was to understand how to control a GeV-
class LWFA. Thousands of shots with a broad range of laser and plasma parameters were
statistically analyzed to elucidate the complicated physics in the laser-plasma interactions.
The analysis showed the requirements for stable operation, and provided information for
future optimization.
1.3 Summary and Outline
As presented in this Chapter, since their invention, laser plasma-based accelerators have
progressed rapidly along with advancing laser technologies. By using channel guiding, high
quality, 100 MeV e-beams can be provided in a mm scale LWFA. A centimeter scale LWFA
has been developed at the LOASIS Facility by using a capillary discharge waveguide. A
broadband single shot ESM for GeV class LWFA was developed, and through statistical
analysis of the measurements, the control of the GeV class CDG-LWFA was discussed.
Chapter 2 describes the theoretical foundations for LWFA. Physics of laser-plasma
interactions relevant to wake¯eld acceleration is described, providing insight on LWFA
operation, and the foundations for analysis and discussion presented in Chapter 4.
Chapter 3 details the design and development of a broadband ESM for GeV class
LWFA [3]. This diagnostic e±ciently covers a wide range of energy in a single shot with
su±cient resolution. As the main diagnostic for the GeV-class LWFA at LBNL, it was
essential to the achievement of high quality GeV e-beam generation from a CDG-LWFA.
Along with its development, the e-beam energy dependence of the scintillating screen was
studied at the Advanced Light Source (ALS), LBNL. The developed ESM successfully
provided a charge monitor as well.
Chapter 4 describes the development of the GeV-class LWFA. Taking advantage of
the high repetition rate system, thousands of shots have been taken with a broad range
of laser plasma parameters. A statistical analysis of the CDG-LWFA operation is pre-
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sented. Complicated inter-dependence of laser-plasma parameters are presented, and the
key technology for controlling a GeV-class LWFA are discussed.
Lastly, conclusions and prospects for future LWFAs are discussed in Chapter 5.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Foundations for LWFA
2.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, a brief summary of the equations describing laser-plasma interactions
relevant to electron acceleration is presented. This Chapter together with Chapter 1
provides a foundation for the discussion and analysis presented in Chapter 4. Section 2.2
describes generation of the wake¯eld, and Section 2.3 discusses particle trapping and
acceleration. For a comprehensive review, see Ref. [6] and references therein.
2.2 Wake¯eld Generation
Plasma wake¯elds generated by non-evolving drive laser pulses can be described an-
alytically in the three-dimensional (3D) linear regime, and 1D (plane wave) non-linear
regime [6]. Calculation of the wake¯eld in the 3D nonlinear regime or calculation in-
cluding the self-consistent evolution of the drive laser pulse is su±ciently complicated to
require numerical calculation. Here, we consider a cold °uid, where collisions and thermal
e®ects are negleceted. The collision time is typically much greater than the driver laser
pulse duration, and the thermal velocity is typically much less than the quiver velocity of
17
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an electron in the laser radiation ¯elds. Starting from the °uid-Maxwell equations:
r ¢E = 4¼e(Zni ¡ ne) ; (2.1)
r ¢B = 0 ; (2.2)
r£E = ¡@B
c@t
; (2.3)
r£B = @E
c@t
+
4¼e(Znivi ¡ neve)
c
; (2.4)
where vi and ve are the °uid velocities for the ions and electrons, respectively, and
ni and ne are the ion and electron densities, respectively, with Z the atomic number.
Throughout this Section, the ions are assumed to be immobile, and Z = 1 is assumed
because Hydrogen gas is used in experiments to realize fully ionized plasma (to reduce
ionization di®raction [132]). The ion response time [» !¡1pi = (4¼e2ni=Mi)¡1=2, where
Mi is the mass of the ions] is typically much greater than the time scale of the laser-
plasma interaction considered here (a few tens of femtoseconds). For a proton plasma
with ni » 1018 cm¡3, !¡1pi » 1 ps, and so the ions are largely immobile. With the ion
density given by the equilibrium plasma density ni = n0, and assuming immobile ions
vi = 0, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.4) become:
r ¢E = 4¼e(n0 ¡ n) ; (2.5)
r£B = @E
c@t
¡ 4¼env
c
; (2.6)
where ne = n and ve = v are used for simplicity. The electric (E) and magnetic (B)
¯elds can be described with the vector A and scalar © potentials:
E = ¡r©¡ @A
c@t
; (2.7)
B = r£A : (2.8)
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) can be rewritten in terms of the potentials:
r ¢
µ
rÁ+ @a
c@t
¶
=
4¼e2(n¡ n0)
mec2
; (2.9)
r£r£ a+ @
c@t
µ
rÁ+ @a
c@t
¶
= ¡4¼e
2nu
°mec2
; (2.10)
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where a is the normalized vector potential as de¯ned by:
a =
eA
mec2
; (2.11)
Á is the normalized scalar potential:
Á =
e©
mec2
; (2.12)
and u is the normalized electron momentum:
u =
p
mec
=
°v
c
= °¯ : (2.13)
Here, p is the momentum of electron °uid, ¯ = v=c is the normalized velocity of the
electron °uid, and ° is the relativistic factor, which can be written as:
° =
p
1 + u2 : (2.14)
In the Coulomb gauge, r ¢ A = 0, Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) yield the normalized Poisson
equation and normalized wave equation:
r2Á = k2p
n¡ n0
n0
; (2.15)µ
r2 ¡ @
2
c2@t2
¶
a = k2p
n
n0
u
°
+
@
c@t
rÁ ; (2.16)
where the vector identity r£r£ a = r(r ¢ a) ¡r2a was used, and kp is the plasma
wave number:
kp =
!p
c
=
s
4¼e2n0
mec2
: (2.17)
Since a cold °uid is considered here, neglecting the pressure tensor and the collision
term, the equation of motion and the continuity equation for the electron °uid can be
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written as: µ
@
@t
+ v ¢ r
¶
p = ¡e
µ
E +
1
c
v £B
¶
; (2.18)
@n
@t
+r ¢ (nv) = 0 : (2.19)
In terms of the normalized potentials and momentum, Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) can be
rewritten as: µ
@
c@t
+
u
°
¢ r
¶
u = rÁ+ @a
c@t
¡ u
°
£ (r£ a) ; (2.20)
@n
c@t
+r ¢
µ
n
u
°
¶
= 0 : (2.21)
The equation of motion can be simpli¯ed further. By using the vector identity
r(u2=2) = (u ¢ r)u+ u£ (r£ u), and Eq. (2.14), Eq. (2.20) becomes:µ
@
c@t
¡ u
°
£r£
¶
(u¡ a) = r(Á¡ °) : (2.22)
Introducing the generalized vorticity [133]:
­ = cr£ (u¡ a) ; (2.23)
and taking the curl of Eq. (2.22), we obtain:
@­
c@t
¡r£ u
°
£­ = 0 : (2.24)
Equation (2.24) indicates that the °ux of the generalized vorticity through an arbitrary
surface bounded by a contour moving together with the °uid is constant [133]. Therefore,
the quantity­ at a given point vanishes provided that it vanished at the same point before
the laser pulse arrives. In other words, since Eq. (2.24) has no source term, ­ = 0 for t > 0
if ­jt=0 = 0. The simpli¯ed equation of motion is obtained by using ­ = cr£(u¡a) = 0:
@
c@t
(u¡ a) = r(Á¡ °) : (2.25)
Here, rÁ represents the space-charge force Fs = mec2rÁ, and r° represents the gener-
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alized nonlinear ponderomotive force, F nlpm = ¡mec2r°.
For a drive laser pulse propagating in an initially homogeneous plasma rn0 = 0,
Eqs. (2.15), (2.16), (2.21), and (2.25) can be solved in the linear regime a2 ¿ 1 by a
perturbation expansion of the °uid quantities in powers of the normalized vector potential
of the laser ¯eld:
f =
X
fna
n ; (2.26)
where fn is a coe±cient for the n-th order. For example, the normalized scalar potential
can be written as Á = Á0 + Á1 + Á2 + ¢ ¢ ¢ = f0 + f1a+ f2a2 + ¢ ¢ ¢ .
The zeroth order equations describe the equilibrium state. Therefore, the electron den-
sity is given by the equilibrium density n0, no electron velocity, and no charge separation:
ne = n0, u0 = 0, and Á0 = 0. From Eq. (2.14), the relativistic factor ° can be expanded
in terms of the normalized momentum u, ° = °0+°1+ ¢ ¢ ¢ = 1+u2=2¡u4=8+ ¢ ¢ ¢ , which
gives °0 = 1 and °1 = 0.
To study the ¯rst order response of the plasma, Eqs. (2.15), (2.16), (2.21), and (2.25)
can be rewritten in terms of the ¯rst order plasma parameters:
r2Á1 = k2p
n1
n0
; (2.27)µ
r2 ¡ @
2
c2@t2
¶
a = k2pu1 +
@
c@t
rÁ1 ; (2.28)
@n1
c@t
+ n0ru1 = 0 ; (2.29)
@
c@t
(u1 ¡ a) = rÁ1 : (2.30)
Equations (2.29), (2.30), and (2.27) can be combined to yield the equation for the ¯rst
order plasma density: µ
@2
c2@t2
+ k2p
¶
n1
n0
= 0 : (2.31)
Since there is no source term in Eq. (2.31), by having n1jt=0 = 0, we obtain n1 = 0, and
with no charge separation, Á1 = 0. Therefore, from Eq. (2.30), we obtain u1 = a, which
describes the electron quiver motion in the laser ¯eld. The ¯rst order wave equation (2.28)
describes the linear dispersion relation for electromagnetic wave inside the plasma !2 =
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!2p + c
2k2, which can be seen by taking a Fourier transform of Eq. (2.28):
¡
!2 ¡ c2k2 ¡ !2p
¢
~a = 0 ; (2.32)
where ~a indicates a Fourier transform of a, k and ! are laser wave number and fre-
quency, respectively, and the normalized vector potential is assumed to take a form of
a = a0 exp i(k ¢ z ¡ !t)e?. Note that 1D is considered here.
To second order, Eqs. (2.15), (2.16), (2.21), and (2.25) can be rewritten in terms of
the second order plasma parameters as follows:
r2Á2 = k2p
n2
n0
; (2.33)
@
c@t
rÁ2 = ¡k2pu2 ; (2.34)
@n2
c@t
+ n0ru2 = 0 ; (2.35)
@u2
c@t
= r
µ
Á2 ¡ a
2
2
¶
; (2.36)
with °2 = u
2
1=2 = a
2=2. The above equations can be combined to yield:µ
@2
c2@t2
+ k2p
¶
n2
n0
= r2a
2
2
; (2.37)µ
@2
c2@t2
+ k2p
¶
Á2 = k
2
p
a2
2
: (2.38)
The right-hand side of Eq. (2.37) represents the second-order ponderomotive force of the
laser pulse F 2ndpm ' ¡mec2ra2=2, and this drives the second-order plasma density pertur-
bation (wake¯eld). The solutions for the second-order density perturbation (n2=n0 ¿ 1)
and the electric ¯eld of the wake (E2 = ¡r©2) are given by:
n2
n0
=
c2
!p
Z t
0
sin [!p(t¡ t0)]r2a
2(r; t0)
2
dt0 ; (2.39)
E2
E0
= ¡c
Z t
0
sin [!p(t¡ t0)]ra
2(r; t0)
2
dt0 ; (2.40)
where E0 = mec!p=e is the cold nonrelativistic wavebreaking ¯eld Eq. (1.3). Equa-
tions (2.39) and (2.40) are valid for n2 < n0, and E2 < E0, respectively, and implies that
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the plasma waves are generated at the frequency !p, and the radial extent of the plasma
wave is of order the transverse spot size of the laser. The electric ¯eld of the wake consists
of the longitudinal ¯eld Ez and radial ¯eld Er ¡Bµ. The radial wake¯elds are related to
the longitudinal wake¯eld by the Panofsky-Wenzel theorem [134, 135]:
@Ez
@r
=
@(Er ¡Bµ)
@(z ¡ ct) : (2.41)
For simplicity, assuming that the phase velocity of the longitudinal wake¯eld is vpp ' c,
and using a sinusoidal wake¯eld, the longitudinal wake¯eld and radial wake¯elds are:
Ez = E exp
µ
¡2r
2
r2s
¶
cos [kp(z ¡ ct)] ; (2.42)
Er ¡Bµ = E 4r
kpr2s
exp
µ
¡2r
2
r2s
¶
sin [kp(z ¡ ct)] ; (2.43)
where E is the amplitude of the wake. The Eqs. (2.42) and (2.43) imply that the radial
force is zero on axis, and that there is a ¼=4 of phase region of the wake where an
electron is longitudinally accelerated (Ez < 0) and radially focused (Er ¡ B > 0). Here,
ª = kp(z ¡ ct) ' kp³ is the wake phase. This relation is illustrated in Fig. 2.1, where
a linearly-polarized half-sine envelope laser pulse with length L [a = a0 sin (¼³=L) for
¡L < ³ < 0, and a0 = 0:5], and resonant condition L = ¸p were assumed. Shown by
a white area is the region where the electron experiences a focusing radial electric ¯eld,
and the solid line shows the normalized second-order accelerating ¯eld E2z=E0, while
the dashed curve shows the normalized density perturbation n2=n0. One can see that the
radial focusing regime (Er¡Bµ > 0) is synchronized with n2=n0 < 0 for kp³ < ¡2¼. Since
the carrier frequency of the laser ! is much higher than the typical plasma frequency !p
because of the need for high vg, the ponderomotive force associated with the laser pulse
envelope (time-averaged intensity pro¯le) is considered here (the plasma response time
» 1=!p À 1=!). With its carrier frequency, the vector potential is assumed to take a
form of a = a0 sin (¼³=L) cos (kz ¡ !t)ex with ex the unit vector for the x plane (plane
of polarization). In the following part of this Chapter, it is assumed that the laser pulse
is linearly polarized, and that a2 = ha2i = (1=2) a20 sin2 (¼³=L) for the time-averaged
envelope, unless otherwise speci¯ed. Here, hi indicates time-averaging over a laser cycle.
The more general case, including a circularly-polarized laser pulse is discussed later in
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Figure 2.1: Normalized density variation n2=n0 (dashed curve) and longitudinal electric
¯eld E2z=E0 (solid curve) versus phase ª = kp³. Shown by a white areas are the regions
where the electron experiences a focusing radial electric ¯eld. A half-sine envelope laser
pulse a = a0 sin (¼³=L) with a0 = 0:5 propagates to the right, and the resonant condition
¸p = L were assumed.
this Section.
In the nonlinear regime E & E0, wake¯eld generation can be examined in the 1D limit
by applying the quasi-static approximation [136, 137], where the plasma °uid quantities
are assumed to be functions only of the coordinate ³ = z¡ vppt. In the 1D limit (r? = 0,
plane wave), the Coulomb gauge implies az = 0. Therefore, the equation of motion
Eq. (2.25) can be separated into transverse and longitudinal components:
a? = u? ; (2.44)
@
c@t
uz =
@
@z
(Á¡ °) : (2.45)
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A variable transform ³ = z ¡ vppt ; t = ¿ can be applied, which yields the operators:
@
@t
=
@
@³
@³
@t
+
@
@¿
@¿
@t
= ¡vpp @
@³
+
@
@¿
; (2.46)
@
@z
=
@
@³
@³
@z
+
@
@¿
@¿
@z
=
@
@³
: (2.47)
By using these transformations and neglecting @=@¿ terms in the plasma °uid equations,
Eq. (2.45) and the continuity equation Eq. (2.21) can be integrated to give:
° ¡ Á¡ ¯ppuz = 1 ; (2.48)
n(¯pp ¡ ¯z) = ¯pn0 ; (2.49)
where ¯pp = vpp=c is the normalized phase velocity of the wake, and the integral constants
were obtained from the equilibrium state. Using Eqs. (2.48) and (2.49) together with the
assumption of ¯pp = 1, the Poisson equation Eq. (2.15) and plasma electron density can
be described in terms of the normalized potentials as follows:
@2Á
@³2
=
k2p
2
·
1 + a2
(a+ Á)2
¡ 1
¸
; (2.50)
n
n0
= 1 +
1
2
·
1 + a2
(1 + Á)2
¡ 1
¸
: (2.51)
In the nonlinear regime, the electric ¯eld exhibits a \sawtooth" pro¯le with a highly
peeked density pro¯le as shown in Fig. 2.2, where a half-sine envelope laser pulse with
length a = a0 sin (¼³=L) for ¡L < ³ < 0, and a0 = 2:0, and at the resonant condition for
the linear plasma wavelength L = ¸p were used. The nonlinear regime may have some
advantages against the linear regime in addition to the higher electric ¯eld of the wake.
As can be seen from Fig. 2.2, the period of the nonlinear plasma wave increases, which
extends the dephasing length leading to higher net energy gain as discussed in Chapter 1.
The nonlinear plasma wavelength in the vpp » c limit is given as:
¸nlp = ¸p £
8><>:1 for Emax=E0 ¿ 1;2Emax=(¼E0) for Emax=E0 À 1; (2.52)
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Figure 2.2: Normalized nonlinear density variation (n¡ n0)=n0 = ±n=n0 (dashed curve)
and longitudinal electric ¯eld Ez=E0 (solid curve) versus the wake phase ª = kp³. Shown
by a white areas are the regions where the electron may experience a focusing radial
electric ¯eld. A half-sine envelope laser pulse a = a0 sin (¼³=L) with a0 = 2:0 propagates
to the right, and the resonant condition for the linear plasma wavelength ¸p = L were
used.
where Emax is the peak electric ¯eld of the plasma wave. Although a complete discussion
of the transverse ¯elds can not be provided in the 1D analysis above, the region where the
radial electric ¯eld provides focusing force may be extended in the nonlinear regime, as
shown in Fig. 2.2 by the darkened area. The nonlinear wake¯eld may provide advantage
for e-beam collimation.
In the 2D nonlinear regime, the laser intensity dependence of the plasma wavelength
[Eq. (2.52) via Emax] suggests that the plasma wavelength varies as a function of radius
in the case of a non-uniform laser radial pro¯le (e.g., a Gaussian pro¯le). The longer
plasma wavelength near the axis causes wavefront of the wake to curve, resulting in a
\horseshoe" shape of the wake, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. In Fig. 2.3, the laser radial
pro¯le was assumed to be a = a0 exp (¡r2=r20) with spot size r0 = 25 ¹m, P = 300 TW
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Figure 2.3: Radial pro¯le of the nonlinear wake¯eld due to the intensity dependence of
the plasma wavelength. The horizontal axis is the laser propagation axis z, and vertical
axis is radial axis r. Shown by the solid lines are plasma wavelength N £ ¸p(a(r)) with
integer N . For calculation, laser radial pro¯le is assumed to be a = a0 exp (¡r2=r20) with
spot size r0 = 25 ¹m, P = 300 TW (a0 » 3:8), and plasma density n0 » 4:8£ 1018 cm¡3.
(a0 » 3:8), and plasma density n0 » 4:8 £ 1018 cm¡3. This curved wake¯eld implies an
enhanced radial component of the wake electric ¯eld Er, which may a®ect the resultant
e-beam divergence.
A capillary discharge guided laser wake¯eld accelerator (CDG-LWFA) provides a
plasma radial pro¯le with a density minimum on axis for guiding. A plasma channel
produces a similar e®ect on the radial dependence of the plasma wavelength, resulting
in curved wake¯elds. The structure of the wake¯eld in a plasma channel was studied
numerically and analytically by Andreev et al., [138], where an extended plasma wave pe-
riod in which simultaneous acceleration and focusing of electrons was found. The curved
wake¯eld may provide advantages: a) increases useful phase region, b) increases focusing
leading to smaller e-beam size.
In the highly nonlinear 3D regime, a laser pulse can expel all of the plasma electrons
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from the vicinity of the propagation axis [56{58, 139{142]. This regime has been referred
to as the blow-out, bubble, or cavitation regime. The required laser plasma parameters
for complete blow-out (no electron) may be obtained as follows. The ponderomotive
force Fpm = ¡mc2r° to expel electrons has to be matched to the space charge force
Fs = mc
2rÁ under the condition of the blow-out, namely electron density n = 0 with
Fs = Fpm. From the Piosson equation Eq. (2.15), we obtain:
r2Á = ¡k2p = r2° : (2.53)
Assuming a transverse laser pro¯le a = a0 exp (¡r2=r20), °? =
p
1 + a2 can be written as:
°? =
8><>:1 +
1
4
a20 exp
³
¡2r2
r20
´
for a0 ¿ 1 ;
1p
2
a0 exp
³
¡ r2
r20
´
for a0 À 1 :
(2.54)
Substituting Eq. (2.54) into Eq. (2.53), and considering transverse motion (r2 = r2?) the
condition for the complete blow-out at r = 0 becomes:
k2pr
2
0 =
8><>:2a
2
0 for a0 ¿ 1 ;
2
p
2a0 for a0 À 1 :
(2.55)
For example, for a 1600 mJ Ti:Sapphire laser (¸ = 0:8 ¹m) to meet the blow-out condition
for n0 = 1£ 1018cm¡3, the laser pulse has to be focused to r0 » 15:5 ¹m for a laser pulse
length of ¿L » 20 fs (a0 » 3:0). Equation (2.55) suggests that a tightly focused laser pulse
with low density can realize the blow-out condition even in the linear regime (a0 < 1). For
the highly nonlinear regime (aÀ 1), similar results were obtained using 3D particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulations (e.g., kpr0 =
p
a0 from Ref. [140], and kpr0 = 2
p
a0 from Ref. [142]).
Note that only the transverse component was considered above, and the longitudinal
component could be comparable when the resonant condition (L = ¸p) is provided. This
contribution may a®ect a coe±cient in Eq. (2.55), but not change the a0 dependence.
Typically, the longitudinal length of the laser pulse L is much shorter than ¸p in blow
out regime, and the transverse size of the cavitated region (bubble) is on the order of
the laser spot size r0 [142]. In the linear regime (a < 1), the blow-out condition can be
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derived for the resonant condition (L = ¸p) from the 3D density perturbation (resonant
for a half-sine envelope laser pulse):
n2
n0
=
¼
8
a20
·
1 +
8
k2pr
2
0
µ
1¡ 2r
2
r20
¶¸
exp
µ
¡2r
2
r20
¶
sin (kp³): (2.56)
The requirement to realize a complete blow-out on axis (r = 0) is:
k2pr
2
0 = ¼a
2
0 for a0 ¿ 1; and L = ¸p : (2.57)
In the blow-out regime, radial force is always positive inside of the cavitated region
(ion channel), which can be depicted as a reduced darkened phase area of Fig. 2.2. During
the acceleration and even in the deceleration phase, injected electrons experience a radial
focusing ¯eld. This ion channel can also guide an intense laser pulse (blow-out guiding).
Laser self guiding in such highly nonlinear regime with an initially uniform plasma was
observed from 3D PIC simulations [142]. The simulations suggest that a preformed chan-
nel may not be needed for such ultra-intense laser pulses to propagate a distances greater
than the Rayleigh length.
As has been shown, the laser strength parameter (normalized vector potential a0 for the
laser pulse) is one of the key parameters for the discussion of the physics of laser driven
wake¯elds. The laser strength parameter is related to the experimental parameters as
follows. The parameters measured in experiments are the energy of the laser pulse UL,
and the pulse length ¿L, which is de¯ned as a full width half maximum (FWHM) of a
Gaussian temporal laser intensity pro¯le. From these measurements, one can then obtain
the peak power of the laser pulse:
P =
ULR1
¡1 exp (¡4 log 2t2=¿ 2L)dt
=
r
log 2
¼
2UL
¿L
: (2.58)
In practical units, P [TW] ' UL [mJ] =¿L [fs]. One has to measure the laser spot waist r0,
which is de¯ned assuming a Gaussian transverse transverse pro¯le as I = I0 exp (¡2r2=r20),
to evaluate the laser peak intensity I0:
I0 =
P
4[
R1
0
exp (¡2r2=r20)dr]2
=
2P
¼r20
: (2.59)
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Consider a normalized vector potential of the form:
a = a0[cos (kz ¡ !t)ex + ® sin (kz ¡ !t)ey]; (2.60)
where the parameter ® characterizes the polarization of the radiation (® = 0 for linear,
and ® = §1 for circular polarization, respectively). By using Eqs. (2.7) and (2.11), the
laser peak intensity I0 can be related to a0 through the laser cycle time averaged ¯eld
strength as:
I =
c
4¼
hE2i = (1 + ®
2)
8¼c
µ
!mec
2a0
e
¶2
=
(1 + ®2)¼c
2
µ
mec
2a0
e¸
¶2
: (2.61)
In practical units, for a linearly-polarized laser pulse, a0 ' 8:55£10¡10¸ [¹m]
q
I0[W cm
¡2],
or:
a0 ' 6:61£ ¸ [¹m]
r0 [¹m]
s
UL [mJ]
¿L [fs]
: (2.62)
2.3 Electron Injection and Acceleration
Injection of electrons into the wake¯eld and acceleration may be discussed via a phase
space analysis. In the 1D limit with the quasi-static approximation, it can be shown that
the Lorenz force is integrable, and the integral provides a constant of the motion, namely
the Hamiltonian H:
H(uz;ª) = ° ¡ Á(ª)¡ ¯ppuz (2.63)
The Hamiltonian speci¯es the orbit of an electron in (ª; uz) phase space. For example,
the Hamiltonian describing the background electrons, H0 = 1, is obtained by considering
the equilibrium state in front of the laser pulse (uz = Á = a0 = 0, and ° = °0 = 1).
With a speci¯ed Hamiltonian Hc and the relation ° =
p
1 + u2z + a
2 in the 1D limit, the
normalized axial momentum of an electron in the plasma wave may be written as:
uz(ª; a) = °
2
pp¯pp(Hc + Á)§ °pp
q
°2pp(Hc + Á)
2 ¡ 1¡ a2 ; (2.64)
where °pp = 1=
p
1¡ ¯2pp, and Á(ª; a) can be obtained by soluving Eq. (2.50). Note that
uz depends on plasma density through ¯pp, which limits the maximum energy gain via
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dephasing as discussed in Chapter 1.
The Hamiltonian that gives the separatrix Hs(uzs;ªs), which describes the boundary
orbit between the trapped and untrapped regimes, can be obtained by considering the
unstable ¯xed points (\X points"), where duz=dª = 1 and the phase that gives local
minimum for Á(ª). In the linear regime (a0 ¿ 1), X points lie at uzs = °pp¯pp and ªs =
¡5¼=2 ¡ 2N¼ for a half-sine envelope drive laser pulse with length L [a = a0 sin (¼³=L)
for ¡L < ³ < 0], leading to Hs = H(uzs;ªs) = 1=°pp+Á(¡5¼=2). Here, N is an integers.
The Hamiltonian describing the orbit in which electrons do not experience the radial
defocusing ¯eld Hf may be given by the conditions duz=dª =1 and ªs = ¡2N¼ in the
linear regime.
Figure 2.4 shows a cold °uid orbit (blue dashed line), trapping threshold (separatrix,
red solid line), and trapped and focused orbit (green dash-dotted line) for a half-sine
envelope laser pulse with a0 = 0:2 and the resonant condition for linear plasma wavelength
¸p = L, n0 = 5 £ 1018 cm¡3. The phase velocity of the wake is assumed to be the
group velocity of the laser pulse (vpp = vlg). Trapping of dark current (background
plasma electrons) into the trapped orbit may occur when electrons somehow gain enough
momentum to reach the trapped orbit [illustrated as (1) in Fig. 2.4]. This could be
realized via high temperature plasma [143], wavebraking, or interaction with other waves
such as the Raman backscattered light [144] or additional laser pulses [75{79, 145]. One
could also externally inject an electron beam, the momentum of which satis¯es trapping
condition. From the 1D point of view, self-trapping may occur about the region where
the distance between the cold orbit and trapped orbit [±uz(ª) = uz(Hs) ¡ uz(H0)] is
the smallest, which is ª » ¡3¼=2 for the case shown in Fig. 2.4. Once electrons in the
wake gain the momentum enough to reach inside of the separatrix, they will be trapped
and accelerated. First, the trapped electrons move toward the back of the wake¯eld in
the case that electrons are slower than the phase velocity of the wake¯eld vpp [(2) in
Fig. 2.4] (typically true for self-trapping case). At some point, the electrons gain enough
momentum such that they move faster than vpp, and move toward the front of the wake
[(3) in Fig. 2.4]. As has been discussed, this phase space analysis is based on a 1D analysis.
If the initial momentum of the electrons are high enough to be inside of the trapped and
focused orbit, then the electrons do not experience a radial defocusing force in multi-D. In
multi-D, electrons that experience the radial defocusing force may go o®-axis, resulting in
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Figure 2.4: Orbits in phase space (linear regime). Background plasma cold °uid or-
bit [wake¯eld, dashed line, H0 = 1], trapping threshold [separatrix, solid line, Hs =
H(uzs;¡5¼=2)], and trapped and focused orbit [dash-dotted line, Hf = H(uzs;¡2¼)] for
a half-sine envelope laser pulse with a0 = 0:2 and the resonant condition for linear plasma
wavelength ¸p = L; n0 = 5£1018 /cm¡3. The phase velocity of the wake is assumed to be
the group velocity of the laser pulse (vpp = vlg). Shown by a white areas are the regions
where the electron experiences a focusing radial electric ¯eld (see Fig. 2.1). Trapping and
acceleration of electrons are also illustrated.
seeing a reduced accelerating ¯eld Ez. Note that the orbits for those o®-axis electrons can
not be described by the 1D phase space shown in Fig. 2.4. Eventually, the electrons reach
the top of the closed orbit, and then experience a decelerating force [dephasing, (4) in
Fig. 2.4]. The performance may be optimized in terms of the energy gain by terminating
interaction just before reaching dephasing. The maximum energy gain obtainable in the
linear regime was shown in Eq. (1.8). During acceleration, the energy spread is given by
the projection of the bunch onto the vertical (uz) axis, showing the phase dependence
and preserving the area in the phase space. This rotation in phase space a®ects energy
spread, and the impact depends on the signi¯cance of the other e®ects that induce energy
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spread. The plasma temperature also can a®ect energy spread, as it can determine the
initial electron orbits.
Orbits in phase space for the nonlinear regime (a0 = 2:0) are shown in Fig. 2.5. In
this regime, the oscillation amplitude of the wake is much stronger than the linear regime
(¡1 . uz . 1), and the separatrix approaches the background orbit. Therefore, the
separatrix-background distance ±uz is much smaller than the linear regime, suggesting
that electron trapping may occur more readily. In other words, the linear regime may
be suitable for providing a dark current free accelerating structure, without self trapping.
For LWFA systems with an external electron beam source, or triggered injection scheme,
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Figure 2.5: Orbits in phase space (nonlinear regime). Plasma background cold °uid
orbit (wake¯eld, dashed line, H0 = 1), trapping threshold (separatrix, solid line, Hs),
and trapped and focused orbit (dash-dotted line, Hf ) for a half-sine envelope laser pulse
with a0 = 2:0 and the resonant condition for linear plasma wavelength ¸p = L; n0 =
5£1018 /cm¡3. The phase velocity of the wake is assumed to be the group velocity of the
laser pulse (vpp = vlg). Shown by white areas are the regions where the electron probably
experiences a focusing radial electric ¯eld (see Fig. 2.2). Maximum uz of the separatrix
reaches uz » 1500 (not shown).
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such as optical injection [74{81, 145], the linear regime would be preferred to suppress self
injection. The distance ±uz also depends on the plasma density through the wake phase
velocity ¯pp in Eq. (2.64); higher density leads to smaller ±uz. If the LWFA system relies
on self-trapping for electron injection, it will require a su±ciently high plasma density
and laser intensity a0 to realize small ±uz. As discussed in Section 2.2, a high laser
intensity results in a stronger wake¯eld together with a stretched plasma wavelength in
the nonlinear regime leads to higher energy gain. The maximum uz for the separatrix of
Fig. 2.5 reaches uz ' 1500 (not shown). The maximum energy gain obtainable in the
nonlinear regime was shown in Eq. (1.8). Also illustrated in Fig. 2.5 is the reduced radial
defocusing regimes, and widened trapped and focused regions.
A laser pulse may evolve during interaction with plasma, such as depletion, steepen-
ing, and etc. The longitudinal and transverse modulation of the laser pulse during the
interaction may be described as the interaction of the plasma wave (/ a2) and laser (/ a).
These third-order e®ects are called Raman scattering [146{148] for the longitudinal mod-
ulation, and self modulation for the transverse modulation, and are beyond the scope of
this dissertation. Although a theoretical discussion of Raman scattering [149] and self
modulation [150{152] will not be discussed here, the evolution of the laser pulse, namely
evolution of a0 could be deduced by the experimentally observed maximum electron en-
ergy. The phase space analysis gives the maximum energy obtainable for given plasma
density and laser intensity. By using the Eq. (1.8), one can roughly estimate the evolution
of a0 in the cases where dephasing is observed experimentally.
The discussion of electron injection presented above is limited to 1D. As discussed
in Section 2.2, the wavefront of the plasma wave may be curved in the 2D nonlinear
regime, which can lead transverse wavebreaking [153]. One can see from Fig. 2.3 that the
curvature of the wake is enhanced more in the tail of the wake¯eld due to the pile up
of the di®erence ¸nlp ¡ ¸p. Su±ciently far behind the 1st period of the wake, the regular
structure of the wake can be destroyed and electron injection may occur (i.e., transverse
wavebreaking). The signi¯cance of this injection mechanism may depend on the strength
of the wake. If electrons are injected via other mechanisms at an earlier period of the wake,
a interfering wake¯eld from the injected electrons (beam-driven wake¯eld) will tend to
cancel the laser-driven wake, which weakens the later periods of the laser-driven wake¯eld
(beam loading, discussed later in this Section). And hence, the wake¯eld su±ciently far
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from the drive laser pulse may not be strong enough to self-trap plasma electrons.
PIC simulations have suggested that in the blow-out regime, particle trapping occurs
transversely in the vicinity of the downstream tail of the bubbles [56{58, 139{142]. The
e-beam divergence is determined by the point of injection. If injection occurs close to the
axis, it may result in production of the small beam divergence beam. If it occurs far from
the axis, the electrons exhibit betatron oscillations with large amplitude, resulting in large
e-beam divergence (and signi¯cant x-ray generation [94]). The key physics describing the
area of injection remains an area of active research.
To produce high quality (small energy spread) electron beams, the trapping of elec-
trons has to be instantaneous (short on the scale of a plasma period). If trapping of
background electrons keeps occurring during the interaction, it may result in production
of a broadband electron beam. External injection or optical injection can be designed to
provide such instantaneous injection [75{79, 145]. For self-trapping to be instantaneous,
it may have to rely on the beam loading e®ect to terminate trapping.
An injected and accelerated e-beam can excite a wake as in a plasma wake¯eld accel-
eration (PWFA, see Section 1.1 for reference). In a plasma-based accelerator, the wake
from the accelerating bunch will be out of phase with, and thus reduce the wake generated
by the drive laser pulse for trailing bukcets. The process by which the wake produced
by the accelerated bunch signi¯cantly modi¯es the ¯elds of the accelerating plasma wave
is referred to as beam loading [154, 155]. The reduction in the wake leads to a greater
distance ±uz in phase space, and may stop self-trapping of electrons into the wake.
The beam loading e®ect may be necessary to produce high quality e-beam where
self-trapping is used for beam generation because it can stop self-trapping. It, however,
introduces energy spreads into the e-beam during the acceleration process via the modi¯ed
wake¯eld. Analytically, the maximum number of bunch electrons that can be loaded into
a small (¿ ¸p) axial segment of a linear wake¯eld for acceleration (i.e., the number of
electrons required to produce a wake¯eld that will cancel the accelerating ¯eld, i.e., fully
beam loads) is [154]:
Nmax =
n0Ab
kp
Ez
E0
' 5£ 105
µ
Ez
E0
¶
Ab[cm
2]
p
n0[cm¡3]; (2.65)
assuming a normalized axial electric ¯eld Ez=E0 < 1, where Ab À ¼=k2p is the cross-
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sectional area of the bunch. As the number of bunch electrons Ne approaches Nmax, the
energy spread T^ = ±T=T0 scales as:
T^ / Ne
Nmax
: (2.66)
The e±ciency of converging wake energy to electron energy ´WB scales as:
´WB / T^ (2¡ T^ ): (2.67)
In the case that the trapping of electrons is instantaneous, the beam loading e®ect is a
mechanism that introduces energy spread. If the electrons are fully loaded to cancel out
the laser driven wake¯eld, the tail part of the beam will not be accelerated, leading to
100% energy spread. Trapping could occur at the second or later buckets, or multiple
times in the same bucket. In those cases, the energy spectrum of e-beam may exhibit
muti-bunch structure in time and energy space, which complicates the analysis. Although
it requires numerical codes, such as a PIC, to study the nonlinear 3D regime and include
other e®ects such as multiple injection, this analytical study provides a tool to discuss the
e-beam energy spread and energy in the wake¯eld. A discussion of energy spread induced
by beam loading, and the energy in the wake are presented in Section 4.6.
Regarding the production of small angular divergence e-beams, the nonlinear regime
has the advantage of an increased focusing region, as has been discussed and showed in
Figs. 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5, especially when electron injection relies on self-trapping of
the back ground electrons. In the case of transverse injection, namely transverse wave-
breaking and injection in the blow-out regime, the beam divergence may be determined
by the transverse location of injection. Although the key physics governing the location
of injection is an area of research, the transversely larger bubble may more readily inject
away from the propagation axis (r = 0). Overall, the blow-out regime has an advantage
for the production of collimated e-beams due to the creation of an ion channel, compared
to the other regimes.
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2.4 Summary
Although it requires numerical simulation with PIC or °uid codes to rigorously describe
3D nonlinear phenomena in laser plasma interactions, the analytic study presented in
this Chapter provides a qualitative picture of the interactions. The electron properties
measurable through the electron magnetic spectrometer which is described Chapter 3 are
electron beam charge, divergence, and energy spectrum. From discussions of this Chapter,
those measured e-beam properties can be related to the laser-plasma physics as follows:
² Electron energy
1. Laser pulse evolution
From the experimentally observed maximum electron energy and Eq. (1.8), one
may estimate the a0 obtained during the interaction.
2. Point of injection
From the experimentally observed maximum electron energy and the dephas-
ing length given by Eq. (1.4), one may deduce the point where self-injection
occurred.
² Angular divergence
1. Regime of interaction
In a self-trapping based LWFA, nonlinear and blow-out regime may be preferred
to linear regime, since the radially defocusing region is decreased by higher a0.
2. Transverse particle injection
If injection occurred via transverse wavebreaking, including trapping in the
blow-out regime, the location of injection may decide the beam divergence.
In the blow-out regime, it may be related to the size of the bubble, which is
given by the laser spot size. The larger spot size may lead to the larger beam
divergence.
² Energy spread
1. Injection process
Duration of injection broadens the energy spread. Higher plasma density and
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laser intensity give the smaller ±uz for trapping as discussed in the phase space
analysis.
2. Beam loading e®ect
Beam loading e®ect induces the energy spread during the acceleration. Higher
charge leads to the larger energy spread.
3. O®-axis propagation
Electrons that experience radial defocusing force can go to o®-axis, and hence
experiences lower accelerating ¯eld Ez. This e®ect may introduce beam spread.
4. Phase dependence
The projection onto the uz axis in the phase space has phase dependence,
meaning that the energy spread has phase dependence.
5. Plasma temperature
The plasma temperature a®ects the energy spread.
Chapter 3
Broadband Electron Spectrometer
3.1 Introduction
A charged particle spectrometer [156] is one of the critical diagnostics for any particle
accelerator. For the present generation laser wake¯eld accelerator (LWFA), requirements
placed on the electron spectrometer (ESM) are somewhat di®erent from those for con-
ventional accelerators. As discussed in Chapter 1, LWFAs can operate in a regime where
beams with large relative momentum spread p^ = ±p=p0 are generated, or produce narrow
spread (p^ < 10%) beams, where p is the electron momentum, and p0 is the central mo-
mentum of the e-beam. To elucidate the mechanisms behinds those regimes, an ESM has
to cover a wide range of energy in a single shot. Therefore, a broad momentum acceptance
with high resolution is critical for an LWFA ESM.
An ESM used for the gas-jet based LWFA experiments at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL) utilized an electromagnet and a scintillating screen [157]. Single-shot
information of the e-beam energy spectrum was measured for a §17% range around a
central momentum p0 (factor 1.4), with < 1% momentum resolution, depending on the
slit width [56]. Since it utilized an electromagnet, the observable momentum could be
tuned by controlling the applied current. The central momentum was variable from 0.4 to
88.7 MeV/c. Therefore, an averaged e-beam momentum spectrum from 0.3 to 104 MeV/c
was obtainable by scanning the applied current. Note that in principle, ultrahigh energy
can be measured by observing the near forward window but, with poor resolution. Al-
though it was su±cient for this LWFA system (lower energy, » 100 MeV/c), scanning
39
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momentums from 1 MeV/c to 1 GeV/c with p0§17% momentum acceptance/shot would
be unpractical. For GeV class LWFAs, a major design change was needed for a ESM.
Note that the electron kinetic energy T » p for a relativistic electron, as can be seen in:
p [MeV/c] =
p
T [MeV](T [MeV] + 2Erest[MeV]) ; (3.1)
where Erest ' 0:511 MeV is the rest mass energy of an electron. In the following, the term
\electron energy" means the kinetic energy of the electron, unless otherwise speci¯ed.
When the capillary discharge guided (CDG) LWFA apparatus was designed at the
LOASIS Program, the decision was made to develop an ESM with as large a momentum
acceptance as possible, and capable of measuring e-beams up to 1 GeV. Furthermore, in
the CDG-LWFA accelerator concept, guiding of an intense laser was critical for operation,
and simultaneous measurement of laser output mode and e-beam properties was essential.
In order to realize the simultaneous measurement of laser and e-beam properties, the laser
beam had to be separated from the e-beam without signi¯cant distortion. To accommo-
date the requirements for a single shot broad energy spectrum within a compact system
that ¯ts in the experimental cave of the LOASIS Facility, the ESM magnetic ¯eld had
to be reasonably strong (¸ 1 T) with pole gap commensurate with the F-number of the
laser focusing optics because the laser was measured after passing through the ESM. In
addition, the design needed to provide su±cient angular acceptance (> 5 mrad, as large
as possible) to measure the e-beam angular properties, as well as single-shot evaluation
capability with high repetition rate to keep up with the high repetition rate laser system.
In this Chapter, an ESM design that satis¯es all those requirements is presented. The
requirements are summarized as follows:
² Momentum acceptance
Up to more than 1 GeV e-beam had to be resolved. The single-shot acceptance had
to be broad to provide su±cient information on the energy spectra without a scan
of the magnetic ¯eld (single-shot measurement).
² Momentum resolution
Su±cient to measure % level e-beam energy spread.
² Angular acceptance
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Wide enough to capture the whole e-beam to evaluate its angular properties. To
achieve that, large pole gap would be essential, while keeping high magnetic ¯eld.
² Repetition rate
The nominal operation of a CDG-LWFA would be 1 Hz (limited by the vacuum
system, other diagnostics, and thermal load on optics). Since the laser and capillary
discharge waveguides had potential of providing > 1 Hz operation, the potential for
higher than 1 Hz operation was desirable.
² Charge monitor
To provide quantitative measurements for the amount of charge, it should be able
to function as a calibrated charge monitor as well.
² Simultaneous diagnosis of guided laser properties
This capability has to be provided since measuring the laser guiding performance
was critical during operation to understand CDG-LWFA physics.
² System dimension
The system has to be compact enough to ¯t in the experimental cave of LOASIS
Facility (a couple of meters in propagation and transverse axis. The laser beam
height was » 1 m, and bending electrons downward was preferred for radiation
shielding).
Later in this dissertation, an ESM designed and developed is referred as the GeV-ESM
to distinguish from other EMSs. Described in Section 3.2 are the concept and hardware,
followed by the performance evaluation of the GeV-ESM in Section 3.3. Presented in
Section 3.4 is a calibration study to investigate the energy dependence of the scintillating
plate used up to the GeV level, and hence to add a function as a charge monitor to
the GeV-ESM. Section 3.5 presents experimental results, and a summary is given in
Section 3.6.
3.2 Spectrometer Design
Most spectrometer implementations use a dipole magnet as a dispersive element and
a collimator to control the instrumental resolution. To detect the relativistic electron, a
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variety of detectors have been employed: surface barrier detectors (SBD) [16, 25, 26, 48],
scintilators with photomultipliers (scintillator-PMP) [28, 33, 51, 158], cloud chambers [16],
Cerenkov radiation imaged by a camera [88], thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) [55],
scintillating ¯bers [159, 160], Radiochromic ¯lm [161], imaging plates (IP) [57, 60, 64,
65, 162], and scintillating (or phosphor) screens, mostly Gadox (Gd2O2S : Tb) [163] with
¯lms [26] or cameras (scintillator-camera) [16, 28, 39, 53, 56, 63, 72, 164]. Detection by a
SBD and scintillator-PMP were popular methods in early LWFA experiments due to their
high sensitivity. By using multiple detectors with di®erent sensitivities, the exponential
energy spectrum from sm-LWFAs was e®ectively measured [165]. Scintillating ¯bers added
the capability of imaging. However, this may not be a cost-e®ective scheme when the ¯eld
of view is extended to the meter scale. Cerenkov radiation is well suited for high energy
e-beams (>10 GeV), while for low energy e-beams it requires a radiator (high refractive
index media such as an aerogel or xenon gas), which might disturb angular properties of
the e-beams. Imaging plate (IP) and scintillator-camera based system are now widely used
for their capability of imaging with reasonable sensitivity and cost performance. They
can provide detailed information on e-beam angular properties. Due to the capability for
accumulative measurements, IP has an advantage in sensitivity, while scintillator-camera
based system can be arranged to have a high repetition-rate.
In order to satisfy all the requirements imposed on the design, an electromagnet-based
ESM was designed with a scintillator-camera based detection system. The schematic of
the GeV-ESM is shown in Fig. 3.1. A water-cooled round dipole electromagnet Varian
4012A was found with su±cient ¯eld strength and e®ective ¯eld area, and with a 65 mm
gap. The electromagnet was powered by an 8 kW class power supply, Glassman SH3R2.7.
Since the magnet was originally used for magnetic resonance experiments [166], the ¯eld
homogeneity in the °at region was very high (< 1% variations). The magnetic ¯eld was
measured by a Hall probe along the mid-plane [156], and the e®ective radius, de¯ned by
Reff = [
R1
0
Bx(r)dr]=Bx(0), was found to be 195 mm with a peak ¯eld Bx(0) = 1:25 T.
The measured pro¯le and e®ective boundary are shown in Fig. 3.2. The Hall probe was
installed permanently to measure the peak magnetic ¯led strength Bx(0) for each shot
directly, rather than deducing the peak ¯eld from the applied magnet current, which could
lead to incorrect estimates due to the hysteresis of the magnet. The magnet de°ected the
electrons vertically downward onto two LANEX Fast Back scintillating screens (LANEX-
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the electron spectrometer. The magnet de°ected the electrons
vertically downward onto two LANEX-FBs, which emit °uorescent light. First surface
mirrors were installed right after the LANEX screens with 45 degree to separate °uorescent
light from e-beam. Four synchronously triggered 12-bit CCD cameras imaged a 75 cm
long (bottom) and a 45 cm long (forward) screens, allowing simultaneous single shot
measurement of electrons from 0.01 GeV to 0.14 GeV (bottom) and 0.17 GeV to 1.1 GeV
(forward) with a peak magnetic ¯eld of 1.25 T.
FB), which were mounted on the exit °anges of the vacuum chamber. Four synchronously
triggered 12-bit charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras (Pointgrey, Flea high resolution
model [167]) imaged a 75 cm long (bottom) and a 45 cm long (forward) screens, allowing
simultaneous single shot measurement of electrons from 0.01 GeV to 0.14 GeV (bottom)
and 0.17 GeV to 1.1 GeV (forward) with a peak magnetic ¯eld of 1.25 T. The spatial
resolution of the CCD cameras are shown in Fig. 3.5. Stray laser light was blocked by
an aluminum foil of ' 40 ¹m thickness on the back of the screens. In addition, bandpass
¯lters (central wavelength 550 nm, width 70 nm full-width half-maximum (FWHM)) were
installed in front of each CCD camera to transmit green °uorescent light [168] and block
the intense infrared laser light. To avoid electrons from hitting the CCD cameras directly,
¯rst-surface mirrors were used at 45± following the exit °anges, which separated °uorescent
light from the electrons. The total number of electrons was obtained from the intensity
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Figure 3.2: Pro¯le of the magnetic ¯eld measured by a Hall probe and the e®ective
boundary of the magnet.
on the scintillating screens, cross-calibrated against an integrating current transformer
(ICT) and ALS measurements. The details on the calibration is described in Section 3.5.
The imaging properties of the spectrometer were determined by the edge focusing.
The displacement of the dipole magnet center with respect to the laser propagation axis
was carefully chosen to provide the necessary edge focusing. Since converging powers
in the dispersive (vertical, y) and non-dispersive (horizontal, x) planes needed to be
considered [156], a value for the o®set had to be determined, which satis¯ed various
requirements such as a momentum resolution, angular acceptance of e-beam and laser
beam, and system dimensions. The magnet center was placed such that the focusing
strength in the dispersive plane provided su±cient momentum resolution, and that the
slight defocusing in the un-dispersive plane kept the e-beam angular acceptance large
enough. A vacuum chamber was designed to place the screen on the calculated ¯rst-order
foci [157] for the bottom view. Shown in Fig. 3.3 is the location of foci for e-beams with
various energies. There were trajectories which did not have foci (high energy) and others
that had foci inside of the magnetic ¯eld. For those trajectories, red dots were located
along the e®ective boundary of the magnetic ¯eld. The forward view was designed to
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Figure 3.3: Locations of calculated ¯rst order foci for bending (vertical) plane are shown
by red dots. Blue area shows the e®ective boundary of the magnetic ¯eld. The calculation
was done by using sharp edge boundary model [157]. Red dots along the e®ective boundary
indicate either trajectories that does not converge, or trajectories provide focus inside of
the e®ective boundary.
allow viewing of high energy electrons while also providing the maximum possible e-beam
angular acceptance and reasonable system dimensions, as well as desired resolution for
laser output mode measurements. A detailed evaluation of the resolution and acceptance
are presented in the next Section.
3.3 Performance Evaluation
The electron trajectories on the mid-plane (reference trajectories) were computed by
calculating the de°ection angle based on the Lorentz force. The input midplane ¯eld
was generated through a 2D interpolation of the measured ¯eld pro¯le along the radial
axis. The representative trajectories (1.0, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 GeV) under a
peak magnetic ¯eld Bx(0) = 1:25 T are shown in Fig. 3.4. Also shown is the magnetic
¯eld pro¯le using a color-map, and the locations of the screens. For each trajectory,
the 6-dimensional e-beam properties were calculated by using the arbitrary order beam
dynamics code COSY INFINITY (COSY) [169]. To utilize the most accurate fringe ¯eld
evaluation in COSY, the magnetic ¯eld pro¯les for each trajectory were ¯tted into a six
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Figure 3.4: Electron trajectories (1.0, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 GeV) with a peak
magnetic ¯eld of 1.25 T. The location of the scintillating screens and the vacuum chamber
are also illustrated. The center of the magnet is at z = 0. Shown by a color-map is the
magnetic ¯eld pro¯le. The source is the exit of the capillary discharge waveguide.
parameter Enge function F (s) of the form:
F (s) =
1
1 + exp[a1 + a2(s=D) + ¢ ¢ ¢+ a6(s=D)5] ; (3.2)
where s is the distance perpendicular to the e®ective ¯eld boundary, D is the gap of the
magnet, and a1 ¡ a6 are the Enge coe±cients. In COSY, a particle trajectory X(s) =
(x; x0; y; y0; ±l) is calculated in the form of a ¯vefold Taylor expansion, where x (y) indicates
horizontal (vertical) plane, x0 = dx=ds, y0 = dy=ds, and ±l is the path length di®erence
from the reference trajectory. For example, an expansion is written for x:
x =
X
(xjx·0y¸0x
0¹
0 y
0º
0 p^
Â)x·0y
¸
0x
0¹
0 y
0º
0 p^
Â: (3.3)
Here, p^ = ±p=p is the relative momentum spread, subscript 0 indicates that the quantity
was evaluated at s = 0, namely at beam source, (xjx·0y¸0x
0¹
0 y
0º
0 p^
Â) are the Taylor coe±-
cients, which are a function of s. The order is given by the sum ord = ·+ ¸+ ¹+ º + Â.
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Shown in Fig. 3.5 are the spatial resolutions of the CCD cameras and each order's
contribution to vertical size ¾y1 versus e-beam energy (assuming a zero energy spread
beam), where ¾ is the root-mean-square (rms) width of the beam distribution, subscript
1 indicates the output (at the screens). The assumed peak magnetic ¯eld was 1.25 T,
and the input beam pro¯le was a Gaussian distribution with ¾x0 = ¾y0 = 20 ¹m, and
¾x00 = ¾y00 = 2 mrad (rms). The discontinuity at 160 MeV in Fig. 3.5 comes from the
transition between di®erent screens. One can see from Fig. 3.5 that the contribution from
3rd order e®ects is small. Therefore, calculations up to 3rd order give su±cient accuracy
for the evaluation of the spectrometer performance. When the e®ective spatial resolution
of the CCD camera is larger than the beam spot size, as in the low energy case, the
momentum resolution would be limited by the CCD camera imaging (not the e-beam
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Figure 3.5: Calculated contributions to the vertical beam size of each order. Assumed
input beam is a Gaussian distribution with ¾x0 = ¾y0 = 20 ¹m (rms), and ¾x00 = ¾y00 = 2
mrad (rms). Horizontal axis is the kinetic energy of electron for a peak magnetic ¯eld of
1.25 T. Also shown are spatial resolutions of CCD cameras.
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optics). Although the momentum resolution could be improved by an imaging system
with higher spatial resolution, the scattering e®ect inside of the screens [163] has to be
addressed for a beam size below a few 100 micron.
Due to the collimator-free scheme, the measured momentum resolution contained a
contribution from the e-beam divergence, which depended on the accelerator con¯guration
and parameters, such as the laser energy or the capillary length and diameter. As a result,
the e-beam divergence had shot-to-shot °uctuations. Therefore, the momentum resolution
and the energy spread were evaluated for each shot with the following procedure. From
the computed imaging properties, the horizontal beam divergence ¾x00 was calculated
from the measured horizontal beam size ¾x1 with a given beam size at the source, ¾x0 and
¾y0, which were assumed to be the same size as the laser output mode size. The e®ect of
the source size on the image was almost negligible since the beam size at the source was
smaller by more than an order of magnitude than the typical product of beam divergence
and propagation distance. By assuming an axisymmetric electron beam pro¯le (i.e., equal
horizontal and vertical divergence), the vertical beam divergence ¾y00 = ¾x00 was obtained
and used to calculate the vertical beam size at the screen with a speci¯c central energy
and zero energy spread, ¾y1mono. The image size gave the intrinsic resolution of the GeV-
ESM, ±Tmono. The real energy spread of an electron beam ±Tbeam was then calculated by
deconvolving the e®ect of ¯nite divergence from the measured e-beam pro¯le ±Timg using
±Timg =
p
±T 2beam + ±T
2
mono. A Gaussian e-beam transverse pro¯le was assumed for the
calcuration. The momentum resolutions for ¾x00 = ¾y00 = 1 and 2 mrad electron beams are
shown in Fig. 3.6, where the beam pro¯le is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with
¾x0 = ¾y0 = 20 ¹m. The momentum resolution of the GeV-ESM is below 2% (4%) for a 1
mrad (2 mrad) divergence beam in the energy range of the GeV-ESM. As discussed, and
shown in Fig. 3.6, in the case where the beam size is smaller than the spatial resolution
of the CCD cameras, the momentum resolution is limited by the CCD camera resolution,
which can be seen in the region where the 1 and 2 mrad cases overlap.
The collimator-free scheme also introduced an uncertainty in the determination of the
absolute energy [2]. The energy of an electron beam with positive (negative) incident
angle in y (see Fig. 3.4 for coordinates) would be measured higher (lower) than the actual
energy. The errors in the determination of the energy of electrons with certain incident
angle (§4 and §8 mrad) were computed and shown in Fig. 3.7, where the magnetic ¯eld
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Figure 3.6: Momentum resolutions for ¾x00 = ¾y00 = 1 and 2 mrad electron beams.
Horizontal axis is the kinetic energy of the e-beam for a peak magnetic ¯eld of 1.25 T.
The input beam size was assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with ¾x0 = ¾y0 = 20 ¹m.
was taken to be 1.25 T. For example, the electron beam measured as 1.0 GeV might
have been 0.94 (1.07) GeV with a 0.4 (-0.4) mrad incident angle. The °uctuation level
in the incident angle in the vertical plane was evaluated as follows. From the measured
beam position in the horizontal plane x1peak, the angular °uctuation in the horizontal
plane ¾x1peak was statistically evaluated. With the assumption of symmetric behavior in
both planes ¾y1peak = ¾x1peak, the °uctuations in the incident angle in the vertical plane
were then determined. The angular °uctuations showed dependence on the accelerator
con¯guration (e.g., the laser energy or the capillary length and diameter), and the typical
value was found to be 2 to 6 mrad in rms [170], which gave » §3 to 11% error at 1.0 GeV,
or » §2 to 5% error at 0.5 GeV. Also shown in Fig. 3.7 is the geometrical acceptance.
The acceptance was trajectory dependent due to the di®erences in the path length and
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Figure 3.7: Errors in the determination of the absolute energy in cases of §4 and §8 mrad
of the incident angle with the geometrical acceptance. The magnetic ¯eld was assumed
to be 1.25 T.
the imaging properties. More than §10 mrad acceptance was achieved in most of the
energy range.
3.4 Scintillating Screen Calibration
3.4.1 Introduction
Scintillating screens are commercially available from various companies such as Kodak,
Toshiba, Fuji, or Konica. Those screens have been used mostly for medical application,
namely x-ray imaging together with ¯lms. Companies have put constant e®ort into im-
proved sensitivity (ISO speed) and spatial resolution by improving coatings and ¯lms [171].
Recently, those scintillating screens have been widely used for relativistic electron beam
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detections in the LWFA community for their high electron - °uorescent light e±ciencies.
For this purpose, °uorescent light was usually observed directly by a digital camera (e.g.,
a CCD (charge coupled device) or CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor)
camera). From the observed intensity, one can deduce the number of electrons incident on
the screen provided that a calibration is available. Note that a calibration may not be valid
for an identical product from di®erent manufacturing years due to possible improvement
of a product.
Most of the screens utilize a compressed monocristalline powder of Gadox as an active
material, which sits on a substrate and is covered by a protective coatings. While their
properties were well studied for x-rays [172{175] because of the high demand from the
medical ¯eld and their long history, to the author's knowledge, there was only one publi-
cation as of 2007 on the relativistic e-beam detection with such a scintillating screen [164].
Discussed in Ref. [164] was the e-beam energy dependence from 0.1 MeV to 1 GeV with
the Monte Carlo simulation, and only from 3 to 8 MeV energy dependence was explored
experimentally. In this Section, the e-beam energy dependence of LANEX-FB, which
was provided by KODAK and implemented on the GeV-ESM, was measured experimen-
tally from 71.3 to 1230 MeV by using the Booster to storage ring beam line (BTS) of
the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at LBNL. The layout of ALS Facility is shown in
Fig. 3.8. The calibration work has been carried out with the help of two internship stu-
dents, Bas Fleskens and Pablo Gallegos, and detailed descriptions can be also found in
their reports [176, 177].
3.4.2 Scintillation Process
The general process of scintillation is the absorption of ionizing radiation, such as x-rays
or °-rays, followed by the emission of radiation, usually in the visible range. Relativistic
electrons ionize a material as well, consequently leading to the same photon emission
process. The scintillating process can be simpli¯ed into a three-phase process.
1: Ionization
An ionizing source (electromagnetic radiation or particles) deposits its energy onto
an active material via ionization. As in Ref. [164], one may de¯ne absorption ef-
¯ciency ´dps(T ) for this process. In case of an e-beam, there is a direct ionization
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BTS experimental area
BTS line
Figure 3.8: Layout of ALS building [105]. The beam line connecting Booster synchrotron
and Storage ling is the Booster to Storage (BTS) beam line. BTS experimental are is
located at the end of the extra beam line emerging from the middle of the BTS line
(illustrated by blue line).
and also absorption of the Bremsstrahlung photons. Both mechanisms may show
an energy dependence and could be evaluated via a Monte Carlo simulation.
2: Non-radiative relaxation
Excited electron may come back to the ground state, fall into one of the exciton
bands, or into one of the metastable excited states without any photon emissions.
Each process has a certain probability, which may show a dependence on an initial
state of excited electron. Therefore, this process could depend on the input e-beam
energy as well, and possibly on the pulse duration of the excitation pulse.
3: Radiative relaxation
Scintillating photons may be emitted via the recombination of electrons and holes
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from exciton bands, the time scale of which is typically from tens of nanoseconds
to several microseconds. Other photons may come from radiative relaxation of
metastable states with their characteristic wavelengths, the time scale of which is
from microseconds to several hours. The later process of emission is referred as
phosphorescence or afterglow. If this emission is dominant, a material may be
referred to as a phosphor screen instead of a scintillator. Radiative relaxation may
be followed by non-radiative relaxation to a ground state. If one speci¯es a certain
radiation band of interest, e±ciency ´rad(T ) can be de¯ned as the ratio of energies
of radiative relaxation and non-radiative relaxation.
Shown in Fig. 3.9 is the emission spectrum from Gadox and other compounds from
Ref. [168]. One can see that there are multiple emission bands in Gadox, and that
the main emission is at ' 545 nm. The life time of the emitted light from LANEX-
FB was measured to ¯nd an optimum exposure time for the experiments, as shown in
Sectoin 3.4.4. Most of the light (' 80%) was observed earlier than 1 ms. There was,
however, a substantial amount of light emitted later than 1 ms, suggesting non-negligible
phosphorescent light. Since the time resolution of this experiment was longer than the
typical life time of a scintillation, the dominant physics can not be determined from this
slow time-resolution measurement. The fact that there are multiple excitation states and
levels made rigorous theoretical modeling di±cult and unpractical. The discussion of
scintillator/phosphor material properties was beyond the scope of this dissertation. Here
we focus on the experimental study of the energy dependence of the light yield.
By neglecting any energy dependence in ´rad(T ), one can provide a simple model in
which the energy of emitted photons is proportional to the e-beam energy loss (deposition)
in the material, as in Ref. [164]. In this model, the energy dependence only exists in
the energy deposition process, but not in the relaxation and emission processes. One
can numerically obtain the energy loss by using a Monte Carlo simulation [162, 164],
or analytically [177] by using the Rorlich and Carlson formula [178], combined with the
density correction [179]. The Rorlich and Carlson formula is:
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Figure 3.9: Emission spectrum of the Gadox (dots) from Ref. [168]. Other two spectra
(dashed line, straight line) are out of interest here.
where ½ is the density of the medium, · = 4¼NAremec
2 with NA the Avogadro number,
and re = e
2=(mec
2) the classical electron radius, Aw the atomic weight of the medium,
¯ the normalized electron velocity ve=c, ° =
p
1¡ ¯2 the Lorentz factor, E the kinetic
energy of incident electrons, and Iinz the mean ionization energy of the medium. This
equation suggests that the ionizing energy loss increases in log scale along with an increase
of the e-beam energy, while the radiative loss (Bremsstrtahlung) increases linearly. In
other words, the analytical study suggests that the higher the e-beam energy, the more
the e-beam deposits its energy onto a material.
Possible energy dependent physics and complications further motivated an experimen-
tal exploration of the energy dependence of the scintillating screens up to the GeV level.
The energy of a bremsstrahlung photon can be high enough to cause electron-positron
pair creation, which adds an additional complication in the scintillating processes. High
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°uence from high charge e-beams or high instantaneous charge density from ultrafast e-
beams could cause saturation e®ects of the scintillating processes, which cannot be studied
by the Monte Carlo simulations.
3.4.3 Experimental Setup
The calibration experiments were carried out at the BTS at ALS. Originating from the
ALS Linac (Linear Accelerator), a 50 MeV e-beam was injected into the Booster ring,
and was further accelerated up to 1230 MeV. The e-beams were then extracted from the
Booster ring by the kicker magnet system, a part of which is shown in Fig. 3.10. The total
charge of the e-beams was variable via two methods. One was by changing the number
of micro bunches in one macro pulse. The ALS Linac was able to provide a macro pulse
containing from 1 to 3 micro bunches with a bunch to bunch separation of 8 ns [180]. The
8 ns separation came from the 125 MHz sub-harmonic buncher. The other method to
vary the total charge was to control the charge in one micro bunch. By changing the gun
bias voltage of the thermionic electron gun, which was the injector for the ALS Linac,
the total charge in one micro bunch was controlled. Each micro bunch contained a total
charge of up to 500 pC, and the pulse length at the exit of the Linac was around 8 ps
(rms). Note that the lowest gun-bias voltage provided the highest total charge in a bunch.
By changing these two parameters, a total charge in one macro bunch was varied from
a few pC (limited by the ICT measurement) to 1500 pC. The micro bunch pulse length
was stretched to & 20 ps at the exit of the Booster ring.
The energy of the e-beam was also variable. In normal operations, the kicker system
extracted e-beams at the top of the magnets' current ramp, which gave the highest e-beam
energy. By changing the timing and ¯eld strength of the kicker system, an e-beam with
lower energy was extracted from the Booster ring. A part of the kicker system magnet
and some magnets of BTS are shown in Fig 3.10. The detailed procedure to change the
e-beam energy was as follows:
1: Triggers
The Bump magnet trigger ¿bm was scaled down from the nominal value ¿bm1 =
¿bm0 £ pt=pn, where p is the electron momentum, subscript n indicates nominal
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Figure 3.10: A part of the kicker magnet system of the Booster ring and a part of the
BTS magnet system. Shown by a red rectangle is the location of the BTS-FE-B1 dipole
magnet which was used to send e-beams to BTS experimental area. The other part of
the kicker magnet system, namely the BR2- Bump1, Bump2, Bump3, and KE magnets
sit further upstream of the Booster ring, and are not shown here. Note that this ¯gure is
based on the drawings obtained from the ALS website [105].
value, and subscript t for target value. Then the Extraction ¯eld trigger ¿ext was
set to be ¿ext1 = ¿bm1 + 2350 ¹s.
2: Currents for magnets
The currents for the kicker magnets and a part of BTS magnets (upstream magnets
before the BTS-FE-B1 magnet) Ik were scaled down to the target value given by
Ik1 = Ik0£pt=pn. The kicker system consisted of the magnets BR2- Bump1, Bump2,
Bump3, KE (they are not shown in Fig. 3.10), SEN, and SEK. The upstream BTS
system consisted of the BTS- HCM2, VCM2, Q1 magnets. The BTS- HCM1 and
HVM1 were not used at the experiments.
3: Alignment of TV1 - TV2
By ¯ne tuning all the necessary magnets' applied currents, the e-beams were aligned
on the middle of phosphor screens, the locations of which are indicated by TV1 and
TV2 in Fig. 3.10, respectively. Note that those phosphor screens were not the targets
for this calibration work. This alignment etablished the straight line from TV-1 to
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TV-2, and hence allowed to evaluation of the e-beam energy via the applied current
on the BTS-FE-B1 magnet, which sits in between those phosphor screens.
4: BTS-FE-B1 magnet
Set the current for BTS-FE-B1 magnet such that the e-beam can be seen on the
middle of the LANEX-FB screen located at the end of the BTS beamline as shonw
in Fig. 3.11. Together with Ref. [181], the applied current gave the energy of the
e-beam.
The experimental setup for the calibration is shown in Fig. 3.11. E-beams were sent
to the middle of the LANEX-FB screen, and the °uorescent light was observed by an
identical CCD camera as that used in the GeV-ESM, 12-bit Flea high resolution model
from Pointgrey [167]. The elliptical screen (9.5 cm height and 8.0 cm width) was arranged
at a 45 degree to the e-beam incident angle, and backed by a ' 40¹m thick Al foil as
in the GeV-ESM. In this calibration experiment, an Al foil was not necessary because
there was no stray laser lights as in the LOASIS LWFA experiments. In order to realize
an identical e-beam - LANEX-FB interaction in this calibration experiments, an Al foil
was installed. The angle of screen a®ects actual e-beam - active-layer interaction length,
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Figure 3.11: Schematic (a) and drawing (b) of the BTS experimental setup. A picture
taken by the CCD camera, the raw signal from the LOASIS-ICT, and the processed signal
from ALS-ICT, were recorded by a computer.
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and the angle of the CCD Camera to the screen also a®ects collection of light, following
the Lambertian law [164, 177]. For data analysis, these e®ects were taken into account.
The beam tube clearance was 5 cm (diameter). As shown in Fig. 3.11(a), the screen was
arranged in an irregular way, namely the substrate side was observed by the CCD camera.
Since the substrate was not completely opaque, the °uorescent light was still observed.
Attenuation of 80% (20% transmission) was observed relative to the measurement done
in the regular orientation (see Fig. 3.18(b)). The potential advantage of this arrangement
was in the momentum acceptance. Low energy (< 1 MeV) e-beams may be blocked
by the substrate in case of the regular orientation. The irregular orientation may allow
to measure lower energy e-beams, and heavy particles such as protons. Therefore, the
LANEX-FB was installed in an irregular way on the GeV-ESM.
Employed for the calibration reference was an ICT-122-070-05:1 (LOASIS-ICT) [182],
from BERGOZ Instrumentation [183]. This low-ratio (high sensitivity) ICT, combined
with a regular oscilloscope, allowed detection with a signal to noise ratio (S/N) of ' 2 for a
few pico Coulomb charge (higher S/N ratio for >» pC). Raw waveforms were recorded on
the computer through LAN-based communication. Also recorded were processed signals
from one of the permanently installed ICTs on the ALS, BTS-ICT01 (ALS-ICT), whose
location is illustrated in Fig. 3.10(a). The raw signal from this 20:1 ratio ICT was ¯rst sent
to the beam charge monitor (BCM), then to an EPICS (Experimental Physics and Indus-
trial Control System [184]), and the processed value (charge) was broadcasted through the
network at ALS. The background level of the broadcasted values was (' 10 pC) because
the electronics were optimized for nominal operation, where the total charge was more
than 1000 pC. The LOASIS-ICT and ALS-ICT showed good agreement for high energy
(small beam size), high charge (' 500 pC, one micro bunch) measurements. Since the
ALS ICT was located at ' 10 m away from the screen, any beam loss during beam trans-
port was not detectable from this ICT. Therefore the calibration was performed against
the LOASIS-ICT, and in the following part of the dissertation,\the ICT" indicates the
LOASIS-ICT and \measured charge" means the charge measured by that ICT unless
otherwise speci¯ed.
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3.4.4 Results and Discussion
The life time of the emitted light from LANEX-FB was measured by changing the
trigger delay for the CCD camera in 1 ms steps, with a ¯xed exposure time ¢texp = 1 ms.
The energy of the e-beams was 1230 MeV in 3-micro bunch mode and with the lowest
gun-bias voltage. The number of total counts on the CCD (CCD counts) normalized by
the measured charge versus the trigger delay is shown in Fig. 3.12. Here, the trigger delay
= 0 was set 1 step (ms) before the CCD camera started to see any signal. One can see
that more than 99% of the total counts (emitted light) was within 4 ms, con¯rming that
long-lifetime (> 10 ms) metastable levels did not contribute a substantial portion of the
emitted light. All the measurements presented later in this Section were performed with
a ¯xed exposure time ¢texp = 10 ms starting at 1 ms before the arrival of the beams (0
delay point in Fig. 3.12). The repetition rate of the operation was 0.5 Hz, therefore no
interference between shots was expected.
The energy dependence was studied by using 1230, 1000, 712, 497, 377, 261, 143
and 71.3 MeV e-beams. With each energy, a broad range of total charge was scanned
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Figure 3.12: Measured life time of the light emitted by the LANEX-FB. About 30 shots
were taken for each point. The errorbars (standard deviation ¾) were not visible on the
plot (°uctuation = 100£ ¾=mean < 1:5%). Note that the measurements did not resolve
less than 1 ms.
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by varying the gun-bias and using 1- and 3- micro bunch modes. For all the di®erent
energies, plots of the CCD counts versus the measured total charge by the ICT are shown
in Figs. 3.13{3.16. Also shown as black solid lines in Figs. 3.13{3.16, are the results of
linear ¯tting. The detailed ¯tting conditions are stated in the captions of ¯gures. The
quality of the ¯t was evaluated by the mean of the normalized deviation ²^:
²^ =
1
g
gX jCCDi ¡ f(ICTi)j
f(ICTi)
; (3.5)
where g is the number of samples, CCDi is measured CCD counts of the i-th sample,
f(x) is a CCD counts predicted by ¯tting the charge measured by the ICT, and ICTi is a
measured charge by the ICT. One can see that the linear coe±cients for the ratio of the
CCD counts and the measured charge (counts/charge coe±cient, CC-coe±cient) showed
dependence on the e-beam energy. Non-linearity between the CCD counts and measured
charge (counts - charge non-linearity, CC non-linearity) was also observed in 1230, 1000,
712, 143 and 71.3 MeV scans.
A linear relation between the CCD counts and measured charge was observed for the
scans with e-beam energies of 497, 377, and 261 MeV. For those scans, the linear ¯tting
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Figure 3.13: The total number of counts on the CCD camera (CCD counts) versus the
charge measured by the LOASIS-ICT with beam energy of 1230 MeV (a) and 1000 MeV
(b). Shown by the black solid line is the linear ¯t with acquired data below 500 pC. The
quality of the ¯ttings are 4.5% for (a) and 4.6% for (b), respectively. The green star was
placed where the measured point started to deviate from ¯tted line. The charge density
where the star is placed is 60 pC/mm2 for (a), and 50 pC/mm2 for (b).
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Figure 3.14: The total number of counts on the CCD camera (CCD counts) versus the
charge measured by the LOASIS-ICT with beam energy of 710 MeV (a) and 500 MeV
(b). Shown by the black solid line is the linear ¯t with acquired data below 500 pC for
(a), and with all the data for (b). The quality of the ¯ttings are 7.3% for (a) and 3.8% for
(b), respectively. The green star was placed where the measured point started to deviate
from ¯tted line for (a), and where the maximum charge density was achieved for (b). The
charge density where the star is placed is 32 pC/mm2 for (a), and 27 pC/mm2 for (b).
Due to smaller beam size for lower energy, the maximum charge density was smaller for
lower energy beams.
was done by using all the data points acquired.
In the Booster ring, adiabatic cooling and radiation damping occurs along with the
acceleration. This results in the higher energy beam having lower emittance (smaller
beam size and divergence) than the lower energy beams. For a detailed description of the
emittance evolution during the acceleration in the Booster ring, see Ref. [185], Chapter 4.
The typical beam size on the screen for each energy is shown in Fig. 3.17(a), with the
lowest gun-bias voltage and 1-bunch mode. For the scans with e-beam energy of 143 and
71.3 MeV, beam losses were observed between the ALS-ICT and the LOASIS-ICT, most
likely due to the e-beam over¯lling of the beam line tube (beam was clipped by the tubes).
From Fig. 3.16, one can see that the highest charges measured by the ICT were lower
than 1500 pC for those low energy scans. The observed non-linearities for 143 and 71.3
MeV e-beams could be explained by beam loss during the propagation between the ICT
and the scintillating screen. The BTS beam line was designed for the transportation of a
1500 MeV e-beam. As shown in Fig. 3.17(b), for a 143 MeV beam, the beam area increased
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Figure 3.15: The total number of counts on the CCD camera (CCD counts) versus the
charge measured by the LOASIS-ICT with beam energy of 377 MeV (a) and 261 MeV
(b). Shown by the black solid line is the linear ¯t with all the acquired data. The quality
of the ¯ttings are 5.4% for (a) and 7.8% for (b), respectively. The green star was placed
where the maximum charge density was achieved. The charge density where the star is
placed is 14 pC/mm2 for (a), and 8 pC/mm2 for (b).
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Figure 3.16: The total number of counts on the CCD camera (CCD counts) versus the
charge measured by the LOASIS-ICT with beam energy of 143 MeV (a) and 71.3 MeV (b).
Shown by the black solid line is the linear ¯t with data below 250 pC for (a), and below
400 pC for (b). The quality of the ¯ttings are 15% for (a) and 6.2% for (b), respectively.
The green star was placed where the measured point started to deviate from ¯tted line.
The charge density where the star is placed is 0.7 pC/mm2 for (a), and 0.5 pC/mm2 for
(b).
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Figure 3.17: (a): the beam size on the scintillator screen versus the energy of the e-
beam. The beam size was measured with the lowest gun-bias voltage (highest charge)
and 1-bunch mode. (b): the beam area at the scintillating screen versus the charge
measured by the ICT with the e-beam energy at 120 MeV. The beam area was de¯ned
as the product of the x width and y width in full-width half-maximum (FWHM).
considerably with charge. From 400 pC to 1000 pC, beam area became two times larger.
A similar increase in area was observed when scanning the 71.3 MeV e-beam charge from
300 pC (650 mm2) to 600 pC (850 mm2). If this is the case, the amount of beam loss
is to be proportional to (r2beam ¡ r2tube), where rbeam is the FWHM radius of the beam at
the screen, and rtube is the inner radius of the beam transporting tube, or ICT. Although
whole beam was not measured due to the clipping, evaluation with FWHM would give
unclipped beam size. The beam loss in terms of CCD counts was estimated from the
deviation from the ¯tted line [see Fig. 3.16(a)], and plotted versus the measured beam
area [see Fig. 3.17(b)] in Fig. 3.18. One can see that the beam loss increased linearly
against the measured beam area after the area became bigger than the beam tube area.
This is consistent with the model for the beam loss suggested here. For low energy scans,
the CCD CC coe±cients were deduced from the ¯tting of the data points below 250 pC.
A non-linearity in CC-coe±cient was also observed for the scans of 1023, 1000, and
712 MeV. There was no beam loss between the ICT and scintillating screen as the beam
sizes were small enough for the whole beam to be accommodated within the screen. There
are two possible scenarios which may introduce this non-linearity. One is a saturation
e®ect of the scintillating material. The excessively high population of the excited level
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may have caused these deviations from the linear response against the incident e-beam
charge. In this case, this behavior may show a dependence on the peak intensity of
the emitted light. The other one is an opacity change of the substrate or coatings due
to the high density e-beam load on a material, which caused ionization of the material
or thermal loading. If this is the case, this behavior may show a dependence on the
peak charge density on the screen and/or the e-beam energy. By carrying out the same
measurement with di®erent orientation of LANEX-FB, one can tell whether the non-
linearlity was caused in the active layer or substrate. Shown in Fig. 3.18(b) is the CCD
counts versus the measured total charge with the regular orientation of the LANEX-FB
(active layer surfacing to the CCD camera). A linear relation between the CCD counts
and measured charge was obtained. This suggests that the nonlinearity observed with
the scans of 1023, 1000, and 712 MeV was not from the saturation of the active material,
but was somehow caused by the substrate. As discussed, this may depend on the peak
charge density on the screen and/or the e-beam energy. Shown by the green star in
Figs. 3.13 { 3.16 is where the measured point started to deviate from ¯tted line, or where
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Figure 3.18: (a): Beam loss size in terms of CCD counts against the beam area. The
beam loss was estimated by the di®erence between the ¯tted value and measured CCD
counts [Fig. 3.16(a)]. The measured beam size is from Fig. 3.17(b). (b): The total number
of count on CCD camera (CCD counts) versus the charge measured by the LOASIS-ICT
with beam energy of 1000 MeV. For only this plot, the orientation of the LANEX-FB was
regular (active layer surfacing to the CCD camera). Shown by the black solid line is the
linear ¯t with all the acquired data.
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Figure 3.19: The CC-coe±cient versus e-beam energy. The errorbar comes from the
¯tting quality evaluated by Eq. (3.5). Average ¯tting quality was 6.8%.
the maximum charge density was measured. From the scans of 1023, 1000, and 712 MeV,
the charge densities where the measured point started to deviate from ¯tted line were,
60, 50, and 32 pC/mm2, respectively. The threshold of this non-linearlity may depend on
both the charge density and e-beam energy. For these three high energy scans, the linear
¯tting was done by using the data below 500 pC.
The CC-coe±cient versus e-beam energy is shown in Fig. 3.19. The trend of lower
CC-coe±cient for higher energy e-beam is observed. This is counter to what is suggested
by Eqn. 3.4 and the assumption of no energy dependence in the relaxation and emission
processes. This suggests that there might be an energy dependence in these processes,
which is fairly complicated to model theoretically or to study with numerical simulations.
Shown by errorbars in Fig. 3.19 is the quality of ¯ttings evaluated by Eq. (3.5). The mean
¯tting quality for whole scans were 6.8%, and this value is used as the accuracy of this
calibration.
Although the CC linearity was veri¯ed below a charge density of 50 pC/mm2 for
1000 MeV e-beams, there is a critical di®erence between the e-beams from an LWFA and
a RF-accelerator. The longitudinal structure of e-beams used for this calibration was a
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macro bunch containing up to three micro bunches with a separation of 8 ns, and a micro
bunch duration of ' 20 ps (rms). This duration is far longer than the that of e-beams
from LWFAs typically . 50 fs [98]. The question would be whether the response stays
linear for femto-second e-beams or not. Considering the saturation e®ect observed from
1000 MeV e-beam scan (see Fig. 3.13(b)), the CC non-linearity was observed only from
3-bunch mode. The fact that both 1-micro bunch beam and 3-micro bunch beam had
the same peak instantaneous charge intensity (pC mm¡2 s¡1) may lead to the conclusion
that the non-linearity observed there was not from the instantaneous charge intensity but
from the accumulative amount of charge (pC mm¡2) on a macro bunch scale (» 17 ns).
For 1000 MeV e-beams, the linearity up to 50 pC/mm2 in » 17 ns (full width) was
con¯rmed, as well as for an instantaneous charge intensity, up to 2 pC mm¡2 ps¡1. This
instantaneous charge intensity is equivalent to an e-beam with charge °ux of 20 fC/mm2
in 10 fs (rms), which gives total a charge of 2 pC with a beam size of 100 mm2 on a screen.
3.4.5 Calibration Summary
The calibration of the LANEX-FB screen (substrate facing the camera) was performed
with e-beams energy ranging from 71.3 to 1230 MeV experimentally at BTS, ALS. The
accuracy of the calibration was 6.8%. The CC-coe±cient showed energy dependence,
with the tendency that higher energy produced lower light yield. The CC-linearity was
con¯rmed below 50 pC/mm2 in 17 ns with 1000 MeV e-beam. Due to the possible energy
dependence of the threshold charge density for non-linear behavior, this threshold charge
density is unknown for the e-beams with the energy lower than 712 MeV because high
enough beam density was not obtained. The measured threshold charge density for non-
linear behavior, and the charge density where linear behavior was con¯rmed, are plotted
in Fig. 3.20 on the left vertical axis. Note that this is for the accumulative charge density
saturation e®ect in » 17 ns (full width) range. The linearity against the instantaneous
charge intensity was experimentally veri¯ed against e-beam with 2 pC mm¡2 ps¡1 for
1000 MeV case, where the time ps is the rms width of the e-beam time duration. Shown in
Fig. 3.20 on right vertical axis is the instantaneous charge intensity [pC/(ps mm2)] where
the linear response of a LANEX-FB was experimentally veri¯ed. Note that instantaneous
charge density non-lineariry was not observed from the experiments. The thresholds for
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Figure 3.20: Charge density (in » 17 ns) for which linear response of LANEX-FB was
experimentally veri¯ed (left axis), and the instantaneous charge intensity for which linear
response of LANEX-FB was experimentally veri¯ed.
accumulative non-linearity need to be taken into account in the operation of the GeV-
ESM.
The ALS calibration measurements provided more than one order lower light-charge
factor than that obtained from the calibration used a LWFA e-beam [186]. Since the
results of ALS calibration was used in this dissertation, one may ¯nd discrepancy in total
charge between the published papers [1, 2] and this desseration. As has been discussed, an
instantaneous intensity of the ALS e-beam was not as high as that of LWFA. Therefore,
there is a possibility that the ALS calibration underestimated beam charge. In order
to provide more accurate calibration, one can arrange activation experiments [42]. The
material activation may not depend on an instantaneous intensity of e-beam, it can provide
intensity independent result. In this dissertation, the results of ALS calibration was used
for evaluations. The calibration results including the thresholds for non-linear behavior,
were implemented on the GeV-ESM analysis program, and have enabled the GeV-ESM
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to function as a charge monitor.
3.5 Experiments
In this Section, examples of single-shot beam measurements and analysis are presented.
Experiments were performed using a high peak power 10Hz Ti:sapphire laser system of
the LOASIS Facility at LBNL and a gas-¯lled capillary discharge waveguide developed at
Oxford University [1, 2] as described in Chapter 4.
Shown in Fig. 3.21 (a) is an example of a moderately resolved high energy e-beam.
A quasi-monoenergetic beam with the peak energy of 778+39¡31 MeV, and total charge of
3.3 pC was observed. As stated in Section 3.3, the estimated error range of the absolute
energy value was computed from the beam angular °uctuation ¾x1peak, and found to be
§0:38 mrad. The beam divergence was found to be §2:5 mrad (rms), which gave a
resolution of 2.5% at 778 MeV. The energy spread was measured to be §4:6% (rms). The
maximum charge density on the LANEX-FB was < 0:07 pC/mm2 at » 780 MeV, which
was well below the threshold for accumulative saturation e®ect. With an assumption
of a 10 fs e-beam bunch duration, the instantaneous charge intensity is estimated to be
7 pC mm¡2 ps¡1. This is above the value for which the liner response of LANEX-FB was
experimentally veri¯ed.
Shown in Fig. 3.21 (b) is an example of a ¯nely resolved quasi-monoenergetic e-beam.
Applied magnetic ¯eld was 1.14 T, which gave momentum acceptances from 0.009 to
1.0 GeV. A quasi-monoenergetic beam with the peak energy of 364+9¡7 MeV, and total
charge of 3.3 pC was observed. The beam divergence was found to be §1:3 mrad (rms),
which gave a resolution of 0.55% at 364 MeV. The energy spread was measured to be
§5:0% (rms). The maximum charge density on the LANEX-FB was < 0:04 pC/mm2
at » 360 MeV, which was well below the threshold for accumulative saturation e®ect.
With an assumption of 10 fs e-beam bunch duration, the instantaneous charge intensity
is estimated to be 4 pC mm¡2 ps¡1. This is above the value for which the liner response
of LANEX-FB was experimentally veri¯ed.
Shown in Figs. 3.21 (c) is an example of a ¯nely resolved broadband e-beam. Applied
magnetic ¯eld was 1.14 T, which gave momentum acceptances from 0.009 to 1.0 GeV.
A broadband e-beam (from 10 to 450 MeV) with 42 pC total charge was observed. The
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Figure 3.21: Spectra observed by the GeV-ESM. (a): A moderately resolved high en-
ergy e-beam. The peak e-beam energy of 778+39¡31 MeV, the energy spread of 4.6% (2.5%
resolution), and total charge of 3.3 pC were observed. The maximum charge density on
the LANEX-FB was < 0:07 pC/mm2. (b): A ¯nely resolved quasi-monoenergetic e-beam.
The peak e-beam energy of 364+9¡7 MeV, the energy spread of 5.0% (0.55% resolution), and
total charge of 3.3 pC were observed. The maximum charge density on the LANEX-FB
was < 0:04 pC/mm2. (c): A ¯nely resolved broadband e-beam. A broadband e-beam
(from 10 to 450 MeV) with 42 pC total charge was observed. The maximum charge
density on the LANEX-FB was < 0:05 pC/mm2 at the energy of 300 MeV.
maximum charge density on the LANEX-FB was < 0:05 pC/mm2 at » 300 MeV, which
was well below the threshold for accumulative saturation e®ect. With an assumption
of 10 fs e-beam bunch duration, the instantaneous charge intensity is estimated to be
5 pC mm¡2 ps¡1. This is above the value for which the liner response of the LANEX-FB
was experimentally veri¯ed.
As can be seen from examples, the maximum charge density on the LANEX-FB was
well below the threshold for accumulative saturation e®ect in regular operations. But
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the instantaneous charge intensity was usually higher than the value for which the linear
response of the LANEX-FB was experimentally veri¯ed. Although this kind of non-linear
behavior was not observed in the experiments, there remains a possibility of underestima-
tion of total charge as discussed in Section 3.4.5. In the following part of the dissertation,
it is assumed that no saturation phenomena occurred caused by a high instantaneous
charge intensity.
A discussion on the dependence of the CDG-LWFA performance on laser-plasma pa-
rameters is presented in the next Chapter. Note that the simultaneous diagnoses of laser
output spots were successfully carried out for all measurements [1, 2].
3.6 Summary
A broadband, slitless, single-shot ESM for a GeV-class LWFA beam measurement has
been developed. A scintillator-camera based system was employed for relativistic e-beam
detection for high repetition rate experiments. The spectrometer covered from 0.01 to
1.1 GeV in a single shot, provided capability for simultaneous measurement of e-beam
spectra and output laser properties due to the absence of a slit. The design provided an
unprecedentedly large momentum acceptance of a factor 110 with reasonable resolution
(below 5%). The design concept and hardware implementation were described, as well as
the detailed analysis of the spectrometer performance. The calibration of the scintillating
plate, LANEX-FB was performed at BTS of ALS. The e-beam energy dependence of the
LANEX-FB at energy ranging from 71.3 to 1230 MeV was experimentally explored. The
linearity of the response of the LANEX-FB was discussed. As shown in the Section 3.4,
a single shot measurement with su±cient resolution and angular acceptance was demon-
strated. The spectrometer design provides a powerful diagnostic tool for the research and
development of next generation LWFAs. The followings were the achieved performance
characteristics of the GeV-ESM.
² Momentum acceptance
The spectrometer covers from 0.01 to 1.1 GeV in a single shot.
² Momentum resolution
The resolution is below 5% for e-beams with a divergence of 2 mrad over the whole
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energy range. Less than 1% resolution is achieved for e-beams with small beam
divergence and moderately high energy (» 500 MeV). The resolution depends on
the beam divergence due to the slitless scheme.
² Angular acceptance
An angular acceptance of more than § 10 mrad is achieved over almost the whole
range. This is large enough to capture an entire e-beam as shown in Section 3.5.
² Repetition rate
A nominal repetition rate of 1 Hz operation is achieved. In theory, 10 Hz operation
is possible by adding computers.
² Charge monitor
Calibration has been performed by using a conventional accelerator. The GeV-ESM
provides the function of a charge monitor with an accuracy of 6.8%.
² Simultaneous diagnosis of guided laser properties
The simultaneous observation of guided laser properties was successfully achieved.
² System dimension
The system is compact enough to be implemented in the LOASIS experimental cave.

Chapter 4
Capillary Discharge Guided LWFA
4.1 Introduction
Over the past decade, acceleration gradients in the tens to hundreds of GV/m have
been generated in laser wake¯eld acceleration (LWFA) experiments, which are three or-
ders of magnitude higher than in conventional linear accelerators (linacs, see Chapter 1).
Although it was straightforward to achieve such high acceleration gradients in laser wake-
¯eld accelerators, the e-beams from such accelerators had 100% energy spread until 2004,
when the production and measurements of high quality (i.e., low energy spread) 100 MeV
class e-beams were reported [56{58]. To obtain the mono-energetic bunches, two groups
used relatively large laser spot sizes [57, 58]. This e®ectively increased the di®raction
(or Rayleigh) range ZR of the laser beam, permitting propagation over distances on the
order of the gas jet length. For example, experiments performed at the Rutherford Ap-
pleton Laboratory (RAL) by Mangles et al. employed a 16 TW, 40 fs laser pulse focused
(25 ¹m spot size, 2:5£ 1018 W/cm2) on the plume of a gas jet with a plasma density of
2 £ 1019 cm¡3. A narrow energy spread bunch was observed at 78 § 2 MeV with 20 pC
of charge [57]. Experiments performed at the Laboratoire d'Optique Appliqu¶ee (LOA)
by Faure et al. used a 30 TW, 33 fs laser pulse focused [21 ¹m spot size in full-width
at half-maximum (FWHM) 3:2 £ 1018 W/cm2] on the plume of a gas jet with a plasma
density of 6£ 1018 cm¡3. A narrow energy spread bunch was observed at 170§ 20 MeV
with 500 § 200 pC of charge [58].
The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) experiments [56] used a 9 TW,
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55 fs laser pulse focused to a relatively tight spot size (8:5 ¹m FWHM). As discussed in
Chapter 1, to mitigate the short ZR of the beam, a 2 mm long laser produced preformed
plasma channel was used to guide the laser beam through the gas jet. The driving laser
beam generated 85 MeV e-beams containing 0.3 nC bunch charge, with only 9 TW of
laser peak power. Not only those experiments, but also scaling laws and the simulation
shown in Chapter 1.2 suggested a higher e±ciency in a guided LWFA scheme.
The plasma channels in the LBNL experiments [56] were produced using the ignitor-
heater concept [115] and were shown to guide laser pulses with relativistic intensities
(> 1018 W/cm2) over » 10 Rayleigh lengths. The method relied on rapidly heating a
laser-ionized ¯lament using inverse Bremsstrahlung, in which the electrons oscillating in
the laser ¯eld undergo collisions with ions, transferring part of their oscillation energy
into thermal energy [114, 115, 187]. This heating can be expressed as [186]:
3
2
KB
@Te
@t
=
1
2
ºei
mv2os
2
; (4.1)
where KB is Boltzman constant, T is the temperature of the electrons, ºei is the electron-
ion collision rate, and vos = ca0 is the electron quiver velocity. When vos < vt, the
thermal velocity in the plasma, the electron-ion collision rate is well described by the
thermal collision rate:
ºei =
8¼nZe4 ln(¤)
6:4m2v2t
» Z ln ¤
13¤
!p ; (4.2)
where ¤ = n¸3d is the plasma parameter with ¸d =
p
Te=(4¼ne2) » 740
p
Te[eV]=n[cm¡3]
the Debye length. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) suggest that su±cient heating requires high
plasma density (¸ 1019 cm¡3) [186]. This limits the group velocity of the laser pulse and
the phase velocity of the plasma wake and hence the maximum achievable electron beam
energy.
In order to realize a GeV class LWFA, scaling laws suggested that guiding of a relativis-
tically intense laser pulse over several centimeters with low density plasma (' 1018 =cm3)
was essential (see Section 1.2). To circumvent the density limitation imposed by the
ignitor-heather method and allow the production of multi-cm scale plasma channels, a
gas-¯lled capillary discharge waveguide [129{131] was employed to develop a new LWFA at
the LOASIS Facility. This capillary discharge guided (CDG-) LWFA consists of a 50 TW
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class Ti:Sapphire laser, capillary discharge waveguide, laser diagnostics, and e-beam diag-
nostics. The main e-beam diagnostic, namely the GeV class electron spectrometer (GeV
ESM), was developed in this dissertation and described in Chapter 3.
This Chapter describes LOASIS CDG-LWFA experiments and statistical analysis of
the performance [1, 2]. The experimental setup is described in Section 4.2, followed by
an overview of low power laser guiding in Section 4.3 and e-beam generation with CDG-
LWFA in Section 4.4. A statistical analysis is presented in from Section 4.5 to 4.8, leading
to a discussion and conclusion in Section 4.9.
4.2 Experimental Setup
The experiments used the short pulse, high peak power and high repetition rate (10 Hz)
Ti:Al2O3 laser system of the LOASIS Facility at LBNL, a schematic of which was shown
in Fig. 1.5. Low energy laser pulses (of wavelength ¸ ' 0:81 ¹m) from a Ti:Al2O3 laser
oscillator were ¯rst sent to an optical phase controller (Dazzler, Fastlite inc. [188]), which
controlled the chirp of the pulses up to 4th order, then temporally stretched. The laser
pulse was ampli¯ed by multi stage Ti:Sapphire ampli¯ers up to approximately 3.5 J/pulse,
and then compressed using a grating based optical compressor. Following compression,
the laser pulse was focused by an F/25 o®-axis paraboloid of 200 cm focal length to a
spot size w0 ' 25 ¹m at the entrance of a capillary discharge waveguide. The lay-out
of the experiment is shown in Fig. 4.1. The peak power P (TW) of the laser was varied
by adjusting both the pulse duration and laser energy. At full energy and optimum
compression (1.6 J, 37 fs FWHM duration), P ' 44 TW, resulting in a calculated peak
intensity I = 2P=¼r2s ' 4:5 £ 1018 W/cm2 and a normalized vector potential a0 '
8:6£ 10¡10¸[¹m]I1=2[ W=cm2] ' 1:5.
The capillaries were laser machined into 33 mm long sapphire blocks with diameters
ranging from 190 ¹m to 310 ¹m. Hydrogen gas, introduced through holes near the
capillary ends, was ionized by striking a discharge between electrodes located at each end
of the capillary. Measurements [129] and modeling [189, 190] showed that a fully ionized,
approximately parabolic channel was formed. This was also con¯rmed by the absence
of signi¯cant ionization induced blueshifting of the laser spectrum when proper guiding
conditions were achieved. Previous experiments [130] demonstrated channeling of non-
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the capillary-guided laser wake¯eld accelerator. The
plasma channel was formed in a hydrogen-¯lled capillary discharge waveguide (see inset).
Hydrogen gas was introduced into the capillary waveguide using two gas slots in the
190 ¹m and 225 ¹m diameter capillary and three in the 310 ¹m capillary. A discharge
was struck between two electrodes located at each end of the waveguide, using a high
voltage pulsed power supply that utilized a 2.7 nF capacitor charged to 20 kV. The laser
beam was focused onto the entrance of the capillary using an f/25 o®-axis parabola (OAP).
The guiding e±ciency was measured using a pair of optical diodes (Diode 1 and 2) that
monitored the amount of laser energy at the entrance and exit of the capillary. The laser
beam exiting the capillary was monitored on a 12 bit CCD camera (20 ¹m resolution),
after having been attenuated with a pair of re°ective wedges and optical attenuators (not
shown). The e-beam energy spectrum was analyzed using a 1.25 T broad-band magnetic
spectrometer (see Chapter 3). The e-beam was de°ected downward and detected using
scintillating screens (LANEX-FB) imaged onto four synchronously triggered 12-bit CCD
cameras (not shown).
relativistically intense laser pulses with I . 1017 W/cm2 in 30{50 mm long capillaries,
which did not generate electron beams.
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The GeV ESM was placed right after a discharge capillary unit (for distance, see
Fig. 3.4). Electron beams were de°ected vertically downward onto two scintillating screens
LANEX Fast back (LANEX-FB) mounted on the exit °anges of the vacuum chamber.
The e®ective de°ection by a strong magnetic ¯eld (up to 1.25 T) and the large gap between
the poles (65 mm) allowed simultaneous measurements of an e-beam spectrum and laser
pulse properties. The spectrometer covered 0.01 to 0.14 GeV (bottom) and 0.17 to 1.1
GeV (forward) in a single shot. Detailed discussions such as the resolution, precision of
the absolute energy determination, and charge - light yield calibration were described in
Chapter 3. The guiding e±ciency was measured using a pair of optical diodes (Diode 1
and 2) that monitored the amount of laser energy at the entrance and exit of the capillary.
The laser beam mode pro¯le exiting the capillary was monitored on a 12 bit CCD camera
(20 ¹m resolution). Diagnostics of the transmitted laser beam were installed behind the
GeV ESM.
4.3 Low Power Laser Guiding
In the CDG-LWFA experiments, laser pulses were guided by capillary discharge waveg-
uides. In this dissertation, the relativistic electron beam generation via CDG-LWFA was
experimentally studied by making use of 33 mm long capillaries with diameters of 190, 225,
and 310 ¹m. Although the development of waveguides and the guiding of a relativistically
intense laser pulse are beyond the scope of this dissertation (see A. J. Gonsalves [191] for
the development of waveguides), generation of relativistic e-beams via a CDG-LWFA is
strongly connected to the guiding performance. This section presents a brief overview of
the low power laser guiding results from the experiments presented in this dissertation.
Here, \low power" was de¯ned such that the input laser intensity was not high enough
to cause self-injection of background electrons into the wake¯eld. Guiding of high power
laser pulses is described with the generation of relativistic e-beams to discuss correlation
and laser to e-beam energy e±ciency.
The basic mechanism for channel formation is as follows. The discharge current ionizes
and heats the plasma, which is cooled at the capillary wall. A temperature pro¯le that
is peaked on-axis is formed, and since the pressure gradients are equalized on a timescale
much shorter than the period of the discharge, the plasma density increases with distance
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from the capillary axis.
At the beginning of experiments, low power laser guiding performance was optimized
by adjusting the initial gas density and the delay between the onset of the discharge
current and the arrival of the laser beam (discharge delay tdsc). The discharge delay
tdsc = 0 means that a laser arrives at the entrance of a capillary when the discharge is
struck in the capillary (i.e., start of current pulse). In the following part of the dissertation,
the term \density" and symbol n0 indicate the estimated axial electron density nejr=0 from
the measured Hydrogen gas pressure inside the capillary using the scaling law in Ref. [131],
nejr=0[cm¡3] = 0:87nH2 jr=0[cm¡3] + 0:11£ 1018[cm¡3]; (4.3)
where r = 0 indicates parameters on axis, ne is the electron density, and nH2 is the density
of hydrogen gas.
The dependence of the plasma channel pro¯le and on-axis plasma density on the
discharge delay was studied at the University of Oxford [191] via transverse interferometry.
In Ref. [191], a rectangular shape capillary with 465 ¹m width was used. The discharge
current had a pulse length of 225 ns full width (0 A to 0 A), or » 90 ns FWHM, with
the peak current of » 480 A. It took 80 ns to form the plasma channel and reach stable
state with a density minimum on axis. The channel shape did not vary signi¯cantly after
80 ns. The stable state lasted till the current fell to almost 0 A. The on-axis plasma
density showed a small °uctuation (§ » 3 %) with 75 . tdsc . 220 ns, then dropped.
Although similar behavior was expected in the experiments at LBNL, the di®erent high
voltage power supply providing di®erent current pro¯le may a®ect performance.
The following paragraphs describe the dependence of low power guiding performance
on the discharge delay from the LBNL experiments. Here, we discuss with the relative
transmission loss U^Lls = ULls=ULin and measured output spot size w0Out =
p
w0xOutw0yOut
with di®erent input laser power and di®erent diameters of capillaries, where ULin is input
laser energy [J], ULls is laser transmission loss [J]. Since transverse interferometry was
not implemented at the LBNL facility, plasma density was estimated using Eq. 4.3. The
impact of the discharge delay and capillary diameter is shown and discussed.
The discharge delay dependence of low power guiding performance for 225 ¹m and
190 ¹m diameter capillaries are shown in Fig. 4.2. For Fig. 4.2(a), the 225 ¹m diameter
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Figure 4.2: Discharge delay dependence of low power guiding performance. Discharge
current (solid line, left axis), laser output spot size w0Out (circle, right axis), and trans-
mission loss (square, right axis) against the discharge delay. (a): With the 225 ¹m
diameter capillary, laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 2:6 £ 1018 cm¡3, ULin » 9:5 mJ,
and ¿L ' 42 fs, which gave P » 0:23 TW (a0 ' 0:11) in average. (b): With the 190 ¹m
diameter capillary, laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 2:7 £ 1018 cm¡3, ULin » 57 mJ,
and ¿L ' 40 fs, which gave P » 1:4 TW (a0 ' 0:26) in average.
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capillary was used, and laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 2:6£1018 cm¡3, ULin » 9:5 mJ,
and ¿L ' 42 fs, which gave P » 0:23 TW (a0 ' 0:11) in average. For Fig. 4.2(b),
the 190 ¹m diameter capillary was used, and laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 2:7 £
1018 cm¡3, ULin » 57 mJ, and ¿L ' 40 fs, which gave P » 1:4 TW (a0 ' 0:26) in average.
The loss observed here may be attributed to the leak from the channel, since almost no
wake¯eld generation was expected with this low laser intensity. Due to this negligible
wake generation and low a0, one can see the quality of the channel (without self focusing
and wake-laser interaction).
The measured discharge current was reproducible within shot-to-shot °uctuations of
a few percent, and had periodic ripples on its pro¯le as shown in Fig. 4.2. The measured
discharge current pro¯le showed small di®erences between the di®erent capillaries as can
be seen in Figs. 4.2(a), (b), and Fig. 4.3. For the 225 ¹m diameter capillary, an output
spot size of ' 30 ¹m, almost identical to the input spot size, was observed for discharge
delays of 20 . tdsc . 230 ns as shown in Fig. 4.2(a), with » 30% transmission loss. Both
the transmission loss and output spot size were somewhat stable and did not show a sharp
dependence on the discharge current pro¯le. The 225 ¹m diameter capillary provided the
smallest output spot with the widest range of discharge delay among the three capillaries
studied in this work (see also Fig. 4.3).
The 190 ¹m diameter capillary had a somewhat smaller discharge delay window for
guiding [Fig. 4.2(b)]. The transmission loss of ' 25% and output spot size of ' 25 ¹m
were observed for 50 . tdsc . 150 ns. With this capillary, a bigger spot size was di-
rectly correlated to the larger loss. Those observations suggest that the 190 ¹m diameter
capillary was not well matched for the input spot size of & 35 ¹m. If a laser spot be-
comes larger than 35 ¹m during the propagation, leak from channel becomes substantial.
Note that these discharge timing dependences shown in Fig. 4.3 were obtained during the
optimization. The lower transmission loss was achieved with di®erent laser and plasma
parameters.
The discharge delay dependence for a 310 ¹m diameter capillary is shown in Fig. 4.3.
For the plot shown in Fig. 4.3(a), n0 ' 2:7£ 1018 cm¡3, the laser input energy ULin was
9.5 mJ, and pulse duration ¿L was ' 49 fs, which gave a laser peak power P of 0.19 TW
(a0 ' 0:097). Here, the laser pulse duration is de¯ned as the FWHM width of the
intensity distribution unless otherwise speci¯ed. For Fig. 4.3(b), laser plasma parameters
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Figure 4.3: Discharge delay dependence of the low power guiding performance with
the 310 ¹m diameter capillary. Discharge current (solid line, left axis), laser output
spot size w0Out (circle, right axis), and relative transmission loss U^Lls (square, right axis)
versus the discharge delay. (a): Laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 2:7 £ 1018 cm¡3,
ULin » 9:5 mJ, and ¿L ' 49 fs, which gave P » 0:19 TW (a0 ' 0:097) in average. (b):
Laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 3:0£ 1018 cm¡3, ULin » 1:2 J, and ¿L ' 39 fs, which
gave P » 31 TW (a0 ' 1:2) in average.
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were n0 ' 3:0 £ 1018 cm¡3, ULin » 1:2 J, and ¿L ' 39 fs, which gave P » 31 TW
(a0 ' 1:2) in average.
The laser beam transmission loss and resultant output laser spot size correlated with
discharge current. As shown in Fig. 4.3(a), with the 310 ¹m diameter capillary, the
relative transmission loss of 0.19 TW laser was ' 10 - 20% for n0 ' 2:7 £ 1018 cm¡3
and 110 < tdsc < 210 ns. Guiding with less than 50% energy loss was achieved for 50 .
tdsc . 280 ns. The spot size was somewhat larger than the input spot size w0In ' 25 ¹m.
The smallest output spot of ' 30 ¹m was observed with discharge delay of 280 ns, where
the loss was ' 30%. This low transmission loss with relatively large output spot size
(» 60 ¹m) suggests that the 310 ¹m diameter capillary was matched to a large input
spot size like ' 60 ¹m. For late delay, a plasma channel pro¯le may become suitable for
smaller spot size (» 30 ¹m) with somewhat higher loss.
Shown in Fig. 4.3(b) is the discharge delay dependence of P = 31 TW laser guiding
with the 310 ¹m diameter capillary. Note that no e-beams were observed from this scan
of the discharge delay.
One can see that guiding with 25% loss was achieved for 80 < tdsc < 260 ns, and
the ¯ne scale time dependent behavior seen in the transmission loss in Fig. 4.3(a) was
gone. This di®erence could be explained as follows. Even though Hydrogen gas is fully
ionized on-axis, it is not fully ionized in the vicinity of cold capillary wall, and therefore,
average ionization becomes » 70% [191]. A transmission loss of 50% seen in Fig. 4.3(a)
for tdsc » 80 ns may be due to the loss for ionization. With insu±cient discharge current,
substantial amount of hydrogen existed, and laser pulse lost its energy to ionize them.
This was not seen in Fig. 4.3(b) because of much higher input laser energy. The relative
loss of laser pulse energy was much smaller for this high input energy case. This loss
due to ionization was not seen from Fig. 4.2 because of smaller laser spot size. For the
310 ¹m diameter capillary, laser spot size was large so that the laser pulse interacts with
Hydrogen gas located close to a cold capillary wall.
The output spot size shown in Fig. 4.3(b) clearly showed correlation with discharge
current. The minimum spot size achieved with this laser peak power was ' 40 ¹m
for tdsc » 210 ns. This strong correlation suggest that a channel pro¯le oscillate with
discharge delay. Since it was not seen from neither lower power nor di®erent capillaries,
it is probably due to the wake¯eld modulating laser pulse or relativistic self-focusing. For
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such high input power, relativistic self-focusing may have played some role in the onset
of guiding. The relativistic self-focusing occurres when the laser peak power P exceeds a
critical power Pc = 2c(e=re)
2(¸p=¸)
2 [192, 193], or in practical units for ¸ = 0:8 ¹m case,
Pc[TW] ' 30:4
n
(18)
0
; (4.4)
where n
(18)
0 = n0£10¡18 cm¡3. Therefore, P=Pc » 3 > 1 for the P = 31 TW laser guiding
case, and P=Pc » 0:017¿ 1 for 0.19 TW laser guiding case.
The input laser power of 31 TW (a0 ' 1:2) was intense enough in the 190/225 ¹m
capillaries to observe trapped and accelerated electrons, but not in the 310 ¹m capillary.
This could be explained by the larger spot size due to the mismatch of the channel.
With a simple estimate, two times larger spot size w0 drops the intensity (normalized
vector potential) down to a half [a0 ' 0:6, see Eq. (2.62)]. Although it is not necessary
that the laser pulse had the identical radial pro¯le to the measured output pro¯le during
the propagation in the channel, the intensity drop inside the channel seems to explain the
results. More loss was observed from input laser power of 31 TW for the 310 ¹m capillary,
while the loss did not show clear correlation with the output spot size.
Guiding performance was critical for e-beam generation for the following reasons.
First, without a preformed plasma channel (laser injected ahead of discharge) transmis-
sion was below 5% and bulk damage was sustained to the capillary channel walls. Without
proper guiding performance, the lifetime of a capillary block might be a few shots. This
observation also indicated that self-ionization and relativistic self-focusing could not be
relied on for guiding, as expected from short pulse propagation theory [136]. Second,
the guiding performance was highly sensitive to input beam alignment as well. For ex-
ample, for the case of the 310 ¹m diameter capillary, any displacement > 15 ¹m away
from the optimum location (i.e., de¯ned as the position where a quality-guided beam
was produced) resulted in a transmission drop on the order of 20% (see Fig. 4.10). This
observation suggests that mis-alignment led to the energy loss not via the wake¯eld gen-
eration but leakage, which can lead to damage of the capillary block as well. Therefore,
to avoid damaging the capillary, all the experiments were started using low power lasers
(. 0:2 TW) to align and to ¯nd the proper discharge delay and plasma density for guid-
ing. The laser energy was then gradually raised while intensity dependent phenomena,
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such as relativistic self-focusing, were closely monitored by the laser pulse diagnostics.
4.4 Electron Beam Generation
As discussed in Section 4.3, low power laser pulses (for example, shown in Fig. 4.3(a))
did not deposit signi¯cant energy onto a plasma channel, and no generation of relativis-
tic e-beams occurred indicating that no sizable wake¯eld was generated. The low power
guiding performance showed some dependence on the discharge delay. When the laser
¯eld gradient was strong enough to expel signi¯cant amounts of surrounding electrons, it
created a strong wake¯eld, through which the laser deposited its energy onto the plasma
as evidenced by the fact that accelerated electrons were observed. This suggested that
background electrons were trapped in the accelerating phase of the wake¯eld, via wave-
breaking or plasma instabilities. This Section gives an overview of e-beam generation
from three di®erent capillaries through the representative single shot spectrum for each
capillary.
Electron beams with energies of 1 GeV were obtained in a 310 ¹m diameter channel
capillary for P » 42 TW and n0 ' 4:3 £ 1018 cm¡3. The single shot e-beam spectrum
(a), with the space-integrated energy pro¯le (b), and energy-integrated spatial pro¯le (c),
are shown in Fig. 4.4. Using the method described in Section 3.3, the energy spread was
found to be 2.6% (with 2.0% resolution) rms. Note that the measurement was resolution
limited and as such the energy spread might have been smaller. Total charge of > 2:3 pC
is lower than the value in Ref. [1] re°ecting the calibration done at the ALS. Although
there is a chance that charge was underestimated as discussed in Section 3.4, the results
of ALS calibration was used throughout the dissertation. A spatially displaced second
beam is visible at '0.8 GeV. Multi-bunch features of this type were also observed in
experiments with di®erent laser and plasma parameters, and with the other capillaries
as well. Possible injection in second or later buckets was discussed in Section 2.3, and
numerical simulations also predict this kind of structure, owing to trapping of a second
electron bunch in a wake bucket behind the ¯rst [68, 155], or multiple injections into one
bucket [194]. The operation of this larger diameter capillary was not as stable as that of
the others (190 ¹m and 225 ¹m capillaries). The detailed performance of this capillary,
including stability, is presented in Section 4.6 through a statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.4: Single-shot e-beam spectrum from a 310 ¹m diameter capillary-guided ac-
celerator with n0 » 4:3 £ 1018 cm¡3 and P » 42 TW. (a) Image of the electron beam
in pC/MeV/SR, with the kinetic energy T (MeV) on the horizontal axis and the diver-
gence (mrad) on the vertical axis. (b) The space-integrated spectrum of the beam in
pC/MeV. (c) Energy-integrated spatial pro¯le of the beam in pC/mrad. The peak energy
was 1.0 GeV, total charge was > 2:3 pC (lower than Ref. [1], see Section 3.4), and the
beam divergence was 1.6 mrad (rms). Using the method discussed in Section 3.3, the
energy spread of the beam was estimated to be 2.6% (rms) with resolution of 2.0% (rms).
The horizontal error bar in (b) comes from the uncertainty in the energy (+0.058, -0.052,
see Fig. 3.7). The vertical error bar in (b) is due to the uncertainty in calibration of the
phosphor screen as a charge monitor (§6.8%). A second beam at 0.8 GeV is also visible
in (a). The maximum charge density on the LANEX-FB was < 0:08 pC/mm2.
The stable generation of ' 0:5 GeV e-beams was found with a 225 ¹m diameter capil-
lary. High quality (low energy spread) e-beams were generated with high reproducibility
from density of n0 » 3:5£1018 cm¡3 and with P ' 11 TW laser pulses. Detailed statistical
analysis of this regime was carried out and is presented in Section 4.7. A typical single-
shot e-beam spectrum from this regime is shown in Fig. 4.5. From the energy-integrated
vertical pro¯le, which is shown in Fig. 4.5(c), the beam divergence was calculated and
used to de-convolve the ¯nite beam e®ect from space-integrated energy spread, which is
shown in Fig. 4.5(b). The beam divergence and energy spread of the beam in Fig. 4.5
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Figure 4.5: Typical single-shot e-beam spectrum from the stable 0.5 GeV regime of
the 225 ¹m diameter capillary-guided accelerator. (a) Image of the electron beam in
pC/MeV/steradian (SR), with the energy on the horizontal axis and on the divergence
in vertical axis. (b) The space-integrated spectrum of the beam in pC/MeV. (c) Energy-
integrated spatial pro¯le of the beam in pC/mrad. The peak energy was 477 MeV, total
charge was '1.4 pC, and the beam divergence was 1.5 mrad (rms). The energy spread of
the beam was estimated to be 4.2% (rms) with resolution of 0.85% (rms). The horizontal
error bar in (b) (§12) comes from the uncertainty in the energy (+0.026, -0.024, see
Fig. 3.7). The vertical error bar in (b) is the uncertainty in calibration of the phosphor
screen as a charge monitor (§6.8%). For this particular shot, laser plasma parameters
were n0 ' 3:5 £ 1018 cm¡3, ULin » 0:87 J, and ¿L » 75 fs, which gave P » 12 TW
(a0 ' 0:75). The maximum charge density on the LANEX-FB was < 0:03 pC/mm2.
were 1.4 mrad and 4.6% rms, respectively.
The 190 ¹m capillary provided somewhat \high charge - large divergence" e-beams
compared to the 225 ¹m diameter capillary. Many quasi-monoenergetic e-beams were
observed from experiments using the 190 ¹m diameter capillary, but neither with high
stability nor high reproducibility. Shown in Fig. 4.6 is an example of such \high charge
and large divergence" e-beam from the 190 ¹m diameter capillary. The operation of
this capillary provided large °uctuations in e-beam quality, such as beam divergence
and beam energy spread. The stability and reproducibility were not as good as those
of 225 ¹m capillary. The detailed performance is presented in Section 4.8 through a
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Figure 4.6: A single-shot e-beam spectrum from the 190 ¹m diameter capillary-guided
accelerator with a density of ' 3:2 £ 1018 cm¡3. (a) Image of the electron beam in
pC/MeV/steradian (SR), with the energy on the horizontal axis and the divergence on
the vertical axis. (b) The space-integrated spectrum of the beam in pC/MeV. (c) Energy-
integrated spatial pro¯le of the beam in pC/mrad. The peak energy was 273 MeV,
total charge was ' 15 pC, and the beam divergence was 2.3 mrad (rms). The energy
spread of the beam was estimated to be 10% (rms) with resolution of 0.77% (rms). The
horizontal error bar in (b) (§5:9 MeV) comes from the uncertainty in the energy (§0:022,
see Fig. 3.7). The vertical error bar in (b) is from the uncertainty in calibration of the
phosphor screen as a charge monitor (§6:8%). For this particular shot, the input laser
energy was 1.0 J with pulse duration of 46 fs, which gave the input laser power of 22 TW
(a0 ' 1:1). The maximum charge density on the LANEX-FB was < 0:04 pC/mm2.
statistical analysis.
The peak energy of 1 GeV was the highest energy ever achieved from a LWFA. Al-
though the performance of the accelerator at 1 GeV was less stable than ' 0:5 GeV
e-beam generation with the 225 ¹m capillary, it demonstrated the possibility of compact
GeV accelerators based on an LWFA by using a few tens of TW of laser power. Stable
generation of the peak energy of 0.5 GeV beam demonstrated that it was possible to sta-
bilize the self-injection process with a CDG-LWFA. Understanding the physics behind the
stabilized self-injection would be a key for future stable GeV beam generation. Demand
for even higher energy and higher quality, as well as higher stability, motivated a scan
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of large parameter ¯elds and their analysis. In the following Sections, statistical analysis
on the performance of CDG-LWFAs is presented to elucidate this quite complicated laser
plasma interaction for future improvement and optimization of CDG-LWFAs.
4.5 Methods for the Statistical Analysis
The mechanisms of wake¯eld generation, background electron trapping and their ac-
celeration are fairly complicated, especially when the laser propagates many ZR, because
the laser pulses may undergo severe self-evolution. As the results, the performance of
the CDG-LWFAs were found to be sensitive to the laser parameters, such as an energy,
intensity, and pulse duration, and plasma parameters such as density, discharge delay,
and capillary diameter.
Timing jitter between discharge and laser arrival, pointing °uctuations, and laser
power °uctuations were signi¯cant for this ¯rst generation of experiments. By taking
advantage of the high repetition rate experimental system, data sets containing several
thousands shots were taken for each capillary and analysis software was developed to ¯nd
and sort shots with similar parameters, allowing a statistical evaluation of the overall per-
formance. Before showing the results of the statistical analysis, the detailed descriptions
of the method and the de¯nitions of the self-injection in this analysis are presented in this
section. The results of statistical analysis are presented in Sections 4.6{4.8.
First, the data containing a certain speci¯ed parameter, such as the input laser inten-
sity, pulse duration, or plasma density, were selected from a full experimental data group
and formed a data set as a function of laser, plasma parameters. Second, the data set
was sorted into sub data sets of subsequent, concatenating windows of parameter value
ranges (\boxing"). Then the measured values were averaged in each particular \box"
and plotted against the \box" parameter, typically the mean value of the box. Shown
in Fig. 4.7 are two examples of these analysis plots. In the case of the 1-D plot [see
Fig. 4.7(a)], this process was done with one speci¯ed parameter, which was the discharge
delay in this example. In the case of the 2-D plot [see Fig. 4.7(b)], it was done with two
parameters, namely the discharge delay in the horizontal axis, and the plasma density in
the vertical axis in this example. The width of the parameter range for sorting was chosen
such that each subset contained usually more than 20 shots for statistics, or at least 5
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Figure 4.7: Examples of analysis of data set. (a): Example of 1-D plot (ROI peak energy
versus discharge delay). (b): Example of 2-D plot (ROI peak energy versus plasma density
and discharge delay). See following paragraphs for ROI (region of interest) description.
shots. A data subset that contained less than 5 shots was eliminated, unless otherwise
spci¯ed. Third, a mean value and standard deviation ¾ of x and y (also z for 2-D plot)
were calculated for each sub data set. In the case of the 1-D plot, mean values were shown
by a solid circle. Errorbars usually show standard deviations (§¾), except when showing
the minimum and maximum value is considered to help to depict trends well, in which
case this is noted. For the 2-D plot, the circles on the plots in Fig. 4.7(b) show mean
values of x (horizontal) and y (vertical) of each sub data set. Those circles show where the
data set actually exists, then shown by the color map is the target value (z) of the data
set (ROI peak energy in this example). The color map was interpolated in between solid
circles to visualize a trend of the target value. The standard deviation was not shown in
the 2-D plots. Note that the actual data does not exist where the solid circle is absent on
the 2-D plot.
To perform analysis with high accuracy, an automatic region of interest (ROI) was
introduced in the Matlab based analysis program. For example, to evaluate total charge
observed, an integration of the whole image may introduce enhanced noise, or lead to
overestimation. Furthermore, to evaluate energy spread, an angular pro¯le of the beam
was obtained by integrating an image over the energy. An e-beam with multiple struc-
tures like in Fig. 4.4 may give a larger beam divergence in this case integrated over energy.
De¯ning a ROI for each shot by manual selection became impractical when many thou-
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sands of shots were acquired. Those facts motivated introduction an automatic ROI in
the analysis.
High energy e-beams were occasionally observed with a low energy tail having larger
divergence and higher charge. Since our interest is in the higher energy part of the
energy spectrum, ROI was carried out such that higher energy part was prioritized. This
prioritization of higher energy was performed by processing on a space linear image, which
preserved the image of the beam as observed on the LANEX-FB. For the dispersive plane,
4 times the FWHM width, based on a non-dispersive plane (x) integrated dispersive plane
pro¯le in pC/mm, was ¯rst taken. Note that here the dispersive axis is not converted
to energy yet, resulting in a somewhat compressed higher energy part, and a somewhat
stretched lower energy part. Taking ROI based on the space-linear image ensures the
peak energy of the spectrum is the high energy part, when substantial amount of high
energy electrons was observed. Then second step was to take ROI in the non-dispersive
plane (x in Chap. 3). The ROI was taken simply by using 4 times the FWHM width of
the energy-integrated spatial e-beam pro¯le. Following conversion into the energy linear
pro¯le in pC/MeV, 4 times the FWHM was taken again for the energy dispersive plane.
The ROI based processing for the non-dispersive plane was performed in between the
two ROI process on the dispersive plane. An example of ROI process for a high energy
beam with a low energy tail is shown in Fig. 4.8. One can see that the high charge and
divergence of the low energy tail from Fig. 4.8(b), is almost invisible in the space linear
image shown in Fig. 4.8(a). In this example, the peak energy was found to be » 120 MeV
in the full energy spectrum from the energy linear image. But the automatic ROI selected
higher energy part based on the space linear image in the ¯rst process. Then the high
energy component was selected and analyzed by the program.
Although automatic ROI worked perfectly for well-de¯ned e-beams such as one shown
in Fig. 4.5, it did not always chose right region for beams with complicated structure.
Nevertheless, it signi¯cantly reduced noise for well de¯ned beams and made the analy-
sis presented here possible. Non ROI images and values were also used in the analysis
depending on the purpose. If ROI-ed image was used for the analysis, it is noti¯ed by
"ROI" as shown in Fig. 4.7.
Throughout this dissertation, electron injection into a wake¯eld relied on so called
self-injection. There was no external e-beam source. In the following Sections, there are
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Figure 4.8: Examples of automatic ROI. (a): Space linear full image. (b): Energy
linear full image. The vertical axis (non dispersed plane) was converted length [mm] to
divergence [mrad], which created waist in the image and outside of the image was ¯lled
with 0 value. (c): Automatically ROI-ed part of the image. (d): space-integrated energy
pro¯le of the ROI-ed region. (e): Energy-integrated spatial pro¯le of the ROI-ed image.
discussions concerning whether the self-injection occurred or not (injection probability).
To make this discussion clear, a criterion for the self-injection was de¯ned as follows.
Applying the maximum current to the electromagnet, the GeV ESM was able to cover
the electron energy range and present a spectrum from 10 to 1100 MeV in a single shot.
In other words, the e-beam could not be seen if its energy was less than 10 MeV. In
this study, self-injection was considered to have occurred in all those cases, when an
electron signal was recorded anywhere in the range between 10 and 1100 MeV with a
total integrated energy of Ub =
R
TQ(T )dT > 0:01 mJ within the ROI-ed subregion,
Q(T ) [pC/MeV] being the observed charge/energy as the function of the kinetic energy,
T , of the electrons. A total beam energy of Ub = 0:01 mJ corresponded to a total charge
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Qtot of 10 fC at 1 GeV, or 1 pC at 10 MeV. The reason for using total beam energy instead
of total charge was that the sensitivity of the spectrometer was di®erent for the high and
low energy parts. A beam containing 20 fC was clearly visible in the 500 MeV range but
not in the 10 MeV range. Note that electrons below 10 MeV might have been present even
when no self-injection was considered to have occurred in this analysis. The statistical
analysis of e-beam properties was performed on shots where self-injection occurred. The
values such as mean and standard deviation of the e-beam properties did not include shots
where self-injection was not observed.
The high power guiding performance presented in the following Sections has to be
considered preliminary. A laser pulse may lose its energy during the propagation via a
leak from channel and via deposition into the plasma through the creation of a wake¯eld.
To discuss the physics of the loss quantitatively, the measurement of the optical spectrum
is necessary, because creation of the wake¯eld causes red shifting of laser wavelength (en-
ergy conservation). Throughout the experiments, measurements of optical spectra were
unstable, probably due to issues with the radiation collection and quality of the avail-
able optical spectrometer. In high power operation, the optical spectra had signi¯cant
distortion such as blue- or red shift, or modulation. The photo detector used for through-
put energy measurement had optical spectral dependence, which was not included in the
analysis. Although an achromatic lens was employed for output laser mode imaging, fo-
cal position still depended on the central wavelength due to the large increase in spectral
bandwidth. Therefore, changes in the mode spot size might also have been caused by
the change in optical spectrum. Therefore, the measurement of high power laser guiding
performance may include a factor of error. Because the e®ects from the spectral shifts are
not included in this analysis, and results on the high power guiding have to be considered
preliminary.
Lastly, the performance showed complicated interdependence on multiple input pa-
rameters. The input and output parameters of this analysis are summarized as follows:
² Laser Input parameters
Input laser energy ULin [J], pulse duration ¿L [fs], input laser intensity in terms of a
normalized laser vector potential a0, and laser pointing (displacement of the input
laser focus at the entrance of a capillary).
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² Plasma channel Input parameters
On axis plasma density n0 [cm
¡3], discharge delay tdsc [ns], and discharge current
Idsc [A].
² Laser output parameters
Laser transmission loss ULls [J], and waist of output laser mode w0out [¹m].
² E-beam output parameters
Probability of self-injection occurrence, peak kinetic energy Tpk [MeV], rms energy
spread [%], total charge Qtot [pC], rms beam divergence ¾r1 [mrad], beam pointing
¾rpeak [mrad], and total beam energy Ub [J].
4.6 Analysis of Experiments using the 310 ¹m Diam-
eter Capillary
In this Section, the results of statistical analysis of the performance of the CDG-LWFA
employing the 310 ¹m diameter capillary is presented. The explored parameter ¯eld is
illustrated in Fig. 4.9. Note that green circles show regions where data actually exist,
and the color map shows interpolation among them. Blue circles and rectangles show
parameter regions where each parameter dependence is discussed in the following Sec-
tions. Laser parameter dependences including laser intensity dependence are presented in
Section 4.6.1, discharge delay dependence in Section 4.6.2, plasma density dependence in
Section 4.6.3, and analysis on high energy electron generation is presented in Section 4.6.4.
4.6.1 Laser Parameter Dependence
This Section discusses the laser parameter dependence, such as laser pointing, inten-
sity, and pulse duration, of a CDG-LWFA using the 310 ¹m diameter capillary. During
operations, the laser pointing stability was monitored with an optical system that used
leakage light, at the same location where Diode 1 was implemented (see Fig. 4.1 for the
location of Diode 1). By measuring the spot displacement of the focused leakage light, the
incident angle of the laser pulse was evaluated. The incident angle was calibrated to the
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Figure 4.9: Histogram of number of shots collected (circle, colormap) versus discharge
delay (horizontal) and plasma density (vertical). The parameter regimes where each
parameter dependence was discussed are illustrated by circles and rectangles. Area ¯lled
with dense red is where more than 20 shots were obtained.
displacement at the laser pulse focus on the entrance of a capillary. The laser transmis-
sion loss versus calculated focus position on the entrance of the 310 ¹m diameter capillary
is shown in Fig. 4.10. The input laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 4:0 £ 1018 cm¡3,
250 < tdsc < 300 ns, ULin » 1:6 J with 5.7% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 38 fs, which gave P »
43 TW (a0 ' 1:5) in average. Here, a °uctuation was de¯ned as fluc(%) = 100£¾=mean,
where ¾ is the standard deviation of the target parameter. Since it was monitored and
constantly corrected during operations, there is only a small amount of statistics on the
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Figure 4.10: Loss of the laser input energy versus laser pointing onto the entrance of the
capillary (310 ¹m). (a): With all shots. (b): Selected only rin < 11 ¹m. The input laser
plasma parameters were n0 ' 4:0 £ 1018 cm¡3, 250 < tdsc < 300 ns, ULin » 1:6 J with
5.7% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 38 fs, which gave P » 43 TW (a0 ' 1:5) in average. Data
subsets containing less than 5 shots were also shown for (a).
behavior of focus location far from center. To visualize the e®ect of misalignment, data
subsets containing less than 5 shots were shown as well in Fig. 4.10(a). One can see that
with a displacement from optimum location rin =
p
x2in + y
2
in & 10 ¹m, the transmission
loss started to increase. For shots rin » 15 ¹m, the increase of loss on the order of 15%
was observed. To separate the e®ect of misalignment from the other e®ects, shots within
rin < 11 ¹m were taken into account for the subsequent analyses, unless otherwise noti-
¯ed. The transmission loss versus focal displacement where shots with rin < 11 ¹m were
taken [shown in Fig. 4.10(b)] demonstrates almost uniform transmission loss in terms of
displacement. Note that the laser was linearly polarized, and the polarization plane was
in the horizontal x plane. No clear horizontal-vertical asymmetry was observed in terms
of the transmission loss.
The threshold laser intensity for self-trapping of electrons into the wake¯eld was ex-
plored by changing the laser pulse duration via the tuning of the inter-grating distance
in the optical compressor, and the laser energy via adjustment of the 532 nm Nd:YAG
pumping power of the main ampli¯er system. Focal position changes when adjusting the
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level of pumping power on the cryogenically cooled ampli¯er crystal were found to be
negligible (< 0.1 ZR), and consequently no spot size changes were observed.
The 310 ¹m diameter capillary was found to have a high threshold laser intensity
for self-injection. It required high energy operation (' 1:7 J/pulse) and well compressed
laser pulses (< 50 fs), to generate any energetic electron beams with a plasma density
of ' 4:0 £ 1018 cm¡3. Shown in Figs. 4.11(a) and (b) are the injection probability (see
Section 4.5 for the de¯nition) versus laser pulse duration and intensity, respectively. Both
mean = 56 µm, 188 shots
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Figure 4.11: Injection probability as a function of the laser pulse duration (a), and as
a function of the input laser intensity (b). The laser guiding performance, namely the
output spot size (c) and the transmission loss of the laser energy (d), as a function of
the input laser intensity (see Section 4.5 for the de¯nition of the injection). The 310 ¹m
diameter capillary was used. The input laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 4:0£1018 cm¡3,
260 < tdsc < 290 ns, and ULin » 1:6 J with 5.6% °uctuation. Shots with rin < 11 ¹m
were selected to eliminate the e®ect from misalignment.
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plots may be identical if there was in¯nitesimal °uctuation in the input laser energy. The
pulse duration dependence shows purely pulse duration dependence no matter how much
the input intensity is, while a0 dependence shows the input laser intensity dependence
including the °uctuation in the input laser energy. To extract only the laser parameter
dependence, the discharge delay was limited at 260 < tdsc < 290 ns, and plasma density
was ¯xed at ' 4:0£ 1018 cm¡3. The laser energy was 1.6 J/pulse, with 5.6 % °uctuation.
One can see from Fig. 4.11(a) that self-injected electron beams were observed only
when the laser pulse was compressed below 50 fs. From Fig. 4.11(b), the injection thresh-
old intensity was found to be a0 ' 1:3, which corresponded to 1.5 J, 49 fs (31 TW)
laser pulse. This intensity was the highest threshold intensity among the three capil-
laries discussed in this dissertation. Note that threshold intensity may depend on the
plasma density and discharge delay as well. A possible reason for high threshold for self-
trapping is the probable larger laser mode size during the interaction as also discussed in
Section 4.3. For example, w0 = 55 ¹m gives a0 0:56 for 1.5 J, 49 fs (31 TW) laser pulse.
The laser guiding performance with the identical data set is also shown in Fig. 4.11.
The tendency of higher intensity laser pulses to provide smaller output spot sizes and
lower losses was observed. In theory, higher intensity laser pulses were expected to loose
more energy via wake¯eld generation. A possible explanation for the results is as follows.
As shown in Section 4.3, this 310 ¹m diameter capillary might have been mismatched to
the input laser spot. Relativistic self-focusing or blow-out guiding (see Section 2.2) might
be responsible for the smaller output spot size from the higher intensity laser pulses, which
consequently led to a lower transmission loss due to the low leakage from the channel.
For reference, from Eq. 4.4, one obtains 1:7 . P=Pc . 5:3 for 0:84 . a0 . 1:5 with the
laser plasma parameters here. For blow-out guiding, the higher intensity laser is closer to
realize blow-out regime. This reduced transmission loss for higher input intensity shots
suggests that an important mechanism of transmission loss is the leakage from the channel
in addition to the wake¯eld generation, especially for lower input intensity pulses. With
higher input intensity or shorter pulse duration, leakage from channel was reduced by
the help of relativistic self-focusing, and energy deposition onto the plasma via wake¯eld
generation may be enhanced. If the leakage improvement was larger than the enhancement
of energy deposition due to wake generation, overall transmission loss would be improved
with higher input intensity of laser pulse as observed. Note that guiding performance has
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to be considered preliminary as discussed in Section 4.3, and errorbars are larger than
variations. Furthermore, nonlinear depletion may cause stronger depletion in the vicinity
of the propagation axis (r = 0) and less depletion on the edge, leading to the transverse
laser pro¯le being °attened. This e®ect was not taken into account on the analysis.
Overall, this operation regime showed large °uctuation & 20% in the output spot size
and transmission loss, suggesting unstable operation. Due to the small number of shots
with e-beams, the pulse duration or input intensity dependence of the e-beam properties
such as e-beam energy or total charge is not discussed with this data set.
Laser intensity dependence was also studied with higher plasma density, ' 4:5 5 n0 5
4:8£ 1018 cm¡3, where the self-injection process was stabilized. The injection probability
and guiding performance versus input laser intensity are shown in Fig. 4.12, and e-beam
properties versus input laser intensity are shown in Fig. 4.13. Here, the laser pulse duration
was ¯xed at » 37 fs, and, therefore, the change in input laser intensity was only from the
°uctuation of the input laser energy. The discharge delay was 260 < tdsc < 290 ns.
With this higher plasma density, self-injection was stabilized to above > 90% and did
not show strong dependence on the laser input intensity, as shown in Fig. 4.12(a). Since
the discussion of the density dependence is presented in Section 4.6.4, here the discussion is
focused on the intensity dependence. For laser guiding, one can see from Fig. 4.12(b) that
the output spot size was clearly a®ected by the input laser intensity. There are two possible
scenario for this result. One possibility as discussed early in this Section, the relativistic
self-focusing of the laser pulse or blow-out guiding played some role with this higher
plasma density as well (6:3 . P=Pc . 7:7 for 1:47 . a0 . 1:61). The transmission loss also
showed similar dependence on the input laser intensity. This is the same trend observed
from the lower density case (see Fig. 4.11), and, therefore, an important mechanism for the
transmission loss was probably again the leakage from channel. The other scenario is that
the lower intensity laser pulses actually generated stronger wake¯elds. In the nonlinear
regime, laser pulse evolution can occur via the interaction between the laser pulse and the
wake¯eld generated by the laser pulse. The larger output spot size may have not from
poor guiding quality but from stronger depletion. This scenario is discussed more in the
following Sections.
Resultant e-beam properties showed a mild dependence on the input intensity, and
°uctuations of all parameters were large, and especially so for the total charge (» 100%)
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Figure 4.12: Laser input intensity dependence of the injection probability (a), the laser
output spot size (b), and the transmission energy loss (c), for 310 ¹m diameter capillary.
The input laser plasma parameters were ' 4:5 5 n 5 4:8£1018 cm¡3, 260 < tdsc < 290 ns,
ULin » 1:6 J with 6.3% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 37 fs, which gave P » 43 TW (a0 ' 1:5)
on average. Shots with rin < 11 ¹m were selected.
as shown in Fig. 4.13(c). Overall, relatively high charge (» 15 pC), large divergence
(» 3:5 mrad), high energy e-beams (» 430 MeV) with large energy spread were observed
from this parameter regime. The beam divergence showed an interesting trend, as shown
in Fig. 4.13(d). The smaller divergence e-beams were observed at higher input laser
intensity. From the discussions presented in Chapter 2, a stronger wake¯eld generated by
higher a0 may provide smaller beam divergence due to the suppressed phase region of the
radial defocusing ¯eld.
If operation is in the blow-out regime, the smaller laser spot size may provide smaller
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Figure 4.13: E-beam parameters, namely the peak energy (a), energy spread (b), total
charge (c), and beam divergence (d) for 310 ¹m diameter capillary. The input laser
plasma parameters were ' 4:5 5 n 5 4:8£ 1018 cm¡3, 260 < tdsc < 290 ns, ULin » 1:6 J
with 6.3% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 37 fs, which gave P » 43 TW (a0 ' 1:5) on average.
Shots with rin < 11 ¹m were selected, the ROI image was used for the analysis of e-beam
properties, and the maximum and minimum values are shown by errorbars for (a) and (c)
instead of the standard deviation.
divergence. This scenario ¯ts the observation of the output spot size shown in Fig. 4.12(b).
For 1.6 J laser to satisfy the blow-out condition Eq. (2.55) with n0 = 4:6£ 1018, the laser
pulse has to be focused to r0 » 10 ¹m and ¿L = 15 fs (a0 » 5:6). Although such a drastic
modulation was observed from PIC simulations [195], no experimental evidence has been
observed yet. Another possible explanation for smaller beam divergence with higher input
intensity would be space charge e®ect of the injected electrons [109]. If space charge of
the injected electron beam is stronger than the radial focusing force from the wake¯eld,
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e-beam divergence may blow-up. Trends seen from Figs. 4.12(c) and (d) ¯ts this scenario.
Overall, the mean (maximum) output total energy Ub was around 5 mJ (80 mJ),
which was » 0:3% (1.2%) of the input laser energy. The operation was not stable, all
the e-beam properties were observed to exhibit large °uctuations. The e-beams from
this parameter regime was sometimes quasi-monoenergetic, and sometimes broadband.
Although there is no \typical" beam in this regime due to the large °uctuation, single
shot spectra for 2 representative e-beams are shown in Fig. 4.14. One can see that a
quasi-monoenergetic beam with peak energy of 540 MeV in Fig. 4.14(a), and a large
beam divergence, broadband e-beam which possibly consisted of more than two separate
micro bunches in Fig. 4.14(b).
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Figure 4.14: Representative single shot e-beam spectra from the regime described in
Fig. 4.13. (a): The input laser plasma parameters for this shot were n0 ' 4:8£1018 cm¡3,
tdsc » 274 ns, ULin » 1:4 J, and ¿L ' 37 fs, which gave P » 37 TW (a0 ' 1:4).
The e-beams contained a total charge of 38 pC, and the beam divergence was 3.6 mrad.
The peak energy was 540 MeV, with energy spread of 6.2% (rms) which was resolved
with 2.5% resolution. The transmission loss was » 78%, and e-beam total energy was
21 mJ, which gives U1stwake > 180 mJ. The maximum charge density on the LANEX-
FB was < 0:3 pC/mm2. (b): The input laser plasma parameters for this shot were
n0 ' 4:8£ 1018 cm¡3, tdsc » 279 ns, ULin » 1:6 J, and ¿L ' 37 fs, which gave P » 43 TW
(a0 ' 1:5). The e-beams contained a total charge of > 20 pC. The beam divergence
was > 6 mrad (over¯lled). The maximum charge density on the LANEX-FB was <
0:03 pC/mm2.
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A plasma density of ' 4:8£ 1018 cm¡3 and input laser intensity of a0 » 1:4 give non-
linear dephasing length of Lnldph » 0:7 cm (Eq. 1.4), and non-linear dephasing limited total
energy gain of ¢W nldph » 350 MeV (Eq. 1.7), which are shorter than the total interaction
length, and lower than the measured energy shown in Fig. 4.14(a), respectively. This
suggests that the injection occurred close to the end of the capillary, and that the laser
pulse underwent severe transverse and longitudinal modulation, leading to an increase
in intensity. The large °uctuation in the output spot size could have come from the
transverse oscillation of the laser pulse envelope. A longitudinal modulation may also
occur on the scale of characteristic wavelength of the plasma. The resonant condition
where the laser pulse length L is matched to the plasma wavelength for the Gaussian
shape laser pulse is
¸p = ¼L; (4.5)
where the laser pulse length L is de¯ned as
I(z) / exp
µ
¡2z
2
L2
¶
: (4.6)
Here, I(z) is the intensity pro¯le of the laser pulse along the propagation axis z. A con-
version for the laser pulse duration with a practical unit is give by L [¹m] ' 0:255 ¿L [fs].
A 37 fs pulse duration gives ¼L ' 30 ¹m, which is two times longer than the plasma
wavelength ¸p(4:8 £ 1018) ' 15 ¹m. The laser pulse was hence long enough to su®er
from longitudinal modulations. Laser pulse compression in plasma waves was reported
with similar laser plasma parameters [196]. In Ref. [196], the laser pulse with » 38 fs
was focused onto a 3 mm length helium gas jet target, producing focused intensity of
I = 3£1018 W/cm2 (a0 » 1:3). The fully ionized plasma density was » 6¡7:5£1018 cm¡3.
Laser pulse compression down to ' 14 fs was observed. Although the experiments did
not utilize a capillary discharge waveguide, the parameter regime was close. For the
laser pulse described in Fig. 4.14(a), if the laser intensity reaches a0 » 1:7, one obtains
¢W nldph > 500 MeV. This intensity corresponds to a pulse duration of » 23 fs.
As discussed in Chapter 2, if trapping of electrons into the wake occurs instantaneously
(giving in¯nitesimal energy spread at the moment of injection), and neglecting the e®ect
from the rotation in phase space and plasma temperature, there are two other mechanisms
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to induce energy spread. One is acceleration o®-axis, and the other is the beam loading
e®ect. One can estimate an amount of energy in the wake¯eld, especially in the ¯rst
bucket, by using Eqs. 2.66 and assuming that electrons are located in the vicinity of the
axis (r » 0). For the e-beam shown in Fig. 4.14(a), the energy spread of 6.2% gives
´WB » 0:12. From 21 mJ of beam total energy, the energy in the ¯rst bucket of the
wake¯eld U1stwake > 180 mJ was estimated, which corresponds to » 13% of the input laser
energy. Note that there are other e®ects may increase energy spread. If this is the case, the
energy spread induced by the beam loading e®ect becomes smaller, consequently leading
to higher estimates of the energy in the wake¯eld. Therefore, the estimate provided here
is the minimum limit (could be only larger) for the energy of the wake¯eld. Energetics
can be shown as
ULin = ULtr + ULls
= ULtr + Ub + U
1st
wake + U
>2nd
wake + ULlk ; (4.7)
where ULtr is the transmitted laser energy, Ub is the energy of the e-beam, U
>2nd
wake is the
energy of the wake of later than 2nd buckets, and ULlk is the energy loss via leakage
from the channel. The estimated relative minimum energy in the beam and 1st bucket
of the wake U^b+w = (Ub + U
1st
wake)=ULin and U
1st
wake are shown in Fig. 4.15, where errorbar
shows minimum and maximum value instead of the standard deviation. The reason is
that this estimate of U1stwake becomes accurate when beam loading e®ect is the dominant
mechanism for the energy spread. Instantaneous injection might have not occurred with
the stable manner in this regime, and this estimate gives the minimum value. Therefore,
a maximum value may provide more accurate picture of the interaction rather than the
mean and standard deviation.
One can see from Fig. 4.15(b) that up to 20% of energy went to the wake and e-beam.
The fact that this value did not exceed the laser transmission loss of » 70% [Fig. 4.12(c)]
supports accuracy of this estimate model, and accuracy of charge measurements of the
GeV ESM in order. If the calibration gave one order higher (lower) charge, the energy
in the wake and beam would have exceed the loss of the laser energy (would have been
2%, too small energy compared to the loss of 70%). Due to the nature of this estimation,
by taking the maximum value as the representative value, the loss from the leakage and
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Figure 4.15: Estimated energy for the 1st bucket of the wake U1stwake (a) and estimated
relative energy in the beam and 1st bucket of the wake U^b+w (b) for 310 ¹m diameter
capillary. The input laser plasma parameters were ' 4:5 5 n 5 4:8 £ 1018 cm¡3, 260 <
tdsc < 290 ns, ULin » 1:6 J with 6.3% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 37 fs, which gave P » 43 TW
(a0 ' 1:5) in average. Shots with rin < 11 ¹m were selected. Errorbar shows minimum
and maximum value instead of the standard deviation.
the tail of the wake was estimated to be < 50%. Note that this could be only smaller.
As a summary, considering the precision of the measurements of high power guiding
performance, possible existence of the second or more buckets, and the fact that beam
loading e®ect estimates a minimum amount of energy in the ¯rst bucket of the wake¯eld,
this estimation of the energetics is reasonable. This simple estimate yields the correct
order of magnitude estimates for the energetics, but a more accurate estimation requires
more information on laser, plasma, and e-beams.
Back to the discussion of the input intensity dependence, higher wake+beam energy
estimates were obtained for lower input intensity in terms of maximum value. For mean
value, it did not show strong correlation with input intensity. Instantaneous injection
might have occurred more frequently with lower input intensity because it is closer to
threshold as discussed in Chapter 2. If injection is instantaneous, the accuracy of this
estimates becomes better. It is possible that the wake¯eld was probed by e-beam in
higher accuracy for lower laser input intensity, giving higher amount of estimates. Other
possibility is that the lower input laser intensity actually provided stronger wake¯eld.
Findings from the analysis of the laser parameter dependence are summarized as fol-
lows:
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² The acceptance of the 310 ¹m diameter capillary was rin » 11 ¹m.
² The 310 ¹m diameter capillary was probably mismatched to the input laser spot of
» 25 ¹m, resulting in substantial loss due to the leakage from channel. Relativistic
self-focusing or blow-out guiding of the laser pulse might have helped the guiding
performance for higher input intensity.
² Threshold input laser intensity for self-trapping was a0 » 1:3 (1.5 J, 49 fs, 31 TW)
for n0 ' 4:0£ 1018 cm¡3, and 260 < tdsc < 290 ns. This high threshold is probably
due to the larger spot size during the propagation.
² Space charge force of the injected electrons might be the dominant mechanism of
induced beam divergence in this parameter regime (requirement for blow-out regime
was well above the input laser plasma parameters). Higher amounts of injection led
to generation of larger beam divergence.
² The laser pulse evolution during the propagation may be responsible for the gen-
eration of high energy e-beams above the analytical limit provided by the initial
parameters.
² The estimation of energetics based on the beam loading e®ect provided reasonable
values. Against the laser energy loss of 70%, more than 20% went to the wake and
e-beam, and less than 50% went to the leakage and the tail of the wake for the
parameter regime shown in Fig. 4.15.
4.6.2 Discharge Delay Dependence
The discharge delay dependence was studied for n0 ' 4:0 £ 1018 cm¡3. Shown in
Fig. 4.16 are the discharge delay dependence of the injection probability (a) and the
guiding performance (b) and (c). Electron beam properties, namely the peak energy,
energy spread, total charge and beam divergence are shown in Fig. 4.17. The input
laser parameters were ULin » 1:6 J with 6.2% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 38 fs, which gave
P » 43 TW (a0 ' 1:5). The ROI image was used for the analysis. Due to the small
amount of statistics, sub data sets containing less than 5 shots are also shown on the
plots.
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Figure 4.16: Discharge delay dependence of the injection probability (a), the laser output
spot size (b), and the transmission energy loss (c), for the 310 ¹m diameter capillary.
The input laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 4:0 £ 1018 cm¡3, ULin » 1:6 J with 6.2%
°uctuation, and ¿L ' 38 fs, which gave P » 43 TW (a0 ' 1:5). The shots with rin <
11 ¹m were selected. Due to the small amount of data, subsets of data containing less
than 5 shots are also shown on the plots. Shown by green areas are the parameter range
discussed in Sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.3, and by blue areas are for Section 4.6.4.
From Figs. 4.16 and 4.17, one can see that the performance showed strong dependence
on the discharge delay. The guiding performance was di®erent from lower power operation,
shown in Fig. 4.3. The laser transmission loss became substantially high in early discharge
delay. The later discharge delay seemed to provide the channel suitable for smaller spot
size, as seen in also from low power guiding performance.
For tdsc < 220 ns, the earlier the discharge delay, the more frequent self-injection
occurred with higher amounts of injected charge. From the discussion presented in Chap-
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Figure 4.17: Discharge delay dependence of the e-beam properties, namely the peak
energy (a), energy spread (b), total charge (c), and beam divergence (d), for 310 ¹m
diameter capillary. The input laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 4:0£1018 cm¡3, ULin »
1:6 J with 6.2% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 38 fs, which gave P » 43 TW (a0 ' 1:5). The shots
with rin < 11 ¹m were selected, and the ROI image was used for the analysis. Due to
the small amount of data, subsets of data containing less than 5 shots are also shown on
the plots. For (a) and (c), errorbars show mininum and maximum value obtained instead
of the standard deviation. Shown by green areas are the parameter range discussed in
Sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.3, and by blue areas are for Section 4.6.4.
ter 2, the higher injection probability can be explained by the stronger wake¯eld, or/and
higher plasma density. Meanwhile, beam angular divergence was smaller for the later
discharge delay. Since the stronger wake¯eld is expected to provide smaller beam diver-
gence via suppressed defocusing phase region, those trends suggest that plasma density
was dropped for later discharge delay.
A typical single shot spectrum for early discharge delay (tdsc » 68 ns) is shown in
Fig. 4.18(a). The actual energy spread of the e-beams from this regime might have been
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larger, due to the energies not measured by the GeV-ESM (less than < 10 MeV). Such low
peak energy, broadband, and large divergence properties can be explained as follows. The
stabilized injection via higher plasma density may have made the point of injection earlier,
which led to dephasing. The depasing length of this regime was Lnldph » 0:9 cm (could
have been longer due to the possibly lower plasma density, and higher laser intensity
from modulation), which was one third of the whole interaction length. The higher
amounts of injection suggests a long lasting injection process. Even if injection occurred
instantaneously, the beam loading e®ect would be signi¯cant, resulting in large energy
spread e-beam. Since higher charge resulted in larger beam divergence, the space charge
e®ect may be responsible for large beam divergence.
For the later delay, possibly due to the density drop, amounts of trapping become
smaller and the point of injection became later. For tdsc » 120 ns, the plasma density
might be optimum such that dephasing length was matched to the acceleration length,
resulting in the production of highest energy e-beam. Further later delay, amounts of
injection and peak energy became °at (160 < tdsc < 220) while injection probability,
energy spread and beam divergence kept on decreasing. Drop in the energy spread and
injection probability suggests that plasma density still keeps on dropping. Meanwhile,
improved guiding performance lead higher a0 and stronger wake¯eld, as such electron
energy was kept high with shorter acceleration length. A typical single shot spectrum from
this regime (tdsc » 200 ns) is shown in Fig. 4.18(b). Although injection was not stable
and charge was somewhat low, moderately high energy beams with smaller divergence
and energy spread were obtained from this regime.
With a discharge delay of » 200 ns, self-injection almost ceased. Then later timing
regime (tdsc » 280 ns), the self-injection started again with much better guiding perfor-
mance, smaller output spot size (» 60 ¹m) and low loss (» 30%). This improved guiding
performance or/and plasma density back up could be responsible for the self-injection in
this regime. A typical single shot spectrum for tdsc » 215 ns is shown in Fig. 4.18(c).
The observation of electron injection with smaller amounts of input laser energy into the
plasma, and smaller output spot sizes suggests that leakage from the channel was reduced
in this timing, and actual energy deposition into the plasma via wake¯eld generation may
have increased. Although resultant e-beam properties in this regime were comparable
to those for tdsc » 140 ns, guiding performance suggestes that laser to e-beam e±ciency
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Figure 4.18: Representative single shot e-beam spectra from the regime described in
Fig. 4.17. The plasma density was ' 4:0 £ 1018 cm¡3. (a): Shot with the discharge
delay of (tdsc = 68 ns). The input laser parameters for this shot were ULin » 1:9 J, and
¿L ' 38 fs, which gave P » 51 TW (a0 ' 1:7). The e-beams contained a total charge
of > 29 pC, and the beam divergence was > 5 mrad (over¯lled). The peak energy was
107 MeV, with broadband spectrum. The beam total energy was 3 mJ. The maximum
charge density on the LANEX-FB was < 0:003 pC/mm2. (b): Shot with the discharge
delay of (tdsc = 215 ns). The input laser parameters for this shot were ULin » 1:8 J, and
¿L ' 38 fs, which gave P » 46 TW (a0 ' 1:6). The e-beams contained a total charge
of 1.3 pC, the beam divergence was 2 mrad, and the peak energy was 297 MeV with the
energy spread of 12% (rms) which was resolved with 0.6% resolution. The beam total
energy was 0.3 mJ, which gives U1stwake > 1:3 mJ. The maximum charge density on the
LANEX-FB was < 0:005 pC/mm2. (c): Shot with the discharge delay of (tdsc = 296 ns).
The input laser parameters for this shot were ULin » 1:5 J, and ¿L ' 38 fs, which gave
P » 41 TW (a0 ' 1:5). The peak energy was 331 MeV with energy spread of 2.6% (rms)
which was resolved with 0.9% resolution. The beam total energy was 0.3 mJ, which gives
U1stwake > 5:9 mJ. The maximum charge density on the LANEX-FB was < 0:015 pC/mm
2
For higher density (n0 =' 4:8£ 1018 cm¡3), typical shots are shown in Fig. 4.14.
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was very high because later delay regime provided high energy e-beam with smaller laser
transmission loss. On the earlier timing regime, the majority of the loss was probably
from the leakage of the plasma channel. The output total energy Ub was around 0.2 mJ,
which gives U1stwake > 10 mJ for an e-beam with 1% energy spread. The mean energy
spread was » 10%, as shown in Fig. 4.17(b). Therefore, in this regime, the beam loading
e®ect may have not been a dominant mechanism induced the energy spread, or the energy
of the wake was very small » 10 mJ.
Findings from the analysis of the discharge delay dependence are summarized as fol-
lows:
² The change in the discharge delay, with possible change in plasma density and chan-
nel pro¯le, a®ected both the high power guiding performance and e-beam generation
signi¯cantly, a®ecting all the output parameters.
² Injection probability suggests that plasma density was dropping down toward later
discharge delay for 80 < tdsc < 200.
² At early discharge delay, higher plasma density provided stable self-injection, and
it probably occurred early in the capillary, leading to the dephasing of e-beams.
High charge, large divergence, large energy spread beams observed in this regime
are from the convolution of long-lasted injection process, heavy beam loading, and
space charge e®ect.
² Guiding performance was improved toward the later discharge delay, which led far
more e±cient production of electron beams.
² Although injection process was not stable, high quality e-beams were generated for
tdsc » 200 ns.
4.6.3 Plasma Density Dependence
The plasma density dependence was studied experimentally by changing the backing
pressure of the hydrogen feed line. Figure 4.19 shows the plasma density dependence of
the injection probability (a), the ouput spot size of the laser pulse (b), the transmission
loss of the laser pulse (c), and estimated relative energy in the wake and beam U^b+w
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Figure 4.19: Injection probability (a), guiding performance, namely the output spot size
(b) and transmission loss (c), and estimated relative energy in the wake and beam U^b+w
(d) as a function of the plasma density for the 310 ¹m diameter capillary. The input laser
plasma parameters were 260 < tdsc < 290 ns, ULin » 1:6 J with 6.3% °uctuation, and
¿L ' 37 fs, which gave P » 43 TW (a0 ' 1:5). For (d), errorbars show mininum and
maximum value obtained instead of the standard deviation. Shown by red areas are the
parameter range discussed in Sections 4.6.2, and by blue areas are for Section 4.6.4.
(d). Electron beam properties, namely the peak energy, energy spread, total charge
and beam divergence are shown in Fig. 4.20. The input laser plasma parameters were
260 < tdsc < 290 ns, ULin » 1:6 J with 6.3% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 37 fs, which gave
P » 43 TW (a0 ' 1:5). Although it is not shown in Fig. 4.19(c) due to a small number of
statistics, e-beams were observed at lower plasma densities, down to ' 3:5 £ 1018 cm¡3,
where the resultant peak energy and total charge were very low. Representative single
shot spectra for n0 ' 4:0£ 1018 cm¡3 and n0 ' 4:8£ 1018 cm¡3 are shown in Fig. 4.18(c)
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Figure 4.20: E-beam parameters, namely the peak energy (a), energy spread (b), total
charge (c), and beam divergence (d) as a function of the plasma density for the 310
¹m diameter capillary. The input laser plasma parameters were 260 < tdsc < 290 ns,
ULin » 1:6 J with 6.3% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 37 fs, which gave P » 43 TW (a0 ' 1:5).
The ROI image was used for the analysis, and shots with rin < 11 ¹m were selected. For
(a) and (c), errorbars show mininum and maximum value obtained instead of the standard
deviation. Shown by red areas are the parameter range discussed in Sections 4.6.2, and
by blue areas are for Section 4.6.4.
and Fig. 4.14, respectively.
One can see that self-injection occurred more frequently with the higher plasma den-
sity. With this capillary and the discharge delay, the higher plasma density helped to
stabilize self-injection, which follows the results of the phase space analysis presented in
Chapter 2.
The output spot size became larger and had larger °uctuation at higher plasma density.
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The larger °uctuations of the output spot with the higher plasma density suggests that
the laser pulse underwent heavier transverse modulations during the propagation. The
transmission loss also increased to almost full depletion for n0 ' 4:8 £ 1018 cm¡3. The
larger spot size for higher density is probably due to the high depletion. Although the
guiding performance alone did not elucidate the dominant mechanism for the transmission
loss, the resultant e-beam properties shown in Fig. 4.20 imply that a signi¯cant amount
of laser energy was used for wake¯eld generation. By the same manner discussed in
Section 4.6.1, relative energy in the wake and beam U^b+w was estimated and shown in
Fig. 4.19(d). From the fact that relative loss for the leakage and the tail of the wake
U^lk+t = U^Ltr ¡ U^b+w [(c) - (d) for Fig. 4.19] showed slight increase (40 < U^lk+t < 60%
for 4:0 < n
(18)
0 < 4:8), higher density may have not improved guiding performance, but
simply led to generation of stronger wake¯eld.
The higher plasma density led to higher amounts of self-injected charge as shown in
Fig. 4.20(c), but did not result in lowering the peak e-beam energy from the shorter
dephasing length [see Fig. 4.20(a)] nor enlarge the energy spread [see Fig. 4.20(b)] via the
beam loading e®ect. This suggests generation of stronger wake¯elds for higher plasma
density, probably via the modulation of the laser pulse as discussed in Section 4.6.1.
The larger °uctuations observed in the output spot size suggest that the laser pulse
underwent signi¯cant transverse modulation. Via enhanced longitudinal and transverse
modulations, especially longitudinal pulse compression, laser intensity became higher, and
stronger wake¯eld was generated.
The stronger wake generation with n
(18)
0 ' 4:8 suggests that higher density enhanced
laser pulse evolution or/and this density provided more optimum nonlinear plasma wave-
length for wake generation than n
(18)
0 ' 4:0. The optimum (probably resonant) condition
for nonlinear plasma wave generation (matching of pulse length and plasma wavelength)
is not simple when a laser pulse length evolves. The nonlinear plasma wavelength depends
on a laser intensity a0 as discussed in Chapter 2, which keeps on changing due to the pulse
compression and energy deposition. The optimum density may depend on the input laser
duration, intensity, and interaction length. From the results, plasma length was too short
for n
(18)
0 ' 4:0 to be resonant. To examine this scenario, here we consider a particular
case shown in Fig. 4.14(a). First, the linear plasma wavelength for 4:0 < n
(18)
0 < 4:8 is
16:7 < ¸p < 15:2 ¹m. The input laser pulse was 37 TW, 37 fs (a0 » 1:4), which gives non-
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linear plasma wavelength 17:8 < ¸nlp < 16:2 ¹m, and resonant pulse length ¼L = 29:6 ¹m.
For these initial conditions, n
(18)
0 = 4:0 seems to be better for wake generation. As dis-
cussed in Section 4.6.1, here we consider the laser pulse compressed down to 23 fs, giving
a0 = 1:7. These parameters give 18:4 < ¸
nl
p < 16:7 ¹m, and ¼L = 18:4 ¹m. This is
exactly the resonant condition for n
(18)
0 = 4:0. If pulse was shorter than 23 fs, the non-
linear plasma length would become longer than pulse length ¼L, then density n
(18)
0 > 4:0
might provide better condition for wake generation. Suggested in Section 4.6.2 was the
possible density drop for tdsc > 150. Although the absolute value of density drop is hard
to evaluate from available information, any drop will result in ¸nlp > ¼L, favoring higher
initial density.
Although the resultant beam divergence was large (> 3 mrad), with large °uctuations,
the higher plasma density helped the collimation of the beam somewhat. The stronger
wake¯eld suppresses the defocusing phase region, as discussed in Chapter 2. The stronger
¯eld also compensates the space charge e®ect. Then, collimated of the e-beam reduces
the energy spread introduced by the o®-axis e®ect, and the stronger wake¯eld reduce
the beam loading e®ect. Those are the probable explanations of reduced energy spread
shown in Fig. 4.20(b). The optimum density to acquire the highest e-beam quality was
n0 ' 4:5 £ 1018 cm¡3, because the beam energy spread and beam divergence started to
increase at n0 > 4:5 £ 1018 cm¡3 probably due to the excessive injection resulting in
heavier beam loading and larger space charge e®ect.
Findings from the analysis of the plasma density dependence are summarized as fol-
lows:
² The higher plasma density led to larger output spot sizes and higher transmission
loss, probably due to the increase of the energy deposition via wake¯eld generation.
The higher plasma density may have not improved guiding performance in terms of
the loss due to the leakage from the channel.
² The higher plasma density stabilized the injection process, with higher amounts of
injected electrons as expected from the theory.
² The higher plasma density led to the generation of e-beams with higher total charge,
and higher peak energy. The enhanced longitudinal compression of laser pulse during
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the propagation with higher plasma density may be responsible for the generation
of stronger wake¯eld.
² In terms of the beam quality, the optimum density was n0 ' 4:5£ 1018 cm¡3.
4.6.4 High Energy Beams
The e-beam properties, namely the peak energy and total charge were analyzed in the
vicinity of the parameter set where high energy e-beams, such as a GeV beam shown in
Fig. 4.4, were generated to understand the underlying mechanisms. A GeV beam shown
in Fig. 4.4 was found with parameters n0 ' 4:3 £ 1018 cm¡3, and tdsc » 216 ns (high
energy regime, blue rectangle). Shown in Fig. 4.21 are the peak energy (a), total charge
(b), energy spread (c), and beam divergence (d) in colormap versus the discharge delay
(horizontal axis) and plasma density (vertical axis). It basically shows the discharge delay
dependence (Section 4.6.2, orange rectangle), plasma density dependence (Section 4.6.3,
red rectangle), and high energy regime (blue rectangle) at once. The input laser plasma
parameters were n0 ' 4:0 to 4:8£ 1018 cm¡3, 80 < tdsc < 290 ns, ULin » 1:6 J with 6.3%
°uctuation, and ¿L ' 37 fs, which gave P » 44 TW (a0 ' 1:5). The ROI image was used
for the analysis.
With the 310 ¹m diameter capillary, most of high energy beams (> 700 MeV) were
found with tdsc ' 210 ns, and n0 ' 4:3£1018 cm¡3. From the discharge delay dependence
discussed in Section 4.6.2, relatively high energy (300 MeV), small energy spread (< 10%),
small beam divergence (» 2 mrad), and small charge (» 1 pC) beams were obtained with
unstable injection (< 10%) for tdsc ' 210 ns and n0 ' 4:0£1018 cm¡3. With higher density
(n0 ' 4:3 £ 1018 cm¡3), injection was somewhat stabilized (» 40%) and electron energy
became higher (» 500 MeV). This trend was seen from the plasma density dependence for
tdsc ' 270 ns. The di®erent characteristic is the °uctuation in the peak energy. The peak
energy for the high energy regime exhibited a large °uctuation (» 220 MeV, not shown),
which is much larger than that for tdsc ' 270 ns and n0 ' 4:8£ 1018 cm¡3 (» 120 MeV,
not shown).
Those observations suggest a following scenario for the generation of high energy e-
beams. With n0 ' 4:3 £ 1018 cm¡3 and a0 » 1:5, the dephasing limited energy is
¢W nldph » 440. (Although decrease in the plasma density was suggested at this discharge
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Figure 4.21: Peak energy (a), total charge (b), energy spread (c), and beam rms angular
divergence in color map versus the discharge delay (horizontal axis) and plasma density
(vertical axis). The input laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 4:0 to 4:8 £ 1018 cm¡3,
80 < tdsc < 290 ns, ULin » 1:6 J with 6.3% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 37 fs, which gave
P » 44 TW (a0 ' 1:5). The solid circles show where the data actually exists. The ROI
image was used for (a), (c), and (d), and shots with rin < 11 ¹m were selected. Shown by
the blue rectangle is the parameter range where high energy beams were found, and by
the orange and red rectangles are the areas where discussed in Sections 4.6.2 and 4.6.3,
respectively.
delay in Section 4.6.2, no change was assumed here due to the limited data for evaluation.)
As has been discussed, the modulation of the laser pulse may have been critical for the
generation of higher energy (> ¢W nldph) e-beams. Total gain of > 1000 MeV can be
attained with the laser intensity of a0 » 2:3, which corresponds to a 16 fs, 1.6 J laser
pulse (no transverse modulation or density drop are assumed). By increasing plasma
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density from n
(18)
0 from 4.0 to 4.3, the operation entered a highly nonlinear regime, where
the pulse evolution was signi¯cant. While it maintained small divergence, small energy
spread, and small charge, injection was somewhat stabilized and the peak energy and its
°uctuation were increased signi¯cantly. The di®erence from tdsc » 270 ns regime was
probably the guiding performance. Guiding performance was better for tdsc » 270 ns
as discussed in Section 4.6.4 providing better e±ciency. With moderate performance of
guiding for tdsc » 210 ns, amounts of injection kept low (» 1 pC), leading to low beam
loading and space charge e®ects. This de-tuned condition provided unstable (close to
threshold of self-trapping), but high energy and high quality e-beams. Unfortunately,
n0 > 4:3 £ 1018 cm¡3 was not explored for tdsc » 210 ns, it could have provided more
stable or/and higher energy electron beams.
For energetics, consider the shot shown in Fig. 4.4. Observed energy spread was small
(2.6%) and resolution limited, suggesting there was almost no beam loading. For example,
if a 1% energy spread is induced by the beam loading e®ect for this shot, U1stwake > 120 mJ,
which is about 10% of the input energy. The transmission loss for this particular shot was
» 60%, which is larger than the estimated wake energy in 1st bucket. Since the beam
loading on the ¯rst bucket was low, later buckets could be signi¯cant, leading to multiple
injections. The energy for (leak + tail) U^lk+t of < 50% is comparable with the value
from other parameter regime (Section 4.6.3). Figure 4.22 shows relative energy in the
wake and e-beam (a), and peak energy (b) versus the normalized vector potential a0. The
wake energy showed strong dependence on the laser input intensity, suggesting that the
pulse evolution strongly depends on the initial condition of laser. The e±ciency shown in
Fig. 4.22 is somewhat smaller than that shown in Fig. 4.19(d), which is consistent to the
discussion in the previous paragraph. For the discharge delay of 200 < tdsc < 220, input
laser energy of 1:5 < ULin < 1:7, and n0 ' 4:3 £ 1018 cm¡3, the mean e-beam energy
was found to be ' 670 MeV with a standard deviation of ' 190 MeV. Statistically, the
probability of observing an e-beam above 860 MeV (1¾) was ' 16%, and above 1000 MeV
(1:7¾) was ' 4.5%.
Findings from the analysis of the high energy regime are summarized as follows.
² High energy (700 MeV) beams with small energy spread, small beam divergence,
and small charge were found for n0 ' 4:3£ 1018 cm¡3, and tdsc » 210 ns.
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Figure 4.22: Relative energy in the wake (1st period) and e-beam (a), and peak energy
(b) versus the normalized vector potential a0. The input laser plasma parameters were
n0 ' 4:3 £ 1018 cm¡3, 200 < tdsc < 220 ns, ULin » 1:6 J with 6.3% °uctuation, and
¿L ' 37 fs, which gave P » 44 TW (a0 ' 1:5). Shots with rin < 11 ¹m were selected.
² Generation of high energy e-beams relied on the pulse evolution, which resulted in
the unstable operation.
² In order to generate high energy e-beams with high quality (small energy spread,
small beam divergence), optimum guiding performance may not always be best. The
high quality beams were obtained where guiding performance was not optimized, led
to the smaller amounts of electron injection, and generation of high quality e-beams.
4.7 Analysis of Experiments Using the 225 ¹m Di-
ameter Capillary
As stated in Section 4.4, stable generation of ' 0:5 GeV e-beams was observed from
a CDG-LWFA with the 225 ¹m diameter capillary. The probability of the self-injection,
and the electron beam properties [beam peak energy Tpk (MeV), relative energy spread
T^ (%), and total charge Qtot (pC)] were analyzed in the vicinity of the parameter set
where the stable generation of half-GeV beams (see Fig. 4.5 for a typical spectrum)
was observed. The probability and all the e-beam prameters were found to be sensitive
against the discharge delay and input laser intensity. Shown in Fig. 4.23 are the injection
probability, total charge, beam peak energy, and energy spread (rms) versus the discharge
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Figure 4.23: Discharge delay dependence of (a) injection probability, (b) total charge,
(c) peak energy, and (d) rms energy spread. The plasma density was 3:5 £ 1018 cm¡3.
Laser pulse duration was 81 fs with the input energy of 0.87 J with 3.9% °uctuation,
which gave the average input power of 11 TW (a0 ' 0:73). Shown in (e) is an example
of out-of-phase shot. The input laser plasma parameters for this particular shot were
tdsc » 167 ns, ULin » 0:95 J, and ¿L ' 82 fs, which gave P » 12 TW (a0 ' 0:77). The
peak energy was 453 MeV, and total charge was 8.0 pC. Discharge delay earlier than
140 ns was not explored in the experiments.
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delay. The ROI images were used for the analysis. The input laser plasma parameters
were n0 ' 3:5 £ 1018 cm¡3, ULin » 0:87 J with 3.9% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 81 fs, which
gave P » 11 TW (a0 ' 0:73). Here, laser pulses with input energy, ULin between 0.82
and 0.96 J were selected, to separate the discharge delay dependence from laser parameter
dependence.
From Fig. 4.23, one can see that the high energy (' 0:5 GeV), low charge (' 1 pC), and
small energy spread (' 4 %) e-beams were observed with high probability (' 90 %) when
the discharge delay was around 145 ns. If the discharge delay was not in the right regime,
the injection probability went down, and resultant electron beams had higher total charge
and lower peak energy with larger energy spread. A few ns shift in the discharge delay
signi¯cantly reduced the probability of the self-injection. For later timing (> 165 ns), both
the injection probability and all the e-beam parameters became unstable. The stabilized
injection with lower amount of injected charge is an interesting regime. Increasing the
plasma density stabilized self-injection with higher amounts of injected electrons in the
case of the 310 ¹m Diameter Capillary (see Fig. 4.21). This suggests that the changing
discharge delay is physically di®erent from changing only plasma density. As discussed
in Section 4.3, a small change in the channel pro¯le may be critical for injection process.
Shown in Fig. 4.23(e) is a typical broad band shot from later discharge delay. The input
laser plasma parameters for this particular shot were tdsc » 167 ns, ULin » 0:95 J, and
¿L ' 82 fs, which gave P » 12 TW (a0 ' 0:77). The peak energy was 453 MeV, and total
charge was 8.0 pC. For the shot shown in Fig. 4.5, the input laser plasma parameters were
tdsc » 144 ns, ULin » 0:87 J, and ¿L ' 75 fs, which gave P » 12 TW (a0 ' 0:76).
The laser intensity dependence from °uctuations in the vicinity of stable half-GeV
regime was analyzed in a similar manner as the discharge delay dependence, and is shown
in Fig. 4.24. The input laser energy was 0.90 J with 14% °uctuation, and the discharge
delay was selected at 142 < tdsc < 162 ns to extract only laser intensity dependence.
Other parameters were n0 ' 3:5£ 1018 cm¡3, and ¿L ' 38 fs. The ROI images were used
for the analysis.
The input laser intensity dependence shows that ' 0.5 GeV electron beams containing
' 1 pC were generated with laser power below a0 ' 0:78. Above that laser intensity,
electron beam energy started to decrease with broader spread while total charge of the
beam increases, consistent with the higher amount of charge resulting in beam loading,
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Figure 4.24: Laser intensity dependence of (a) injection probability, (b) total charge,
(c) peak energy, and (d) rms energy spread. The input laser plasma parameters were
n0 ' 3:5 £ 1018 cm¡3, 142 < tdsc < 162 ns, ULin » 0:9 J with 14% °uctuation, and
¿L ' 82 fs. The ROI images were used for the analysis. Shown in (e) is an example of
excessive input intensity shot. The input laser plasma parameters for this particular shot
were tdsc » 144 ns, ULin » 1:1 J, and ¿L ' 82 fs, which gave P » 13 TW (a0 ' 0:82).
The peak energy was 441 MeV, and total charge was 12 pC.
and earlier injection resulting in the dephasing. The higher input intensity clearly helped
to stabilize injection with increased amount of injected charge, which was a similar e®ect
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as with the increase in a plasma density. Shown in Fig. 4.24(e) is a typical broad band shot
with excessive input laser intensity. The input laser plasma parameters for this particular
shot were tdsc » 144 ns, ULin » 1:1 J, and ¿L ' 82 fs, which gave P » 13 TW (a0 ' 0:82).
The peak energy was 441 MeV, and total charge was 12 pC. Although the peak energy
was 441 MeV, it contained a high energy tail which contained 3 pC at 600 MeV.
From the discharge delay dependence shown in Fig. 4.23 and the input intensity de-
pendence shown in Fig. 4.24, it is clear that the control of the discharge delay and input
laser intensity (energy) are critical for the stable generation of high quality e-beam from
self-injection CDG-LWFA. If a certain range of the discharge delay 142 < tdsc < 152 ns
and the input energy 0:82 < ULin < 0:9 J is taken, resultant self-injection probability is
77%, the peak energy is 481 MeV with 5.8% °uctuation, a total charge is 0.9 pC with
100% °uctuation, the energy spread is 3.9% (rms) with 40% °uctuation, and the beam
divergence is 1.5 mrad with 31% °uctuation. Note that 40% °uctuation in an energy
spread of 3.9% means only §1:6% of total energy, and 31% °uctuation in the beam di-
vergence of 1.5 mrad is §0:45 mrad. A total of 26 shots were taken within this parameter
range, 20 shots resulted generating e-beam. Stable generation of high quality e-beam via
self-injection required the control of the discharge delay with less than 10 ns accuracy and
the input laser energy less than 10% accuracy. Note that by narrowing the range of dis-
charge delay and input energy, 100% injection could be shown, but with smaller number
of statistics. This result demonstrated that self-injection based LWFA can provide high
quality e-beams with stabilized electron energy and high reproducibility, which has never
been achieved before [1, 2]. This could be unique property of a CDG-LWFA. By under-
standing the physics behind with further experiments and simulations, a next generation
CDG-LWFA may be designed to provide stable operation without further complication
of a setup.
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4.8 Analysis of Experiments Using the 190 ¹m Di-
ameter Capillary
4.8.1 Laser Parameter Dependence
The 190 ¹m diameter capillary was found to have the lowest threshold laser energy for
the self-injection among the three capillaries analyzed in this work. By using laser pluses
with energy of 0.6 J with 2.7% °uctuation, electron self-injection occurred 2%. Although
this is very low probability, no e-beams were observed with an energy 0.6 J from the other
two capillaries. The other input laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 2:5 to 3:2£1018 cm¡3,
tdsc < 100 ns with 11% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 65 fs, which gave P » 9:5 TW (a0 ' 0:72).
The peak energy was found to be from 100 to 300 MeV with up to 1 pC of total charge.
In the same manner as the other capillaries, the threshold laser intensity for self-
electron injection into a plasma wake¯eld was experimentally explored with higher input
energy than that of the previous paragraph. Shown in Fig. 4.25(a) is the probability of self-
injection versus laser pulse length, and in Fig. 4.25(b) is the probability versus normalized
vector potential a0. To extract only a laser parameter dependence, the discharge delay
and plasma density were ¯xed at 110 ns with 5.4% °uctuation and ' 3:0 £ 1018 cm¡3,
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Figure 4.25: Injection probability as a function of the laser pulse duration (a), and as a
function of the normalized vector potential a0 (b), for a 190 ¹m diameter capillary (See
Subsection 4.5 for the de¯nition of the injection probability). The input laser plasma
parameters were n0 ' 3:0£ 1018 cm¡3, tdsc » 100 ns with 5.4% °uctuation, ULin » 0:91 J
with 5.7% °uctuation.
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respectively. The laser energy was 0.91 J/pulse with 5.7 % °uctuation.
First, even lower threshold intensity for the self-injection was observed. The injection
threshold intensity was found to be a0 ' 0:45, which corresponded to 3.7 TW, 240 fs
(0.87 J) laser pulse. It is clear that both the input laser intensity and the total energy
in the laser pulse a®ects injection process. For the total energy to play a critical role
in the injection, the evolution of laser during the propagation in the plasma channel,
especially pulse compression seems to be critical [196]. This input intensity a0 ' 0:45
had been believed to give no self-injection in sm-LWFA. This may be a unique property
in the CDG-LWFA due to the exceptionally long propagation length in contrast to other
LWFAs, allowing self modulation for longer period of the plasma wave.
Second, the injection probability exhibits a somewhat complicated dependence on
the laser pulse length or/and intensity. From Fig. 4.25, one can see two peaks in the
probability. In terms of the laser pulse length ¿L (laser intensity a0), one was found at
¿L '42 fs (a0 ' 1:1) and the other was found at ¿L '160 fs (a0 ' 0:55). Surprisingly,
e-beams with similar properties were found from those two regimes. E-beams from those
two regimes were somewhat collimated, and had large energy spreads that looked like
snakes. Typical snake-like beam from each regime together with typical beam, found in
between are shown in Fig. 4.26. In between these two regimes, e-beams were found to have
larger divergence. The laser pulse length seemed to be more crucial for the generation
of snakes rather than the input laser intensity. In the ¯rst \snake regime" (shorter pulse
length), the snake-like beams were found for ¿L < 42 fs. The mean total charge (no
ROI) was 26 pC with 64% °uctuation, and the mean beam divergence (no ROI) was
3.6 mrad with 18% °uctuation. Shown in Fig.4.26(a) is a typical shot from this regime.
The laser pulse for this particular shot was 21 TW, 42 fs (0.88 J), which gave a0 of 1.1.
The discharge delay was 103 ns. The e-beams contained a total charge of 37 pC, and the
beam divergence was 2.9 mrad. In the second \snake regime" (longer pulse length), the
snake-like beams were found for 150 . ¿L . 180 fs. The mean total charge (no ROI)
was 14 pC with 91% °uctuation, and the mean beam divergence (no ROI) was 2.5 mrad
with 27% °uctuation. Shown in Fig. 4.26(c) is a typical shot from this regime. The laser
pulse for this particular shot was 5.5 TW, 180 fs (0.98 J), which gave a0 of 0.54. The
discharge delay was 111 ns. The e-beams contained a total charge of 42 pC, and the beam
divergence was 2.9 mrad. Here, full images (no ROI) were analyzed due to the broadband
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Figure 4.26: (a): Typical single shot e-beam spectra in the ¯rst \snake regime" (shorter
laser pulse). The laser pulse for this example shot was 21 TW, 42 fs (0.88 J), which
gave a0 of 1.1. The discharge delay was 103 ns. The e-beams contained a total charge
of 37 pC, and the beam divergence was 2.9 mrad. (b): Typical large beam divergence
shot from between two regimes. The laser pulse for this example shot was 13 TW, 79 fs
(0.99 J), which gave a0 of 0.82. The discharge delay was 122 ns. The e-beams contained
a total charge of 5.2 pC, and the beam divergence was more than 4.7 mrad (over¯lled).
(c): Typical single shot e-beam spectra in the second \snake regime" (longer laser pulse).
The laser pulse for this example shot was 5.5 TW, 180 fs (0.98 J), which gave a0 of 0.54.
The discharge delay was 111 ns. The e-beams contained a total charge of 42 pC, and the
beam divergence was 2.9 mrad.
property. Since the beam divergence was evaluated from the energy-integrated pro¯le, it
could be overestimated if the incident angle of the e-beam has energy dependence. Shown
in Fig. 4.26(b) is a typical large beam divergence shot from between two regimes. The
laser pulse for this particular shot was 13 TW, 79 fs (0.99 J), which gave a0 of 0.82. The
discharge delay was 122 ns. The e-beams contained a total charge of 5.2 pC, and the
beam divergence was more than 4.7 mrad (over¯lled).
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As can be seen from Fig. 4.26, despite a 4 times di®erence in pulse length and two
times di®erence in input laser intensity, resultant e-beams were quite similar. In both
regimes, self-injection occurred in the accelerating and converging phase, which is 1/4
of the total phase of the wake¯eld if operation was in the linear regime (see Section 2).
The broadband property suggests either heavy beam loading or that the self-injection
lasted quite long. The possible mechanism for the di®erent laser pulses resulting in the
generation of quite similar e-beam is unknown.
The threshold laser parameters for self-injection were also studied for di®erent dis-
charge delays and plasma densities. Shown in Fig. 4.27(a) is the probability of self-
injection versus laser pulse length, and in Fig. 4.27(b) is the probability versus normalized
vector potential a0. The discharge delay and plasma density were ¯xed at 80 ns with 3.3%
°uctuation and ' 2:7 £ 1018 cm¡3, respectively. The laser energy was 0.89 J/pulse with
6.0 % °uctuation.
With those discharge delays and plasma densities, the injection probability did not
show the structure exhibited in the previous discussion shown in Fig. 4.25. The injection
probability did not reach 100 % with the shortest pulse duration or the highest input
intensity. Observed e-beams did not show a clear dependence on laser parameters. The
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Figure 4.27: Injection probability as a function of the laser pulse duration (a), and as
a function of the normalized vector potential a0 (b), for a 190 ¹m diameter capillary
(See Subsection 4.5 for the de¯nition of the injection probability). The laser energy was
0.89 J/pulse with 6.0 % °uctuation, and the discharge delay and plasma density were
¯xed at 80 ns with 3.3% °uctuation and ' 2:7£ 1018 cm¡3, respectively.
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mean peak energy (ROI) was 280 MeV with 35% °uctuation, and mean total charge
(ROI) was 0.69 pC with 100% °uctuation. It suggest that all of the parameters: laser
pulse length, plasma density, and discharge delay (channel pro¯le) played some role in
the generation of snake-like beams.
4.8.2 Plasma Density Dependence
The dependence of the injection probability on the plasma density was experimentally
studied by changing the backing pressure of the hydrogen feed line. Figure 4.28 shows the
probability of self-injection versus plasma density. The input laser plasma parameters were
tdsc » 109 ns with 5.3% °uctuation, ULin » 0:95 J with 5.9% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 45 fs,
which gave P » 21 TW (a0 ' 1:1). The statistics were on more than 100 shots for n0 ' 3:0
and 3:2£1018 cm¡3, while less than 20 shots were taken for the other densities. With this
laser intensity, almost 100% injection was achieved for n0 ' 2:5 to 4:0£ 1018 cm¡3. Drop
of the injection probability for higher plasma density (n0 > 4:0£ 1018 cm¡3) contradicts
to the physics of the self-trapping discussed in Chapter 2. A possible explanation is
that the shorter plasma wavelength from higher plasma density resulted in splitting the
laser pulse into more than 2 parts due to the shorter period modulation. This could
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Figure 4.28: Injection probability as a function of a plasma density, for a 190 ¹m diameter
capillary. The input laser plasma parameters were tdsc » 109 ns with 5.3% °uctuation,
ULin » 0:95 J with 5.9% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 45 fs, which gave P » 21 TW (a0 ' 1:1).
The statistics were more than 100 shots for n0 ' 3:0 and 3:2£ 1018 cm¡3, while less than
20 shots were taken for the other densities.
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lead to the waker wake¯eld (but more buckets). Introducing the linear modulation factor
ML = ¼L=¸p, which is the ratio of the laser pulse length and the linear plasma wavelength
(ML = 1 is the resonant condition), for 2:5 < n
18
0 < 4:3, we obtain 1:7 < ML < 2:2. In
other words, laser pulse modulation was not optimized for high plasma density.
The e-beam properties showed clear density dependence, while the injection proba-
bility was simply always high. The e-beam properties, namely the peak energy, energy
spread (rms), total charge, and beam divergence (rms) as a function of the plasma den-
sity are shown in Fig. 4.29(a) - (d). The ROI images were used for the analysis. The
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Figure 4.29: E-beam properties as a function of plasma density for the 190 ¹m diameter
capillary. (a): Peak energy. (b): Energy spread (rms). (c): Total charge. (d): Beam
divergence (rms). ROI-ed images were used for the analysis. The input laser plasma
parameters were tdsc » 109 ns with 5.3% °uctuation, ULin » 0:95 J with 5.9% °uctuation,
and ¿L ' 45 fs, which gave P » 21 TW (a0 ' 1:1). The statistics were more than 100 shots
for n0 ' 3:0 and 3:2£1018 cm¡3, while less than 20 shots were taken for the other densities.
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beam divergence exhibited clear dependence on the plasma density as can be seen from
Fig. 4.29(d). For higher plasma density, the beam lost its collimation, and over¯lled the
screen of the GeV-ESM. This may have contributed to the drop in a total charge observed
in Fig. 4.29(c). Actual total charge might have looked di®erent on the higher density side.
This could be explained by following three mechanisms. One is the weaker wake¯eld for
higher density, which could also explain the drop seen in the injection probability (see
Fig. 4.28). As discussed in Chapter 2, the weaker wake¯eld has narrower phase range in
which simultaneous acceleration and radial focusing of electrons is found. Second mecha-
nism is blow-out regime. If operation is close to be in the blow-out regime, higher plasma
density requires stronger laser to expel all the surrounding electrons as in Eq. (2.54). The
closer to the blow-out condition, the smaller the beam divergence could be due to an ion
channel. Last mechanism is the increased space charge force by the increased injection.
Either one or more mechanisms may be responsible for the divergence dependence on
plasma density.
For lower density, e-beams were sometimes mono-energetic, sometimes broadband.
One can see from Fig. 4.29(b) that statistically, lower plasma density provided lower
energy spread e-beams. Together with increased total charge, this could be explained by
the beam loading e®ect.
The peak energy did not show clear or simple dependence on plasma density as seen in
Fig. 4.29(a). The °uctuation of the peak energy was somewhat smaller for lower density,
suggesting weaker modulation on the laser pulse. As discussed in Section 4.6, the stronger
modulation may lead to stronger wake¯eld and larger °uctuation. For higher density, laser
pulse modulation might have been stronger, but the peak energy did not increased due
to the dephasing, resulting in introducing only larger °uctuation. Stabilized injection for
higher density could also lead dephasing due to the earlier injection, giving lower energy.
All those mechanisms can provide such complicated peak energy dependence on plasma
density.
4.8.3 Discharge Delay Dependence
The injection dependence on the discharge delay was studied as well. Shown in Fig. 4.30
is the probability of self-injection versus the discharge delay. The input laser plasma
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Figure 4.30: Injection probability as a function of the discharge delay, for a 190 ¹m
diameter capillary. The input laser plasma parameters were n0 ' 3:2£1018 cm¡3, ULin »
0:95 J with 6.9% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 45 fs, which gave P » 21 TW (a0 ' 1:1).
parameters were n0 ' 3:2£1018 cm¡3, ULin » 0:95 J with 6.9% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 45 fs,
which gave P » 21 TW (a0 ' 1:1). One can see that the injection process strongly
depends on discharge delay, with a big drop in injection probability for tdsc » 80 ns. This
drop in injection probability could be explained by a drop of plasma density. Probable
density drop associated with a drop of a discharge current was suggested in Section 4.6
for the 310 ¹m diameter capillary. A large drop of a discharge current at tdsc » 80 ns can
be seen from Fig. 4.2(b).
The discharge delay dependence of the e-beam properties is shown in Fig. 4.31, in
which ROI images were used for the evaluation. One can see from Fig. 4.31(d) that
the beam divergence followed the trend of the injection probability shown in Fig. 4.30.
The observed total charge also roughly followed the same trend, except for shots in the
early timing (< 80 ns). The relatively higher injection probability with lower amount of
injected charge observed with the early delay is somewhat similar to the stable 0.5 GeV
regime from the 225 ¹m capillary. On the other side (later delay), stabilization of self-
injection seems to be tied to excessive injection suggesting the space charge force a®ecting
the beam divergence. The larger e-beam energy spread caused by the excessive injection
[Fig. 4.31(b)] is consistent with beam loading e®ect.
With the discharge delay of 100 ns, the high peak energy (400 MeV), low energy spread
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Figure 4.31: E-beam properties as a function of the discharge delay for 190 ¹m diameter
capillary. (a): Peak energy. (b): Energy spread (rms). (c): Total charge. (d): Beam
divergence (rms). ROI-ed images were used for the analysis. The input laser plasma
parameters were n0 ' 3:2£1018 cm¡3, ULin » 0:95 J with 6.9% °uctuation, and ¿L ' 45 fs,
which gave P » 21 TW (a0 ' 1:1).
(11%), and low charge (' 5 pC) beams with moderate beam divergence were observed.
In this 100 ns regime, e-beams were found with big °uctuation in the beam divergence
as can be seen in Fig. 4.31(d). The collimated e-beams were obtained about one shot in
three shots. Shown in Fig. 4.32 are typical small divergence and large divergence shots.
Throughout this parameter ¯eld, the beam divergence was unstable. By shortening the
laser pulse length, it could reach \snake regime" where the beams were collimated but
broadband.
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Figure 4.32: (a): Typical small divergence e-beam single shot spectra from the regime
described in the paragraph. The input laser plasma parameters for this particular shot
were n0 ' 3:2 £ 1018 cm¡3, tdsc » 98 ns, ULin » 1:0 J, and ¿L ' 46 fs, which gave
P » 22 TW (a0 ' 1:1). The e-beams contained a total charge of 1.4 pC, and the beam
divergence was 1.3 mrad. (b): Typical small divergence e-beam single shot spectra from
the same regime as (a). The input laser plasma parameters for this particular shot were
n0 ' 3:2£ 1018 cm¡3, tdsc » 98 ns, ULin » 1:0 J, and ¿L ' 46 fs, which gave P » 22 TW
(a0 ' 1:1). The discharge delay was 98 ns. The e-beams contained a total charge of
12 pC, and the beam divergence was more than 4.8 mrad (over¯lled). ROI images were
used for the evaluation.
4.9 Discussion and Conclusion
The performance of the capillary discharge channel guided accelerator was found to
depend on capillary diameter, plasma density, discharge delay, and laser pulse pointing,
energy, duration and peak power. By using a 310 ¹m diameter capillary, an e-beam
with peak energy of 1 GeV was observed. This is the highest energy ever achieved from
LWFAs. Full analysis including the guiding performance was carried out on the operation
of the 310 ¹m diameter capillary. The statistical analysis suggested that the generation
of GeV beams came from a highly unstable regime. Having plasma density at close to the
threshold for the self-injection led to a small amount of injection and the longest dephasing
length possible. This arrangement allowed the generation of a high energy e-beam, and
also resulted in large °uctuations in the peak energy due to unstable self-injection and
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signi¯cant modulation of the laser pulse. Higher plasma density stabilized the injection
process and lowered the °uctuations in the peak energy. The down side was the shorter
dephasing length, which led to the lower peak energy of e-beams. Also excessive injection
resulted in heavy beam loading, leading to large energy spread. The unstable performance
of this capillary might have come from (a) a greater di®erence between the spot size of the
input laser pulse and the matched spot size of the plasma channel, (b) weaker transverse
variation of the plasma density leading to a reduction in transverse injection, and (c) the
signi¯cance of small variations in the laser plasma parameters for this high power (highly
nonlinear) regime [68].
The analysis also suggested that by stabilizing the injection process other than by
using higher plasma density, stable generation of GeV e-beam may be possible. There are
many possible way to stabilize injection process, roughly categorized into two kinds. One
is to stabilize self-injection, the other is not to use self-injection. Stabilized self-injection
was shown to be possible in Section 4.7 by ¯nding the proper parameter regime [plasma
density, laser energy and duration, and discharge delay(channel pro¯le)] and improving
the jitter in the discharge delay and laser energy. The other way to stabilize the self-
injection may be realized by using a tailored longitudinal plasma pro¯le, for example the
density ramp [197]. Using external magnetic ¯elds [82] may be another way to obtain the
condition for stable self-injection. Apart from self-injection, laser triggered injection is
another promising injection scheme [74{79, 145, 198]. It is clear that stabilizing injection
is the key technology for stable > GeV e-beams.
Regimes in parameter space were found where reproducible self-trapped electron beams
were generated with energy around 0.5 GeV by using 225 ¹m diameter capillary. It was
demonstrated that self-injection can be stabilized with a CDG-LWFA and electrons can be
accelerated up to 0.5 GeV. In this regime, self-injection was stabilized with small amount
of trapping, led to stable high quality (a few percent energy spread and '1.5 mrad beam
divergence) e-beams generation. Shown through a statistical analysis was that the control
of the discharge delay and input energy were critical for stable operation. A change of
< 10 ns in the discharge delay, and of < 10% in the input energy signi¯cantly a®ected
performance. Especially, the discharge delay may be responsible for stabilized low amount
injection. A change in discharge delay may introduce a small change in the channel pro¯le.
To elucidate the physical e®ect introduced by the change in a discharge delay requires an
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extra diagnostic, such as transverse interferometry, and further studies via modeling and
simulations. Then, a capillary discharge system specialized for stable self-injection could
be designed.
The 190 ¹m diameter capillary operation provided the lowest threshold laser energy
for self-injection among the three capillaries and the generation of higher charge beam,
but with unstable beam divergence. Another interesting regime was found where snake-
like beams were generated. The \snake regime" had a strong dependence on the pulse
length, with similar snake-like beams found for ¿L ' 40 fs and ¿L ' 160 fs laser pulses.
The possible mechanism by which di®erent laser pulses result in the generation of quite
similar e-beams is not understood.
The threshold intensities for injection should be regarded as tentative since experi-
ments were not performed with identical parameters (for density and discharge delay) for
di®erent capillaries. Nevertheless, a comparison of the threshold intensities from avail-
able data suggests that the threshold laser intensity is lower for capillaries with smaller
diameters. The electron beam divergence seemed to be larger for capillaries with smaller
diameter. From those observations, a possible scenario may be either or both of the
following: (a) the fact that the plasma channel has a smaller matched spot for smaller
diameter [131] in°uences the propagation of the laser pulse, which a®ects injection, and
(b) transverse wake¯elds play a key role in self-injection and e-beam properties in the
capillary-guided LWFA (narrower channels result in larger transverse density gradients
and larger transverse wake¯elds).
From simple scaling laws discussed in Section 1.2, one can estimate the dephasing
limited energy gain with parameters where GeV energy gain was observed. With the
laser power of 42 TW and spot size of 25 ¹m, I ' 4:3 £ 1018 W/cm2. The dephasing
limited energy gain shown in Eq. 1.7 gives Wdph ' 400 MeV. Also for 0.5 GeV beam
generation case, it gives Wdph ' 220 MeV. These are a factor 2 lower than observed,
and possible reasons are following. Although this simple dimensional analysis yields the
correct order of magnitude estimates for the accelerator length and energy gain, a more
accurate estimation of the energy gain would require the full plasma channel properties,
the e®ects of laser pulse evolution, instabilities, self-focusing, and e-beam loading on the
plasma wake. For example, simulations indicate that pulse evolution is essential to the
trapping and acceleration process [199, 200]. As the pulse propagates, it self-modulates
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and steepens such that the plasma electrons are completely blown out from the region
of the axis (cavitation or bubble regime [139]), at which point electrons are self-trapped
and accelerated from the background plasma, in a manner similar to that described in
previous experiments on high quality beam production at the 100 MeV level [56, 68].

Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Summary
The ¯rst objective of this dissertation work was to develop an electron spectrometer for
a GeV class laser wake¯eld accelerator. As detailed in Chapter 3, a slitless, broadband
electron magnetic spectrometer has been developed [3]. Simultaneous measurement of
e-beam spectra and output laser properties was realized by a slitless scheme. A scin-
tillator - CCD camera system allowed faster than 1 Hz operation and evaluation of the
spatial property of e-beams. Measurement of beam divergence was essential for this slit-
less spectrometer to evaluate the momentum resolution. With measured divergence and
calculation of third order magnet optics, the momentum resolution was evaluated. The
spectrometer covered unprecedentedly wide range, from 0.01 to 1.1 GeV (factor 110) in
a single shot, with su±cient resolution (below 5% for beams with 2 mrad divergence).
The light yield to total charge calibration and study on the energy dependence (0.071
to 1.23 GeV) of the scintillating plate were performed by using e-beams from a conven-
tional accelerator (ALS). This allowed the function as a charge monitor to be implemented
successfully on the spectrometer.
The spectrometer was installed on a laser wake¯eld accelerator system using a 50 TW
class Ti:Sapphire laser ampli¯er in the LOASIS Facility. It has been serving as the
main diagnostic for the system. The production of high quality electron beams up to
1 GeV from a centimeter-scale accelerator was demonstrated [1]. This is the highest
beam energy yet reported for a laser-driven accelerator, and the shortest accelerator of
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any type to accelerate electrons from rest to GeV energies. This was enabled by the use
of gas-¯lled capillary discharge waveguides that channeled relativistically-intense laser
pulses over several centimeters of su±ciently low density plasma. Also demonstrated was
the stable self injection and acceleration to ' 0:5 GeV. This further motivated statistical
analysis on CDG-LWFA operations.
The other objective of this dissertation was to understand how to control a GeV class
LWFA. Thousands of shots with a broad range of laser and plasma parameters have been
taken in the experiments. Using statistical analysis, to ¯nd key technology and physics
for control of GeV class LWFA was the goal. As detailed in Chapter 4, a program for
such statistical analysis was developed, and a statistical analysis to study the laser and
plasma parameter dependence of CDG-LWFAs was carried out [2].
The statistical analysis suggested that the generation of GeV beams came from a
highly unstable regime. Having the plasma density at a value close to the threshold for
the self injection led to a small amount of injection and the longest dephasing length
possible. The capillary diameter of 310 ¹m raised the threshold intensity for self injection
high, probably due to the relatively low contributions of transverse wake¯eld and larger
matched spot size. This way have allowed to the higher intensity laser to provide higher
gradient wake¯eld without self injection. This arrangement allowed the generation of
high energy e-beams, and also resulted in large °uctuation in the peak energy due to the
unstable self injection. Higher plasma density stabilized the injection process and lowered
the °uctuations in the peak energy. The down side of having higher plasma density was
the shorter dephasing length, which led to the lower peak energy of e-beams.
The analysis showed requirements on stable self injection and acceleration for the
CDG-LWFA which employed the 225 ¹m diameter capillary. The control of the discharge
delay and input energy was critical for the stable operation. A change of < 10 ns in
the discharge delay, and of < 10% in the input energy signi¯cantly a®ected performance.
Combined with the analysis performed on the 310 ¹m capillary, possible schemes to
stabilize injection process for > GeV e-beams were discussed in Section 4.6.
Although more experiments and modeling with particle-in-cell simulations are required
to understand the detailed physics of injection and acceleration of a CDG-LWFA, such as
the role of transverse wake¯elds, the statistical analysis provided information for future
optimization.
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5.2 Prospects and Future Work
There are several diagnostics that could be employed in the future to gain a better
understanding of the CDG-LWFA, and perhaps improve performance. The analysis sug-
gested that the longitudinal laser pulse modulation during propagation may be critical for
the generation of high energy e-beam. A technique that provides information on the tem-
poral pro¯le of the laser pulse, such as an auto-correlator [201], FROG (frequency-resolved
optical gating) [202], or SPIDER (spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-¯eld
reconstruction) [203], could give a better understanding of the importance of the longi-
tudinal laser evolution. These techniques, however, show only the integrated e®ect along
the propagation axis, such as a transverse and longitudinal modulation, e®ect from in-
jected electrons, or pump depletion via wake ¯eld generation. In comparison, a transverse
diagnostic could provide spatially resolved information. Furthermore, the change in the
discharge delay induces small amounts of °uctuation in the plasma density, and a change
in the channel pro¯le. Therefore, transverse interferometry [131] of the plasma density
should be investigated. Ultimately, a snap-shot of the wake¯eld [204] would provide full
information on the wake¯eld. Laser pulse spot size during propagation may hard to mea-
sure. Observation of nonlinear Thomson scattering could provide some information of
spot size.
The analysis suggested that control of the electron injection into the wake¯eld would
be a key technology for a generation of higher quality e-beams with higher stability. Al-
though stabilized self injection was shown to be possible in this work, by the help of extra
diagnostics suggested above and further theoretical and numerical study, the required
physical conditions for stabled self injection can be determined. With better understand-
ing of the injection process, a capillary with longitudinal or transverse structure [191]
could be designed to improve a CDG-LWFA. For example, a plasma density ramp may
provide stabilized injection, and could be used as an injector for CDG-LWFA. Apart from
the self injection, laser triggered injection [74{79, 145, 198] is another promising injection
scheme, albeit more complex and challenging. Better understanding through extra diag-
nostics and stabilizing the electron injection into the wake¯eld would lead a CDG-LWFA
to the next level in terms of beam quality and stability.
The short wavelength of the plasma accelerating structure results in femtosecond du-
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ration bunches (> 10 kA peak current), that are well suited for driving pulsed radiation
sources. This o®ers the prospect of novel, compact, and intrinsically-synchronized sources
of femtosecond electron pulses and radiation tunable from x-ray [93{95] to THz frequen-
cies [44, 98, 205], as needed for pump-probe measurements in the basic and applied
sciences. The GeV beams pave the way for compact femtosecond free electron lasers
producing keV x-rays using existing cm-scale period undulators, which was not possible
with 100 MeV-class beams. Furthermore, it is anticipated that longer accelerating struc-
tures can be made by staging capillary discharge waveguides, thereby opening a path to
compact accelerators beyond the multi-GeV level for applications in high energy physics.
Appendix A
Symbols
A.1 Symbols
Summarized here are symbols used in this dissertation and a brief description of the
symbol. The nominal value and unit are also shown, unless otherwise speci¯ed in the
main Chapters.
Symbol Description Value Unit
A vector potential
a normalized vector potential
Ab cross sectional area of the electron bunch
Aw atomic weight
B magnetic ¯eld
¯ normalized electron velocity
c speed of light in vacuum 3£ 1010 cm/s
e charge of an electron 4:8£ 10¡10 esu
e unit vector to indicate laser polarization
E electric ¯eld
E0 cold nonrelativistic wavebreaking ¯eld esu/cm
Er transverse electric ¯eld of the wake esu/cm
Ez longitudinal electric ¯eld of the wake esu/cm
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Erest rest mass energy of an electron 0.511 MeV
²^ mean normalized deviation
Fpm ponderomotive force
° Lorentz factor
H Hamiltonian W/cm2
I radiation intensity W/cm2
Iinz the mean ionization energy of the medium
Ik current for kicker magnets A
Idsc discharge current A
k wave number of radiation cm¡1
kp plasma wave number cm
¡1
Lacc acceleration length cm
Ldph dephasing length cm
Lpd depletion length cm
L laser pulse length cm
¸p plasma wavelength cm
¸ laser wavelength 0:8£ 10¡4 cm
me rest mass of electron 0:91£ 10¡27 g
N number of plasma periods that the bunch is lo-
cated
Ne number of bunch electrons
NA the Avogadro number
n, ne electron density cm
¡3
n0 0th order, or equilibrium plasma density cm
¡3
ni ion density cm
¡3
p momentum of electron (particle or °uid) MeV/c
p^ relative momentum spread of e-beam %
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±p momentum spread of e-beam MeV/c
p0 central momentum of e-beam MeV/c
P laser peak power TW
Pc critical power for self focusing TW
ª phase of the wake
© scaler potential
Á normalized scaler potential
Qtot total charge in a beam pC
QROItot ROI total charge in a beam pC
Reff e®ective radius of a magnetic ¯eld mm
re classical electron radius 2:82£ 10¡13 cm
½ medium density g/cm3
s electron curve linear coordinate m
T kinetic energy of an electron MeV
T^ relative energy spread of e-beam %
±T energy spread of e-beam MeV
T0 central kinetic energy of e-beam MeV
Tpk peak kinetic energy of e-beam MeV
tdsc the delay between the onset of the discharge cur-
rent and the arrival of the laser beam (discharge
delay)
ns
¢texp exposure time ms
¿bm bump magnet trigger
¿L laser pulse length fs
u normalized momentum of electron (particle or
°uid)
Ub total energy of an e-beam J
ULin input laser energy J
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ULlk laser energy loss via leakage from the channel J
U^Llk relative laser energy loss via leakage from the chan-
nel
%
ULls laser transmission loss J
U^Lls relative laser transmission loss %
Uwake wake¯eld energy J
U^wake relative wake¯eld energy %
vbeam velocity of electron beam cm/s
v, ve electron velocity cm/s
vg laser group velocity cm/s
vi ion velocity cm/s
vpp phase velocity of the plasma wave cm/s
¢W energy gain MeV
¢Wdph dephasing limited energy gain MeV
¢Wpd pump depletion limited energy gain MeV
w0 spot size ¹m
w0out output spot size ¹m
­ generalized vorticity
!0 laser frequency s
¡1
!p plasma frequency s
¡1
´dps deposition e±ciency of LANEX
´rad Radiation e±ciency of LANEX
´WB wake to beam e±ciency
Z atomic number
zR Rayleigh length cm
³ laser co-moving frame cm
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A.2 Abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
ALS Advanced Light Source
AFRD Acceleration and Fusion Research Division
BCM Beam Charge Monitor
BTS Booster To Storage section
CBP Center of Beam Physics
CC-coe±cient Counts/Charge coe±cient
CC-nonlinearity Counts - Charge nonlinearity
CCD Charge-Coupled device
CDG Capillary Discharge Guided
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
CPA Chirped Pulse Ampli¯cation
e-beam Electron Beam
EPICS Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
ESM Electron SpectroMeter
FEL Free Electron Laser
FROG Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating
FWHM Full-Width Half-Maximum
Gadox terbium activated GADolinium OXysulphide, Gd2O2S:Tb
ICT Integrate Current Transformer
IP Imaging Plate
LANEX-FB Lanex Fast Back
LBNL Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
LOA Laboratoire d'Optique Appliqu¶ee
LOASIS Lasers, Optical Accelerator Systems Integrated Studies
LWFA Laser WakeField Acceleration
OAP O®-Axis Parabola
PBWA Plasma Beat Wave Acceleration
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PIC Perticle In Cell
PMP PhotoMultiPlier
PWFA Plasma WakeField Acceleration
RAL Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
RF Radio Frequency
ROI Region Of Interest
SBD Surface Barrier Detector
sm-LWFA self modulated Laser WakeField Acceleration
SLAC Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
SPIDER Spectral Phase Interferometry for Direct Electric-¯eld Recon-
struction
TLD ThermoLuminescent Dosimeter
UCLA University of California Los Angels
USC University of Southern California
U-Tokyo University of Tokyo
WFA WakeField Acceleration
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